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IPLIB is a colleciion of HP FORTRAN 77 subroutines and funailons {ha{ facililate
the use of a COMTAL image processing sgsiem driven bg an HP 1000 oo,_ouier. These
subprograms are based on worKbg Hei{ie D. Faulcon and James H. Monielih of {he
Acouslics and Vibration Insir_men{a{ion Sec{ion a{ NASA Langleg Research Cenier,
and were put inio {heir preseni form bg Kelih Miller of the College of William and
Mary°s co_uier science depart_m_n{ while he was a sum,_r fellow in {he ASEE/HABA
program.
IPLIB uses an HP 1000 driver, DVR41, which directs all communications between {he
HP 1000 and {he COMTAL Vision One/28 system. DVR41 was written by M. Brown of Coulier
Computer Corporal{on, revised by R.U. Bagdazlan of Hughes Aircraft Corporal{on, and
documented bg James Montelih and Kelth Miller.
This user's manual is intended for programmers who 6_ni to use the HP 1000 io _r£ve
{he COMTAL image processing system. II is assumed that the programmer Kno6_ HP 1000
FORTRAN 77, or at least one FORTRAN dialect. It is also assumed that {he programmer
has some familiarity ulth the COMTAL Vision One/2B system.
The manual is divided into six sections:
i. SUBPROGRAM HANDLING:
This section tells how to load and modlfly the subprograms in IPLIB as _II as
Inow to add subprograms to the library.
2. ALPHABETIC CATALOG:
.. All _he subprograms ore ilsled in alphab_tlc order ulih a few words {hal sugges{
_he purpose of each. Tes_ programs ore listed in alphabetic order also.
S. CROSS REFERENCE FILE:
Each subprogram and test program is listed along wlth the subprograms it coils.
4. SUBPROGRAM SOURCE CODE:
The source code for each subprogram is given in its entirety. The code for all
, subprograms follows o documentation outline which was designed io make each
subprogram understandable without reference to any other code.
5. TEST PROGRAM SOURCE CODE:
The source code for some programs used in {he uni{ testing of {he IPLIB sub-
-programs ore given. These tes_ programs are not well documenied, but they
should, be easily undersiood when used in conjunclion uilh the documentation
of the subprograms the_ {est.
G. HP DRIVER SOURCE CODE:
The ossemblwr code of DVR41, the HP driver for the COMTAL _moge processing
syslem, is listed in its enlirety.
The following references ore suggested for progrommers working with IPLIB:
"FORTRAN 77 Reference Monuol (RTE-G/VM ond RTE-A HP 1888 Computer Sgstem) •
Hewlett-PocKord Compony, 1981.
"HondbooK on COMTAL's Imoge Processing System", Nettle D. Foulcon, NASA TMB56"71,
July 1983.
=Vlslon Onef2B Us_r'_ Manuol =, COMTALCorporoiiono. 1982.
SUBPROGRAM HANDLING
LOADING SUBPROGRAMS
Linenlooding o progrom thoi coils IPLIB subroutines ond funcilon ("subprogroms=),enter:
SEA XIPLIB::21
as por{ of the loodlng sequence. For exomple, the following looding sequenoe Is








In order to odd subprogroms {o {he llbrory. 4.files rnus{be chonged: FILES::21,
XREF::21, MAKELIB::21, ond %IPLIB::21.
FILES::21 is on alphabetized, onnololed lls_ of the IPLIB subprogroms ond lesl °
progroms for _hose subprogroms. Using {he text editor, odd the name of the sub-
program in alphabetic order along with a short description of iis effect. Also,
and the name of the unit testing program to the second list in FILES::21.
XREF::21 is a list of each subprogram and unit testing program along with {he
subprogram5 it calls. Add the new subprogram ond testing program to the list,
, using the same format that is alreodg there.
MAKLIB::21 is a list Of the load modules of all the subprogram_ and test program_
" in IPLIB. This list is in no special order, so just add the new subprogram's load
module to the llst. The standard convention is to use X as the first oharaoler in
load modules.
'XIPLIBholds all the load modules in the image processing llbrarg. If _NEW is the
name of the load_nodule to be included in IPLIB, the following sequence accomplishes
the odditlon: (HPprompt_ gi_en_ithin parentheses.) "<CR>" signifies entering o
carriage return.
(:)MERGE
(ENTER DESTINATION NAMR) _IPLIB<CR>





Modified programs must be tested before being changed in the llbrorg. Changes to
parameters ore not allowed: if such o serious modification is necessary, a NEQ sub-
program sMould be written, and added wlth a slighilg different name. (See above for
oddlng o _bprogram to IPLIB).
If o subprogram is modified, the new source code must replace the old code. if
necessor. 9. (he explano(ion in FILES::21 must be changed, If o different set of
- subprograms ore called, XREF::21 mus_ be chcnged. In order to replace the old
load module in %IPLIB k.i_h {he modified version, enter the following sequence:
(HP prompts given uithln poren{hesi_.)
(:)MERGE
(ENTER DESTINATION NAMR) X]PLIB
(ENTER COMMAND HAMR) MAKLIB
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IPLIB CATALOG
Unless o{h_rwlse slated, these fil_s con{aln subrouilnes.
ADD]2 : odds 2 images, and requires a scollng foolor (p.11).
ADDIM : adds 2 images, no scaling facior (p. 15).;
B6JFDS : transfers o monochrome image to COMTAL from disK (p. 19),
CLFDS : transfers _ color _moge to COMTAL from disK (p. 22).
CLRGR : clears o COMTAL grophlcs plane (p. 2G).
CLRIM : clears o monochrome COMTAL image (p. 2B).
CMMN2 :.sends o COMTAL conm_nd given as a conslanl siring from HP to CDMTAL (p. 3B).
CMMND : sends o CDMTAL command given _s conslant siring and lenglh poromeler
from HP to COMTAL (p.:_3)-.
COUNT : comp Sles the plxel count for each of the possible values, 8 _ 255 (p. 36).
DELAY : puts HP in o busg walt for number of seconds designated (p. 39).
DIGIT : function thal laKes O - 9 inleger input and returns "O" - "B* (p. dl).
DSPB_ : displags o monochrome 00MTQL image (p. 43).
DSPCL : Qisplags o cola,- COMTQL image (p. 45).
DSPGR : dlsplogs a graphic plane to the 00MTAL monitor (p. 4B).
DSPVD : dlsplags the COMTAL image (5) set to the vldeo camera (p. 5B).
HILO : scans o monochrome image and returns the high and low plxel values (p. 52).
H!STO : displous o scaled hlstogrom of the designated image on {he COMTAL
monlior (p. 5d).
!COPY : copies one monochrome COMTAL image to onoiher (uslng CMMND) (p. 57).
ICPY2 : copies one monochrome CODTFAL image {o another (using RDILN & IJRILN) (p. 6B).
MERGE : merges two bgtes into one bg{e (all arguments ore INTEGER) (p. G3).
NORML : finds lowesi pixel value in an image, then subtracts that value
from oli pi×_is in {ha_ imog_; used to ge{ llgh{ table variations (p. 65)
HOTE2 : writes a llne of oharociers into o graphics plan_ wlih a given
color and slze at a location: faKes _ _onstani s{rlng argument (p. GT).
.NOTES : wr_t_s a llne of characters into o graphics plane with a given
color and size at o !oco{ion_ _al<esa character arrag and lenglh (p F2).
. PAINT : interactive "pointing" of square patches on COMTAL image (p. 76).
P_OFL : gives HP access to the COHTAL 13rofiilng capabilltles (p. 88).
RANGE : logica! rune[ion {h_£ delermln_s if Ist argun_n{ is within 2rid& _r_ (p. 8_)°
R_GLI,I: reads one horizonta! llne of _ COMTAL graphics plane (p. B4).
RDGPT : reads one poln£ from a COMTQL graphics plane (p. BG).
RDZL2 : resds one horlzon{el llne of CCII'_ALpixe!s; i pi×el/in{eger returned (p. B_).
2#!Ll1 : reads one horlzontQl !ine o{ CO!STAL plxels; 2 pixels/integer returned (p. _2).
£DIPT : reads one pJxe! from o COMTAL _onochrome image (p. 94).
RDIRC : reads o rectangle of plxels from a COMTAL monochrome image (p.97).
RDLUT : reads {he contents of a COMTAL looK-up table (p. 181).
RDPSU ; reads the contents of o COMTAL p_eudo-color table (p. IB4),
RDTAB : reod_ th_ COMTAL Image/ISrophlcs T_ble (p. IBG).
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RDTAR : reads the COMTAL cursor location (p. 189).
SETV : sets o COMTAL image 5 - 9 to the video camera (p. III).
3PLIT : splits on integer into two bgteso both bgtes _tored in new integers (p. 114).
SPRED : finds low and high pixel values in on image, and does o linear
stretch on all pixel values to expand the range to 8 - 255 (p. 116).
, 5UBI2 : subtrocis two images wiih on offset of 128; dlfferenoes <8 set lob (p. II9).
SUBIM : subtracts two immges with no offset; dlifferences <8 set to 8 (p. 123).
THRSH : sets pixels in output image to blocK(8) or white(255) depending
on the corresponding pixel in input image and o threshold value (p. 12_).
TSTII : generates 'TEST Image ip. increasing pixel values right and down;
display appears as o darkening slosh across the screen (p. 129).
_C4 : digitizes 4 images from TV camera and overages them into on_ Image (p. 131).
TV2CM : digitizes on image from TV oomero into o COMTAL memorg plane (p. 133).
WAIT : hol_5 HP processing unlll the HP <OR> is entered (p. 136).
_IPGR : removes o grophlcs:glonefrom _he di_pl_g (p. 137).
WRGLN : wrlle5 o horlzcnlol llne of grophlcs bits _o o COMTAL grophlcs plane (p. 339)_
WRGPT : wrltes one graphics bil _o a COMTAL grophlcs plane (p. ]4]).
WRIL2 : writes a horizontal llne of pixels _o a COMTAL image memory: on_
plxel value / integer in _he buffer (p. 144).
WRILN : _ites o horlzontol line of pixel_ to o COMTAL i_ge m_morg; _wo
pixel values / integer in the buffer (p. 147).
LJRIPT : wrlles one plxel value to o COMTAL image memorg (p. 150).
I_IRC : writes on orrog of integers 1o o rectangle of o COMTAL immge memorg:
one p_×el value / _n{eger _n the buffer (p. 153).
LF_LUT : wr_*es o looK-up table {o {he COMTAL (p. 157).
WRPSU : ur_tes o pseudo-color _oble _o {he COMTAL (p. 159).
_TAR : writes o _orge{ (cursor) location _o {he COMTRL (p. 161).
The f_les that follo.:;_rm tms{ progroms for the subprogrmms _bo4,m.
TADD2 : program that {ms_s ADDI2 (p.163).
TADDI : progrmm _ho_ {_sts ADDIM (p. 164).
TCLR : progrnm {ho_ {ms{s DSPOLo "D_SPl_g CoLor" (p. 165).
TCLR_ : progrmm {h_{ {m_{s CLRGR, "CLeaR GRaphics" (p. 16G),
- TCLR! : program _hol tmsts CLRIM, "CLear IMogm" (p. 167).
TCMM2 : ,orogrr:m that _smnr1_oli poss_ble s_ngle b_.l_m_1o COMTAL i o_ _ {|_ (p. I_8).
TCMMN : orogrom thor s_nds COMTAL commands ,._ the HP Kmgbot:rd_ _sIs CM_D (p. I_9).
,..hT : £rogrom {hot to_{s sobroui._n._ COUNT (p. 170).
T_.L,No : program {hn{ tests {he ._{r.4ng concot._nmt ._on foc._l ._t_.l ._n HP FORTRAN 77 (p. 171),
TCLqPY : ?roclrom {he{ {esis ICOPY, "Imogo COPY" (p. IT2).
TDIGI : pro_..irorn {hot tests {he funci.4on DIGIT (p. 173).
TDSF' : proqrom {hot {esis DSPBW, "DJSPlog Black & lJi_te" and DSPCL, "])iSPlog
CoLor" ,(p. 174)
THIST : progrr_m tht_t {._sis HIST, "HISTo.qrem" (p. 175).
, TNORM : progrom {he{ {..o_{s NDRML, "NORM_LIz.=" (,o. 17G),
TNOTE : progrmm _h_t tests NOTE2 r_nd NOTES ( p. 177),
TPNT : program {hal {es{s PAINT (p. 178).
TPROF : program thai tes{s PROFL, "PROFiling" (p. 179).
TRANG • program {ha{ {es{s {he func{ion "RANGE" (p. 180).
TRDTA : program {hat {esis RDTAR, "Read TARgei" (p. 181).
TS_TV : program {hal i_sis SETV, "SET Video cammra' (p. 182).
TSPRD : program {hat Jests SPRED, "SPREAD plxel values" (p. 183).
TSUBI : program ihal {es{s SUBIM and SUB,2 (p.184).
TTHRS _ program {ha{ lesis THRSH, "THReSHolding" (p.185).
TTSTI : program ihoi lesis TSTII, "TEST Image I" (p. 186).
TTV2C : program ihai lesIs TV2CM and TV2C4, "TV io CoMioIn iransf_rs (p. IB?).
TWAIT : program ihai {esls WAIT (p. 188).
TWIPE : program ihai lesis _IPGR and DSPGR (p. 189).
TXFDS : program iha{ ies{s BWFDS and CLFDS, "Black & Whlie From DISK" and
_CoLor From DISK" (p. 198).
_LN : program _hal tesis_RGLN and RDGLN, "WRile Grophlos L_Ne" and
"Read Graphlcs LiNe" (p. 191).
_PT : program lha_ Jests 6RGPT and RDGPT, "WRite Graphics PoinT' and
"Read Graphlos PoinT" (p. 192).
TXILN : program iho_ le$Is [JRILNand RDILN, "[JRi{eImuge LIN_" =n_
"Read Image L_Ne" (p. 193).
TXiPT : program {hal les_s 6RIPT and RDIPT, "WRile Image PoinT' and
"ReaD Image PoinT" (p. 194).
TXIRC : program _hal _es_s 6RIRC and RDIRC, "6JRileImage ReCiongle" and
"Read Image ReCtangle" (p. 195).
TXLUT : program _hal les{s LRLUT and RDLUT, "_Ri{@ Look Up Table" and
"Read Look Up Table" (p. 19G).
TXPSU : program _ha_ _es_s LFRPSUand RDPSU, "6_i_e PSeUdo-color {able" and
"Read PSeUdo-color {able" (p. 197).
TXTAR : program {hal _es_s LRTAR and RDTARo "WRI_ TARge__ and "ReaD TARgei" (p. 199).
CRDSS-REFERE_CEFILE
To u_ _h_z f_Im _o {_nd ou_ u)hlch procmdurmz or progroms call o cmr_aJn p_e_ur_
"FRED", juz_ uzm _hm _x_ mdS{or _o loc_i_ _iI lh_ lJnmz _hol conloinFRED. Ohm
of _hozm llnmz is _hm l_n_ "FRED calls:". The r_mm_nlng lJnm_ Jd_n_fg ,,_Joh
procedurez call FRED.







CMMND DIGIT OPEN RANGE REQDF WRILN
CLFDS coils:




• CMMND DIGIT RANGE
CMMN2 coils:
*LEN
CMMND coils no other procedures.
COUNT calls:
RANGE RDIL2























ADDGR CMMN2 CMMND DELAY DIGIT __EN RANGE
NOTES coils:
CHMi42 CMMND DELAY DIGIT DSPGR R_MGE
PAINT coils:
CMMHD RDTQR WAIT WRIRC
" PROFL coils:
CHAR CMMND DIGIT RANGE WAIT
















RDPSU calIs no olher pPo=!_duP_S.
RDTAB calls:
BTEST _ANGE
RDTAR calls no othor procedures.
SETV calls:
CMMND DIGIT RANGE
SPLIT calls no o{her pr'ocedUP@S;
SPRED Calls:
FLOAT HILO IFI× RDIL2 WAIL2












CMMND DIGIT DSPBW RANGEo.















CHAR RANGE RDIL2 WRIL2
WRLUT colls:
RANGE
" _PSU calls no o{hmr procedures.
URTAR coils:
RANGE
The following ore les{ progro_ for _n_ of th_ procedures above:
TADD2 coils:
QDDI2 CPr@ID DIGIT RANGE
' TA£_I coils:




-" CLRGR CMMND DIGIT R_NGE
TCLRI coils:







TCONS coils no other procm_ures.
TCOPY ,"coils:






CMMHD DSPBU DSPCL RANGE WAIT
TDSF'V coils:
DSPVD CMMND DIGIT WAIT DSPBW RANGE
TFIIST cells:
CMMN2 DIGIT HIST0 RANGE
TNORM colis:
- HILO NORML RANGE RDIL2 WRIL2
TNOTE call_:
CMMN2 CMMND DELAY DIGIT DSPGR NOTE2 NOTES RANGE 6_TAR
o
TPNT coils:
CI_D PAINT RANGE RDILN RDTAR WRILN WRIRC
TPROF coils:





TR_ET coils no olher proosdures.
TSETV coils:
SETV RANGE DIGIT CMMHD DSPBW
]_3PRD "colls:
RANGE RDIL2 SPRED WRIL2
TSSRT coils no other procedures.
TSUBI oolls:
CPI_ND DIGIT RANGE SUBI2 SUBIM WAIT
TTHRS cmlls:
RANGE RDIL2 THSH WRIL2
TTSTi coils no olher procedures.
TTV2C coils:




CMMN2 DIGIT DSPGR RANGE WAIT WIPGR
TXFDS coils:








RANGE RDIPT WAIT WRIPT
" TXiRC Colls:








&ADDIM T=BBB84 IS ON CRBBB21 USING 88824 BLKS R=BBBB
B001 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





• 8887 INTEGER C I {he COMTQL i,mm_gein{o _ich {he :um of
B888 C I in'_ge A =nd i,.'_ge B i_ _~- _"' p.wwe_ _iy (C = Q + B)




8813 C The =ubrou{ine =ADD IMoge:' JoKe= = pix_l b,_ pi×e! :urn
8814 C of Image; A and B and places {he .....'*ing image _,n,o im_g_ C.
8815 C The {ruecolor i_ge B i_ used in ihe proce=slng of ADDIM, and _,,"_'I
801G C be lef{ as {he comb{no{ion of C, A, and B for red, green, and blue
8017 respec{ivelg.
- B318 C
B819 C ADDIM does no{ do any scaling of _hw oddltlon. If scaling Is Oes_red,








0828 _ The iruecolor B image is _es_roy_d during {hls opera{ion. C is
_02_ _ obviously desiroged. This subroutine is accomplished using COMTAL
B038 C commands {ha{ exploli _he pip_!ine processors. Because of {his, {he
8831 C processing s{eps are obscure. For example, {her_ is no molivolion
0_32 C ouisid_ {he COMTAL ins_rucilons for making {he combinoiion of Co A,
. 003_ C B a color image. Rea_rs should be aware of ihese obsouriiies before
_834 C {rging {o L.nders{and _he code.
8835 C
883G C If _he sum of any 1_o plxels exceeds 255, {he value in C is set is 255.8837 C
003_ C ADDIM does no_ scale or offs@{ {he sum resul{. If _OLIwish _0 SCale
8_39 C the sums. see {he subroutine QDDI2.
884_ C
" 8@41 C If_any of {he image numbers ore ou_ of range, on error m_ssage is prin{ed
8@_2 C and no fur{her processing {oKes place.






8848 C no|l_ source 100_ PelIw3PKs
8849 C
8858. C CM_ItD .&CMMND%C_D Sends o command {o _he COMTAL as {f the
8851 C =o.mnondwere sen{ from lhe Kegboord •
8852 C RANGE &RANGE _RANGE logical function that _ekermines if the Isi
0853 C para._ler is within the range of the 2nd & 3rd.
8054 C DIGIT &DIGIT-_DIGIT charac_er_1 funcilon which relurns "8"-'9"












8867 INTEGER IBUF(128) ! a buffer for passing comn',on_sto COMTAL
8868 CHQRACTER_255 CBUF ! character ou_rlag for IBUF
8869 EQUIVALENCE (IBUF,CBUF)
8878 C
8871 LOGICAL RANGE ! funcilon thai delermlnes if Isi parameter
8872 C }is wilhln 2ridand 3rd porameimr
8873 C
8074 INTEGER IMLO, IMHI !'llmlts on COMTAL image numbers
8875 INTEGER TERM
887G CHARACTER_I DIGIT ! charoc(er_1 funollon ihol Pe_urns "8"--'9"
8877 C ! according ko inkeger inpuk 8-9.
8878 C
" 8879 C_K_INITIALIZQTIDNS: "-
8888 C





888G IF (.NOT..(RANGE(A,IMLO,IIV_II)))GOT0 8881 ! error relurn
8887 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(B,IMLO,IMHI))) GOTO 8181 ! error relurn
8888 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(C,IMLO,IMHI))) GOTO 8281 ! error re_urn
8889 C
8898 C The following character siring sends o series of Kegboord
12
8091 C commands to the COMTAL. In {he comments below, each command
B092 C is explained. The notation _X where X is either A, B. or C
I_093 C 51ands for th_ single character that corresponds to the single
B094 C digit number associated with the parameter X.
8895 C In this notation, letters in caps were entered into CBUF, and
.. BBYG C lower case letters ore the full commands filled in by the COMTAL
8897 C NOTE: this code assumes ihol the digit I_ is HOT o legal value for
0098 C the parameters A, B. and C.
" 8899 C The "$" separates COMTAL commands.
81gB C
0101 CBUF =
B102 I °UN I B.$'//
8183 C UNassign image B t just in case B is already assigned.
8184 2 "AS T B "//DIGIT(C)//" "//DIGIT(A)//" ,d/DIGIT(B)//" $'//
0185 C ASsign Truocolor immge B red _C blue 41_ green oB
8106 3 "D I B $'z/
0107 C Display ImogeB
6108 4 "SE COM G + B / .i $'// ! sets 0 offset by default, and
6109 IS ! "/ I" Sets no scaling.
8118 C SEt COMbine <Green _ Blue> / I
6111 5 "A COM $'//
0112 C Add COMbine
0113 6 "I "//DIGIT<C)//" D R S'//
8114 C Image _C = Displayed Image Red ! Red is arbitrary, since dlf{erenoe
8115 C ! of images is monochome ..
011G 7 "D I "//DI_IT(C)//" $°//
0117 C Display Imoge _C
6118 B "SU COM"
0119 C SUbtract COSine.





. 6125 _,081 WRITE(TERM, ETB3) A
6126 8863 FORMAT(" THE END IMAGE PARAMETER,', 13, ", IS OUT OF RANGE.')
8127 GOTO 8988
0128 C
8129 B181 WRITE(TERM, B183) B
0130 _163 FORMAT(" THE _RD ZMAGE PARAMETER,', 13, ", IS OUT OF RANGE.')
6!3! GOTO 8908
8132 C
BISS _261 WRITE(TERM, E283) C
8134 8283 FORMAT(" THE IST IMAGE PARAMETER,', 13, ", IS OUT OF RANGE.')




0137 8988 URITE(TERM, 8981)






&ADDI2 TABOO84 IS ON CR88821 USING 08824 BLKS ROB080
8881 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
B002 SUBROUTINE ADDI2(C, A, B, ,SCALE)
00B3 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
0004 C
, 0005 C_oK_PARAMETER DECLARATIONS:
BOO6 C
0007 INTEGER C ! the COMTAL image into &_ich the sum of
000B C .i image A and image B is placed (C = A + B)
6009 INTEGER A, B ! the images whose sum is taken (C = A + B)




0014 C The subroutine IADD _Meges' takes o pixel bg plxel sum
B015 C of i_ges A and Bo divides each sum bg SCALE, and places the resulls
0016 C into image C. SCALEmust be between ! and 9 inclusive.
0017. C The truecolor image B is used in the processing e' _DD!2, end ._!!









0827 C The truecolor 8 image is destroyed during thls operation. C is
0828 C. obvlouslg destroged. This subroutine is accomplished using COMTAL
0029 C . comm_nds that exploit the pipeline processors. Because of this, the
0030 C processing steps ore obscure. For example, there is no motivation
883! C outside the COMTALinstructions" for making the combination of C, A, and B
8832 C a color image. Readers should be aware of these obscurities before truing io8833 C understand She code.
" 0834 C
08S5 C
0036 C The three image numbers must be distinct.
6037 c
8838 C If the sum of any two pixels exceeds 255, the value in C is set to 255.
8_3S C
g848 C The.SCALE factor rnus£ be between 1 end 9 inclusive=.
, 0841 C
0042. C If ong of the imoge numbers ore out of renge, on error llr_ssQge iS printed
0043 C _ and no further processing tokes piece.







8049 C name source load remarks
0050 C
0051 C CMI_4D &CDtIND %CMMHD Sends a co_nd 1o {he COD%AL 05 if {he
8852 C corm_nd were _ent from Lhe Keyboard
8853 C RANGE &RANGE _RANGE logical funolion, thoi dei@rmlne5 if lhe lSi
8854 .C - parameter is wiihln the range of ihe 2nd & Srd. "
8855 C DIGIT &DIGIT XDIGIT .charaoler_1 funoiion which r1_iurn5$0"-'9"




8868 C KEITH MILLER, July, 1984, ulih _hw suppor_ of o NASA-ASEE







006B INTEGER IBUF(128) ! a buffer for passing commands io CDMTAL
8069 CHARACTER_255 CBUF { character overlay for IBUF
8870 EQUIVALENCE (!BUF,CBUF) "
8071 C
6072 LOGICAL RANGE ! function iho{ delermlnes if isl porom_ier
0073 C ! is ui_hin 2nd and 3rd porom_ier
0074 C,"
8875 ,.• INTEGER IDLO, If_I ! limits on COMTAL imoc_ numbers
0076 INTEGER TERM
8877 CHARACTER_I DIGIT ! choroc{er_1 funcLion !ho_ relurns "0"-'9"









8@87 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(A,IMLO,If_I))) GOT0 8881 I error r_lurn
0088 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(B,IrLO,I_I))) GOTO 8101 ! error relurn
0089 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(C,iMLO,IM_I))) GOTO 8201 ! orror relurn
0090 C
16
0091 C The following character s_ring sends a sorles of Ke_Jboard
0092 C commands to the COI_FFAL.In the commenls below, each co_nd
0093 C is explained. The notation #X _here X is el{her A, B,or C
0094 C stands for the single character {hat corresponds to {he single
0095 IS digit number associated with {he parameter X.
. 00_6 C In this note{ion, letters in cops were entered in{o CBUF, and
0097 C lower case letiers ore the full commands filled in bg the COMTAL
0098 C NOTE" {his code assumes {hot the digit 0 is NOT o legal _lue for
* 0099 C the parameters Ao Be and C.
0100 C The "$" seporales COMTAL commands.
0101 C
0102 CBUF =.
0103 I °UN 1 8 S'//
0104 C UNassign Image 8 ! just in case 8 is.already assigne_.
8105 2 "AS T 8 "x/DIGIT(C)//" "x/DIGIT(A)//" "//DIGIT(B)//" S'//
0106 C ASsign Truecolor i_ge 8 red _C blue _A green _B
0107 3 "D I 8 $'//
0108 C Displ,oy Image 8
OIOS 4 "SE COM G + 8 / "//DIGIT(SCALE)//" -_'/,"
0110 C SEt COMbine <Green _ Blue> I SCALE
0111 5 "A COM $'//
0112 C Add COMbine
0113 6 "I "//DIGIT(C)//" D R $'//
0114 C Image _::C= Displcged image Red ! Red is arbitrary, since dlfforence
0115 C ! of images is monochome
0116 7 "D I "//DIGIT(C)//" _'//
0117 C Displog Image _C
0118 8 "SU COM "
0119 C SUb_roc_ COMbine.





... Gi25 800! LJRITE(TERI'i,800_) A
8 !"- ..... .'R ., "'L,r- ?t"_D ; ......_:c c,u_ FORIT_T( . , ..... I,,_,_:-_RRAMETER," 13 IS OUT OF RANGE.')
0127 GOTO 8S_-',0
012_ C
0 4,_r':___ ,SlOl LJRITE(TERId, 8103) 8
_1!-",:,_ _'.!53 FORMAT(" "q-'.E =p,r_,_ T'_._,-,_:.... =.qRP.METER,",, iS, ", IS OUT OF RANGE.')
0 : 3 ' GOTO,.,°c"_,_,_q
0i32 C
0 " _ t"t °i. ,_ o201 URITE(TERM, 8203) C
0134 8203 FORMAT(" THE IST IMAGE PARAMETER,'o 13, ", IS DUT OF RANGE.')
. 01S5 GOTO 8900
0!36 C
,- 17
8137 898B I_]TE(TERM, _I)
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- 0087 IN_I_GER IIIAI_E ! {he number of the COMTQL image plane 1o be
8888 C I filled from {he HP disk file.




8813 C The _ubrouline =BI_K and l_iie From ])iSk" transfers one _&w Image
8014 C from the HP to the COMTAL. The image number and {he name of the HP








8023 C BWFDS on!g uor_ {or b&w images. Since o color image rwqulres ..
," 0824 C three seporoie b&ma images, another subroutine, CLFDS is o_iloble




8029 C name souroe Iocd ren_rks
0830 C
BOSl C RANGE &RANGE _.R_NGE logical function that d_terr,.ines if ihe ls{
8832 C orgun_nt is taithin the 2rid_'_nd3rd Inolusive.
8833 C OPEN HP FORTRAN77 in{rinslc subrou{Jne- oper_a.= {lie -"
00S4 C and stores data block inform_tlon in f_r_t porom.
88S5 C READF HP FORTRAN?7 instrinic subroutine; reads o reoor_I
'BQSG C _ from o file" requires on OPENed dolo block.
8837 C LJRILN &Lu,_ILN X:,_.ILHWRiiws o COFTFAL Image hor!zontal LiNe; 2 pixels
8038 C p_r in_,eger in +.he buffer.
8839 C CMMND &CI_'_D %31_IiD sends commands to _.he....
u3MT__ cs if iheg _re
0048 C tgped at _ho COI_r_ALK_gboorc.
" 8841 C DIGIT &DIGIT XDIGIT o choraoter_1 function _ho_ relurns o single




@B4G C The code on u:hichlhls subprogram is based was wrillen by
0 8047 C NETTIE D, FAULCONo Julg, 1983. This subprogram was wrlilen by








885G INTEGER DBLOCK(144) ! a Da{a conirol BLOCK used {n file IO.
8057 INTEGER IERR I holds NP IO relurn code.
8858 INTEGER IBUF(256) ! buffers one horizonlal row of COMTAL .plx_Is.
8859 INTEGER ROW ! 3oop indexing _hioh COMTAL _ou.
8068 LOGICAL RANGE { logical funclion ihat _elermlnes If l_i porae_r
88GI C I 15 belween 2nd and 3rd, inclusiu_.
BEG2 INTEGER IM_D, IMHI ! llmii_ on COMTAL image numbers.
88G3 INTEGER TERM ! logical unil for lermlnol oulpuiBEG4 C
88G5 CNARACTER_I DIGIT ! funolion lha_ re_urns "8",'I',....or "9"
@EGG C I according io o 8, I....or 9 integer Inpul.










8877 IF (.NOT.(RQNGE(IMQGE ,IMLOoIMNI))) GOTO BBOI ! error relurn8878 C
.. 8879 CALL OPEN(DBLOCK, IERR, FLNAME)
8888 IF (IERR .LT. 8) GOTO 8281 ! error r_urn, open f_iled0081 C
8882 CBUF = "D I "//DIGIT(IMAGE) !Disp]ay lh@ Image io be filled.
8883 CALL CM_ID(IBUF,5)
8084 C
0885 DO 1888 ROW = 8, 511
888G CALL READF(DBLOCK, IERR, IBUF)
0087 IF (IERR .LT. 8) GOTO 8381 ! _rror re{urn, boo read








0895 8001 QRITE(TERM, 8883) IMAGE, IMLO, IMHI
" 089G 8803 FORMAT(" IMAGENUMBER,',13, °, IS OUT OF RANGE:'o214,°. °)
8897 GOTO8900 ,.
. 0898 C "_',.
0099 8201 QRITE(TERM, 8203) IERR
0100 8203 FORMAT(" ERROROCCLIRED"DURINGIMAGE FILE OPENING:',I4,°. ,)
010 ] . GOTO8900
0102 C
8103 8301 QRITE(TERM, 8303) IERR
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8@87 INTEGER RED, GREEN, BLUE !oolors' of the COMTAL imoge planes
8888 C ! to be filled from the HP dlsk file. .
8089 INTEGER COLOR ! the truecolor imoge to be formed =nd dlsploged,




8814 C The _ubrou_ine UCoLor imoge From DiSk a transfers three b&w il_ges
8815 C from {he HP to the COMTAL; and then ossigns these tO o irueoolor
881G C imoge on {he COMTAL. The filenome nomes o single file holding ell
8817 C three monochrome imoges. The COLOR imoge number is oulomoilcollg
8818 C unossig_ed end osslgned b_ CLFDS. end ofier ell three oomponen{








8027 C The three porom_ters RED. GREEN end BLUE mus{ be dlsiinot end
8828 C wlthin the IMLO, IMHI ronge. " COLOR must be wlthin the TRLOo TRHI
8829 C ronge (which is mutuoll 9 exclusive wlth IMLO-IMHI). The limits on
8838 C {ruecolor numbers ore orbllrorg. However, this subrouline enforces {he
BB31 C orbitrorg !imits. The HP imog_ fi!e must contoin ell ihree monochrome imoges




803G C nome 5eL,roe iced remorKs
0037 C
8038 C RANGE &R_t_BE %RANGE loglcol fL,ncilon _hot de,ermines if {he Is*
8839 C orgumen_ is ui_h_n {he 2nd and 3rd inclusive.
0040 C OPEN HP FORTRAN77 intrinsic subrout {no; opens o file
0041 C _nd stores dote block informotlon in firs{ porom.
0042 C READF HP FORTRAN?7 instrinic subrouline; reeds o record "
0043 C from o file; requires on OPENed dote block.
0044 C WRILN &IJRILN _IJRILN WRites o COMTAL Imoge horizoniol LiNe; 2 pixels
22
BB45 C per integer in the buffer.
@BdG C CMMND &CMMND XCMMND transfers o command string to {he COMTAL, which
0047 C accepts it as a Keyboard command.
0840 C DIGIT &DIGIT XDIGIT characterS! function that returns a single dlgl{





0053 C The code on which this subprogram is based was wrlilen by
0054 C HE]FIE D. FAULCONo July, 19B3. This subprogram was written by
8855 C KEITH MILLER, July, I_04, with the support of o NASA-ASEE







. BeG3 INTEGER DBLDCK(I_$) ! a Data oonlrol BLOCK used in file IO.
08G4 INTEGER IERR ! holds HP IO return code.
BeG5 INTEGER IBUF(25G) ! buffers one horizontal row of COMTAL plxels.
08GG INTEGER ROW ! loop indexing which COMTAL row.
BeG7 LOGICAL RANGE ! logical function that determines if Isi parameler
B@GB C { is between 2nd and 3rd, inclusive.
BBG9 INTEGER IMLO, IMHI ! llmi{s on COMTAL b&w image numbers. "
0878 INTEGER TALC, TRHI [ limits on COMTAL trueoolor i_ge numbers.
0871 INTEGER TERM ! logical unit for terminal output
0872 C
0873 CHARACTER_255 CBUF I character overlay for sending COMTAL commands
8874 EQUIVALENCE (CBUFoIBUF)
8875 CHQRACTER_I DIGIT I function thal returns °0",°I',.., or'9'




6_:SO DATA IMLO/I/, IMHI/4/




, 888G IF (.NOT.(RANGE(RED ,IMLO, IMHI))) GOTO 8801 1 error rw_urn
0807 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(GREEN ,IMLO, IMHI))) GOTO 8101 ! error relurn
BOBB IF (.NOT.(RAI'IGE(BLUE ,IMLO, IMHI))) GOTO 8201 ! error return
• 0089 C
0890 IF ((RED .EO. GREEN) .OR. (GREEN .EQ. BLUE)
23
0891 I .OR, (RED .EO. BLUE)) GOTO 8381 1 error relurn8892 C
6893 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(COLOR. TRLO.TRHI))) GOTO 8461 I error return8894 C
8895 CALL OPEN(DBLOCK. IERR. FLNAME)
889G IF (IERR .LT. 8) GOTO B581 ! error relurn, open failed8897 C
8898 CBUF = "D I "//DIGIT(RED) I Displog the RED Image as il is filled.
0899 CALL CMMND(IBUF.5)
0108 DO 1088 ROW = 0.511
8101 CALL READF(DBLOCK. IERR, IBUF)
8182 IF (IERR .LT. 8) GOTO8G01 ! error return, file read foiled
8183 CALL bJRILN(RED.ROW. IBUF)
8184 1860 CONTINUE
8185 C
8186 CBUF = "D I "//DIGIT(GREEN) ! Displag thm GREEN Image as it is filled.0187 CALL CMMND(IBUFo5)
8188 DO 2888 ROW = 8,511
8189 CALL READF(DBLOCK, IERR. IBUF)
8118 IF (IERR .LT. 0) GOTO 8781 ! error re_urn, file read foiled
8111 CALL WRILN(GREEN. ROW. IBUF)
8112 2888 CONTINUE
811_ C
0114 CBUF = °D I "x/DIGIT{BLUE) ! Display the BLUE Image as it is filled,
8115 CALL CMMND(IBUF.5)
811G DO 3888 ROW = 8.511
8117 CALL READF(DBLOCK, IERR, IBUF)
8118 IF (IERR .LT. 8) GOTO 8881 ! error reiurn, file read failed
0119 CALL _RILN(BLUE. ROW. IBuF)
0!20 3080 CONTINUE
8121 C
8122 C Lel _C, #R, _G. #B be the DIG_I'Tossooioted with COLOR, RED.
B123 C GREEN. onO BLUE respectively: then Ihe following CMMNDcoll_
. 8124 C reod as follows: UNossigh Imoge'_C; ASsign Trueoolor #C
8125 C red #R greQn #G b!ue _B; Displog Imoge._C
8!26 C
8!27 CBUF = "UN I "//DIGiT(COLOR)
E_!28 CALL CMMND{IBUF,G)
E_i29 CBUF = "AS T "i/DIGIT(COLOR)//' "//D!GIT(R_.)//. ,//_h
8138; I DiGIT(GREEN)//" "//DIGIT(BLUE)
8131 CALL CMMND(IBUF.12)







0138 B881 I_RITE(TERM, 8883) RED, IMLO, IMHI
0139 8883 FORMAT(" RE]) IMAGE NUMBER,', I3,', IS OUT OF RANGE:°,214,'. ")
8148 GOTO 8988
8141 C
8142 8181 QRITE(TERM, 8183) GREEN, II__0,IMHI
8143 8183 FORMAT(" GREEN IMAGE NUMBER,',I3o', IS OUT OF RANGE:',214,'. °)
8144 GOTO 8980 "
- 0145 C
8146 8281 I_IRITE('FERMo.8283) BLUE, II__O,IMHI
0147 8283 FORMAT(" BLUE IMAGENUMBER,',I3,'o IS OUT OF RANGE:'o214,°. ")
8148 GOTO8908
8149 C
0158 8381 6RITE(TERM, 8383) RED, GREEN, BLUE
_ 8151 8383 FORMAT("3 MONOCHROMEIMAGESMUSTBE DISTINCT. YOURS:'o314)
0152 GOTO8980
8153 C
0154 8481 WRITE(TERM, 8403) COLOR, CLLO, CLHI
0155 8483 FORMAT(" YOURTRUECOLORIMAGE,',I4,', IS OUT OF RANGE:',214)
0156 GOTO8988
8157 C
8158 8501 WRITE(TERM, 8583) IERR
0159 8503 FORMAT(" ERROR i_rlILEOPENING IMAGE FILE:', 15)
8168 GOTO8980
0161 C
0162 86_)1 I_RITE(TERM, 8683) IERR
0163 8603 FORMAT(" ERROR WHILE READING iN THE RED MONOCHROME IMAGE:', 14)
0164 GOTO8980
8165 C
OIGG .8701 WRITE(TERM, 8703) IERR
8167 8703 FORMAT(" ERROR WHILE READING IN ]'HEGREEN MONOCHOr'EIMAGE:',I4)
0168 GOTO 8900
0169 C
0170 8801 WRITE(TERM, 8883) IERR




0175 8901 FORMAT(" CLFDS FAILS. NO TRAHSFERTAKES PLACE.')
0 ! ?6 RETURN
,_17? EHD
25
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8811 C CLeoR GRAPH cleors the grophics designoted by GRAPH. GRAPH should
8812 C be within the ronge I-4 for the present IRD COMTAL system.
6813 C If GRAPH is out of ronge, on error messoge is prinked ond












5_._Coco C nome source loud remorKs,.
8027 C
6828 C RANGE &RANGE _RANGE logiool function thor _etermines if its Ist
882£ C parameter is between (inclusive) its last poromoters
• eGSO _ C.f,,_D &CMMND _CMMNDsends o COMTALcommond os if it were typed ot
_031 C the COMTAL I<eyboord.
E,d_ C DIGIT &DIGIT _DIGIT returns o chorocter (lst porometer) uinlch is the
683S C chorocter equivolent of the integer 2nd poremeter.6G34 C
6835" Cx_:xx_bJRITTENBY:
_=_ C
!.._,c., ,. Th_ cod8 c,n _hlch {his SL,bpro_rorn is bo_ed wos _ritten by
66S8 C. 14_TTIED. FAULCON, July, 1983. Th_s modiflcotlon is by







8845 INTEGER GRLO,GRHI ! limits on COMTAL GRAPH numbers
884G CHARACTER_I WHICH
8847 LOGICAL RANGE I logical funoiion that deiermlnes if ils
8848 ! ist porameier lles within lasl 2 parommiers.
8849 INTEGER TERM ! logical unlt number of the terminal outpul
. 8858 INTEGER IBUF(128) ! COMTAL command buffer










8881 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(GRAPH,GRLO,GRHI))) GOTO 8881 ! error return
8_$2 C ELSE...clear the GRAPH
... 88G3 CALL DIGIT(WHICH, GRAPH)
8064 CBUF = "CLEAR GRAPH " // WHICH ! sincm CBUF overlays IBUFo
8885 ! thls statement loads IBUF ullh
8888 I the COMTAL command





8872 8881 WRITE(TERM, 8883) GRAPH, GRLO, GRHI
8873 8883 FORMAT(" GRAPHNUMBER, ", I4, " IS OUT OF RANGE:', 213o ".°)
8874 I/RITE(TERM,8885)
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0011 C CLeaR IMage clears the image designated by IMAGE. IMAGE should
001'2 C be within the range I-4 for the present IRD COMTQL system.
B.013 C If IMAGE is out of range, on error message is printed and












802G C name source Ioad remarks
0827 C ......
E1028 C RANGE &RANGE %RANGE logiool function that determlnes if its Ist
0029 C parameter is between (inclusive) its.lost porometerC
063_ C CMMND &CMMND XCMMND sends a COMTAL command as if it were tgped at
.'_O._l C the COMTALKeyboard.
0632 C DIGIT &DIGIT XDIGIT a choracter_i function which returns the character




_,c,, _ The code on b;hlch this _ubprocjram is based was written buj
..,.....,_ ,.=TTI.D. FAULCOM. Ju._u,.1983. TI_isrnodlficotioni_ by







0045 INTEGER IMLOolMHI ! limits on COMTAL image numbers
8046 LOGICAL RANGE I logical function that determines if Its
8047 ! ist parameter lies within lost 2 parameters.
0848 INTEGER TERM ! logical unit number of the termlnol output
" 0049 INTEGER IBUF(128) I COMTAL command buffer
0058 CHARACTER*I DIGIT I function that returns the ASCII character
8051 C ! associated ulth integer input, 0,...,9.










8062 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(IMAGE,IMLO,IMHI))) GOTO 8801 ! error return
6863 C ELSE...cleor the image
8864 CBUF = "CLEAR IMAGE " // DIGIT(IMAGE) I since CBUF overla_s IBUF,
8855 I this statement loads IBUF wlih
0066 ! the COMTALcommand





8872 8801 UR!TE(TERM, 8083) IMAGE, IMLO, IMHI
8073 8883 FORMAT(" IMAGE NUMBER, ", 14, " IS OUT OF RANGE:', 213, ".')
8074 WR!TE(TERM, 8805)















@811 C This subroutine "CoMMaNd 2" o)low5 o character string commend {o be
B812 C sent to the COMTAL much as if the command uere typed at the Keyboard.
8613 C CMMN2 is designed to be sent cons(ant strings.8814 C
8015 C The major differences ore that the IHBUF command string may include
6816 C multiple commands, each separated by (he character "$".
0_7 C A charac{er array buffer _s used in equivalence with an inlayer array
8018 C in this subroutine (o illustrate the utility of {he characters and
801_ C still allou obvious compatobillty.
8_28 C
B821 C The subroutine CMMND is very similar, only there on integer buffer
8822 C of fixed size is used with on extra parome(er (o identify how many -








80SI C In order to maKe it easier to send single COMTAL commends.to CMI_D.
"" _E,32 C the final blanK, $, and the requlred zero. byte are added outomotloally
OEiS_ C to the INBUF string.
C_34 C If the lost character isn't a blanK, CMMN_ adds one.
8_5 C However, the ca!]er should NOT odd the final $ or zero byte to the
_3_ C _trlng. Note that each $ _n ihe string should be preceeded by a blanK.
_837 C
E,u_c, C I,.!ARNING: When u command _s sent _o (he COMTQL that generates a
8839 C COMTAL error, the COMTAL system is frozen until a manual
684@ C <ESC> (or perhaps _everal) is entered from the COMTAL Keyboard, -884_ C
8842 C>#_._SUSPROGRAMSCALLED:
884S C
8@44 C name source load remarK_
3!0
0_45 C




BB5B C The original code upon which this subroutlne is based _s 6w'.lllen








8059 CHARACTER_I CBUF(25G) t character.buffer
0868 INTEGER IBUF(128) ! the character buffer overloyed as integers
6uo_ INTEGER IZERO ! constant value B for maKing o 8 byte (ZERO)
8862 INTEGER WORDS ! counts number of words
60_3 INTEGER NdMCHR ! counts number of bytes
8864 INTEGER LEN I intrinsic HP FORTRAN?7 function that returns
8865 C ! the length of o character string.
8866 CHARACTER_I BLANK, DOLLAR I special ASCII characters
8867 CFIARACTER_IZERO ! zero is 00008000 binary.










"" 0078 DO 10 INDEX : I, NUMCHR
_879 CBUF(IHDEX) = INBLIF(INDEX:INDEX)
8088 18 CONTINUE
0881 C
_.g_ IF (CBUF(NUMCHR) ,EO. BLANK) GOTO 3B
8083 C... ELSE...
_0B4 NUMCHR = NUMCHR + i
. 0885 CBUF(NUMCHR)= BLANK
8086 C
8887 C,.. ADD ENDING CHARACTERSTO COMMAND
" 0888 C
8889 38 CBUF(NUMCHR+I) = DOLLAR
0898 CBUF(NUMCHR+2)- ZERO
31
8891 CBUF(NUMCHR+3) = ZERO ! sofe(g precoullon
BB92 NUMCHR = NUMCHR + 2
B893 C
6894 C,.. CHANGE BYTE COUNT TO WORD COUNT
B895 C
B096 WORDS = (NUMCHR+I) / 2 ! if N is even. intentionaliruncailon
BB97 C
B898 C Progrommlng note:
B_99 C The EX_EC commond porometers ore discussed in the HP RTE-G/VM
BIBB C Progrommer's Reference Monuol, 2-19 ff. The COMTAL poromelers
8181 C ore discussed in section 5.2.4 of the COMTAL User's Manual.
B182 C
BIB3 C The first porometer io EXEC identifies ii os o write command,
BIB4 C The second poromeier ideniifies the resideni HP driver (3GB)
01_5 C ond gives o code for the operotion required bg this col] (5BBB).
810G C The third pororn_ter is the commmnd siring, and the fourth gives
0!07 C the length in words of the buffer thor is to be used. The fifth
_]_B C porome{er is o code for the COMTAL interfoce thor directs the
O189 C command tronmfer.
OI!B C
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8087 IN_GER INBUF(129) ! the characters of o COPFFAL command string




0812 C This subroutine "CoMMaND" allows a character string comm_nd to be
@813 C sent to {he COMTAL much as if the command were typed a{ {he Kegboard.
0014 C The major differences are that {he INBUF command string mag include
0015 C multiple commands, each separated bg the character "_". Notice
081G C that NUMCHR is in terms of characters (b_(es) not words. IHBUF_- , . $
_17 C is an integer arro W to be comparable wlth previously wr_l{en so?(wore,
8818 C but an F77 character array would probably be more appropriate.
88i9 C A character arroW buffer is used in equivalence wlth an integer arro W
0@20 C in this subroutine to illustrate the utility of the characters and








6829 C In order to maKe it easier 1o send single COMTAL com_nds {o CM_4D.
0030 C (he final blanK° $, and the required zero bgte are added aulomaticall_
0031 C tc, the INBUF string.
-. _32 C If the last character isn't a blanK, CMMND adds one.
•_._ _
C_ ....C However. the caller should HOT add the final $ or zero byte to the
_,_:3_ C string. Note that each $ in the sti'ing should be preceeded bg a blanK.
8835 C
_36 C bJARNIHG: When a command is sent to the COMTAL that generotes a
U,EiS7 C [.Cr'ITALerror, the COMTAL sys(em is frozen u,ntii a monuol
.,_,oo C <ESC> (or perhaps several) is entered from _he COMTAL Kegboard.6_30 C






8845 C The orlglnol code upon which {his subroutine is based wos urlilen








8854 CHARACII_R_! CBUF(256) I character buffer
0055 INTEGER iBUF(128) I the character buffer overloyed as iniegers
0058 INTEGER IZERO ! constant value 0 for making o 0 byte (ZERO)
8857 INTEGER WORDS ! counts number of words
0058 INTEGER NUMCHR ] counls number of bytes
8059 CHARACTER_I BLANK, DOLLAR ! speciol ASCII chorocters
0_G.0 CHARACTER_! ZERO ! zero is 00000000 blnory.




0865 DATA BLANK/" "/, DOLLAR/'$'/, IZERO/B/
8866 C
GBG? NUMCHR - INCNT ! pro_ects the inpu_ parameter, since NUMCHR is




0072 WORDS = (NUMCHR+I) / 2
887_ DO 18 INDEX = I. WORDS
0074 IBUF(INDEX) = INBUF(INDEX)
_075 10 CONTINUE
0_76 C
0077 IF (CBUF(NUMCHR) .EO. BLANK) GOTO 38
- 0078 C... ELSE...
0879 NUMCHR = NUMCHR + I
v_o_ CBUF(HUMCHR) = BLANK
_88J. C
0082 C... ADD ENDIHG CHARACTERS TO COMMAND
08SS C
_,o_ o_, CE,UF(HU,I_.HR_I. = DOLLAR
0085 CBUF(HUMCHR+2) = ZERO
088G CBUF(NUMCHR+3) = ZERO ! safety precaution
0887 NUMCHR = NUMCHR + 2
8088 C
8a89 C... CHANGE BYTE COUNT TO WORD COUNT
8898 C
34
0091 WORDS = (NUMCHR+I) / 2 ! if N is even. intentional truncolion
0892 C
0093-C Programming nole:
8894 C The EXEC command parameters ore discussed in {ha HP RTE-GiVM
o 8095 C Progrommer°s Referenoe Manual, 2-19 ff. The COMTAL paromeiers
889G C ore discussed in section 5.2.4 of {he C8MTQL User's M_nuol.
8897 C
* 0898 C The first parameter to EXEC identifies it as a urite command.
0099 C The second parameter identifies the resident HP driver (3GB)
8108 C and gives a code for {he operalion required by {his call (5808).
8101 C Time third parameter is the command string, and the fourth gives
8102 C {he length in uord5 of the buffer that is to be used. The fifih
8183 C parameter is o code for the COMTAL inierface {ha{ directs the
0104 C command transfer.
8185 C
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@0@7 INTEGER,s4 COUNTS(25G) I holds the counts for plxel values @-255
8208 INTEGER IMAGE ! COMTAL image number of which COUHTgram is




8813 C The subroutine COUNT exomines each plxel value in the COMTAL
@014 C image associated with the number IMAGE, and compiles a count of
B015 C how mona pixels hold the values 0-255. These 256 counts ore








8624 C Note that COUNTS is an INTEGER_4 array. The 52,767 limit for INTEGER_
B025 C is not sufficient, since there ore over 25B,@B@ plxels in o 512 X 512




8638 C name source load remarks
8G3_ C
_0_2 C RDIL2 &RDIL2 %RDIL2 reads o horizontal line of pixels from a
_0_3 C COMTAL image
E1834 C RANGE &RAI4GE %RANGE logical function that determlqes if its 1st




_03S C The code on which thls subprogrorn is based was written b_
8048 C NETTLE D. FAULCON, July, 1983. This subprogram was urltten by
e@41 c KEITH MILLER, July, 1984, wlth the support of o NASA-ASEE








. 8049 LOGICAL RANGE ! logical funclion that delermlnes if lls Isi
0058 C ! paro_ler is uilhin the 2ridand 3rd poromelers.
8051 INTEGER INDEX ! loop index variable
• 0052 INTEGER LBUF(512) I Line BUFfer holds a row of plxels.
8853 INTEGER WHICH ! changes from pixel value to count array index
0854 INTEGER IMLO. IMHII limits on COMTAL image numbers
0855 INTEGER ROW, COL I loop indices









0065 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(IMAGE, IMLO, IMHI))) GOTO 8001 ! error relurn
0066 C
08G7 C initialize COUNTS to 0
0008 C
6869 DO 1000 INDEX = 1,250
8878 COUNTS(INDEX) = 0
8871 1000 CONTINUE
8072 C
8873 C collect counts
8074 C
8075 DO 3800 ROW = 0, 511
8876 CALL RDIL2(LBUF. IMAGE. ROW)
_877 DO 2000 COL = I. 512
..0878 WHICH = LBUF(COL) + I ! "+I" required because pixel values ore
0679 C ! 8-255, COUNTS array is indexed 1-256.
0080 COUNTS(IJHICH)= COUNTS(WHICH) + I
_._ CONTINUE






• 0088 8001 WRITE(TERM, 8003)IMAGE, IMLO, IMHI
0089 8003 FORMAT(" IMAGE NUMBER,'. 14, ". OUT OF RANGE:', 214)
0890 [JRITE(TERMo 8981)
37
















.0011 C This routine, DELAY, moKe_ the HP busg welt for at leo_t the








0020 C There is no clolm thor the timing here is exoot. However, the HP
0821 C busy woits for AT LEAST the time required bg the input porommter.
8822 C The HP EX_C for time request gives tens of milliseconds, but ihls
8823 C procedure uses the simpler seconds meosure.
0024 C
0025 C The procedure will not worK properly when the Julion colendor spins






" 8832 C_WRIT7"EH BY:
0833 C
B_4 C Th_ code on which this subprogrom _s based wos urltten by
08S5 C NETTIE D. FALILCON, July, 1983. This subprogrom wos written by
0036 C I<EITH MILLER, Ju!y, 1984o wi(h thm _upport of o NASA-ASEE
_37 C summer fellou)shlp.
8038 C
. 0839 C_REVISION HISTORY:
0040 C
0041 C
- 00d2 C_LOCAL VARIABLES:
0043 C
0044 INTEGER INTIME(G) ! themilliseconds, seconds, minutes, hours,
39
8845 ! and Julian daW when procedure enlered.
g046 INTEGER_ INCNT ! the INTIME in units of _ens of milliseconds
8047 ! from 8,8,Oog,g.
8048 INTEGER NOW(G) ! the milliseconds, seconds, mlnu_es, hours,
8849 ! and Julian eoy of the Iciest EXEC call ihal
0058 INTEGER_Xl NOIJCNT ! NOW in unils of _ens of milliseconds from
8051 ! 8.8°@°9,9. "
GG52 ! delermines the _ime.
B853 INTEGER TIMREO ! the EXEC number for a llme requesl. -









8863 IF (SECOND .LE. 0) GOTO 8081 I error return
BOG4 C
8865 CALL EY_ZC(TIMREO, INTIME)
BQGG INCNT = INTIME(]) + ]BO_INTIME(2) + GB80*INTI_PE(3)
BOG7 I + 368000*INTIME(4) + 36800B_365_INTIME(5)
9868 C
98_9 1080 CALL EXEC(TIMREOo NOW)
l' 8878 NOWCNT - NOW(1) + 188_NOW(2) + GBBQ_NOW(3)
0871 1 + 360800*NOW(4)+ 368088*365_NOW(5)







"" _879 8883 FORMAT(" THE SECONDS COUNT,',iS,', IS <= 0.')
BOBS 8908 WRITE(TERMo8981)




&DIGIT T-88884 IS ON CR88821 USING 888:2 BLKS R-BSBB
8081 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCL_CCCCC
8082 CHARACTER FUNCTION DIGIT( INTIN )
8883 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
8804 C
" BOB5 Cwo_QRAMETER DECLARATIONS:
8BOG C
. 0007 INTEGER INTIN I INTeger INpu{ parameter, €onv_ried ic o dlgli.0008 C
000S C_oK*INTRODUCTION:
8018 C
0011 C DIGITS converis on integer be{_mn 8 and 9 inio o single
8012 C character digil. If Ibm INTIN parameter is out of range,
8013 C on error message 5s prlnied at the {erminol and DIGIT i_








0822 C The INTIN parameter musl be between 0 and 9.
0023 C
0024 C_UBPROGRAMS CALLED: "
• 0025 C
0026 C nan_ source load remarKs
8027 C
8028 C RANGE J &RANGE %RANGE logical function dwlermlnes if {he firsl parom_ler
0829 C lies within (inclusive) the next two parom_iers.0830 C
OO31 C_,ITTEN BY:
0032 C
¢" 0033 C KEITH MILLER, ASEE NASA-Langley fel]o_, Summer, 1984.
0034 C
0035 C_REVISION HISTORY:




O_u CNARACTERx:IDGTARA(10)! DiGiT ARrAy holds lh_ dJglls "0"-'9"
0841 LOGICAL RANGE ! fuRctlOn thO_ determiRe£ jf Jt£ {Jr=_ porometmr
0842 C ! 15 be_u;een (inclusive) its iosl _6_ porameters.










BB52 IF (.NDT.(RANGE{INTIH, 8, 9))) _DTD 8881 I wrror rwiurn
8853 C ELSE... convert io _igii ond re{urn




B859 8881 I_IRITE(TERM,8883) IHTIH
886B 8883 FORMAT(°THE INPUT TO DIGIT,', I4°
B861 i ", IS HOT Q SINGLE DIGIT. DIGIT RETURNS Q BLANK.')







&DSPBW T=BBGB4 IS ON CRBB821 USING B8002 BLKS R=8000
8081 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
0002 SUBROUTINE DSPBW(IMAGE)
" 0883 CCCCCCCCCCCCCJ;CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC8884 C
8885' C_PARAMETER DECLARATIONS:
600G C
eBB7 INTEGER IMAGE ! o number I-4 designating o COMTAL imageG608 C
888£ C_*INTRODUCTION:
0018 C
0011 C "DiSPlay Block and White" is o subroutine that allows the caller
08i2 C to send o displa_ commend to the CO#_AL from on HP program.
6813 C The call con turn on one black and white image, number l_ 2, 3,
6014 C or 4. Ang previous psuedocolor or function memorg commands ore
8015 C nullified bg a DSPBW coll.
081_ C




8822 C This subroutine does NOT displog truecolor images. That is




8827 C nome source food remorKs
8828 C
8829 C RANGE &RANGE %RANGE loglcol function that determines if the
B03_ C first parometer is within the bounds defined8,.,ol C
.. bg the second and third parameter (incluslu_)
GOBS Cx_>xLJRITTEH BY:
GUo4 C
_..o_ C The code on which this subprogram is based was written by"
0035 s HEI--FIE D. FAULCON, Julg, I£83, This modiflcotion is bg
_0_ _ C KEITH MILLER, June, 1984.
083_; C






8044 LOGICAL RANGE ! o function for determining if on integer i_
43
@045 C ! within a cer{aln range
BB4G INTEGER TERM ! {he logical uni{ number for {he {ermlnal







0055 IF (RANGE(IMAGE,],4)) GOTO 2000 ! legal image number
805G C ELSE,.. illegal image number
8857 QRITE(TERM. 1801) IMAGE
0058: }.001 FORMAT( " The image number ", 13, " is out of range.')
80'59 WRITE(TERM, 1882)
00G0 1002 FORMAT( " DSPBW fails. No action taken on command." )
086.1: RETURN
0062 C
OOGZ 2000 CONTINUE ! send a displag command io COMTAL
0064 C
0065 C In {he following call, {he firs{ parameter indlcoies o urlie
0066 C operation. The second porameler is o combination of two codes:
0867 C OBOB + 3GB. 3GB indicates {he proper resident driver, and 0000
0068 C informs {he dri,ver (DRV41) {hat we require a display opera{ion. .
0069 C The third and fourth parameters are ignored. The final parameter
0070 C indicates the image to be disploged. The subtraction in {hat
007'I C final parameter is necessorg because {he COMTAL images are numbered
0072 C 0 {o 5: the mul{ipllcotlon is necessorg {o push the image number
0073 C into the proper blis in {he command word sent to {he COMTAL.
0074 C






&DSPCL _=BBBB4 IS OH CRBBB21 USIHG B0806 BLKS R-BBBB
BOB1 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





* BBB7 IHTEGER RED, "GREEH, BLUE ! CDMTAL image numbers for the 3 color
8BBB C . ] components of the trueoolor image io
0089 C J be disploged.
"l 8818 INTEGER TCLR I COHTAL image number for the trueoolor




B815 C 'DiSPlay CoLor' commands _he. COMTAL to displo_ one
8BIG C RGB true color image. Any previous function or
8817 C psuedocolor memorg commands are nullified. See the
T.. 88_8 C subroutine DSPBQ to _isFlo_ block and white images.
8819 C
8B20 C The color displog is accomplished via the CMMND subroutine,
8821 C which allows COMTAL commands to be sent to the COMTALas if









8030 C The three porame*er_ RED, GREEH and BLUE must be distinct and
8031 C within the IMLO, ll_4Irange. TCLR musi be within the TELO, TRHI
8832 C range (which is mutuoll_ exclusive uilh IMLO-IMHI). The limits on
8833 C truecolor numbers are arbitrary. However, {his subrou{ine enforoe_
8034 C the orbltrar_ !imits. The HP image fil.e must con{oin-all three




00S£ C name _ource loaO remarK_
, 8848 C ....
0041 C RANGE &RANGE %RANGE logical function lhol de{ermines if {h_ ]_{
BB42 C argument is wi{hJn {he 2nd and 3rd inolusi_m.
° 0843 C CMMND &CMMND %CMI_ID transfers o command string {o {he COMTAL. 6_ioh
8844 C accep{s _1 almost as o Kegboard command.
45
8845 C DIGIT &DIGIT %DIGIT =horooimr_1 funcllon lhol rmlurns o single digit
884G C on legol iniwger inputs 8-9.8847 C
8848 Cxom_iJRI'FFENBY:
8849 C
8850 C The code on which lhis subprogrom is hosed wo$ wrllien bg
8851_ C NETTIE D. FAULCON, July, 1983. This subprogram wos 6_'iltenb_
8852 C KEITH MILLER° July, 1984° wlih the $uppor{ of o NASA-ASEE







8860 INTEGER IBUF(256) ! buffers COMTAL =omm_n_
8861 LOGICAL RANGE ! loglcol funoiion lhoi _elermlnes if Isi poramei_
8862 C ! is between 2ridmn_ 3rdo inclusive.
8863 INTEGER I_LO° IMHI ! llmi_s on COMTAL b&_ imogw nun_rs.
88_4 INTEGER TRLO, TRHI ! ]imlls on COMTAL Iruecolor imoge number-3.
0865 INTEGER TERM ! ioglool unli for terminal ouipul8866 C
0067 CHARACTERm255CBUF ! ¢hmroc_mr ovorlog for sen_tng COMTAL_mman_s .... .
8868 EQUIVALENCE (CBUF,IBUF)
-'. • •
8069 CHARACTER_I DIGIT ! function _ho( rw_urns '8"°'1"o..o or°9°. ..




@074 DATA IMLO/I/, IMHI/4/





0088 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(RED ,IMLO,IMHI))) GOTD 8881 1 error _@_urn
0081 IF,(.HOT.(RANGE(GREEN ,II%0oI_HI))) GOTO 8181 I error relurn...
8082 IF (.IiOT.(RANGE(BLUE ,IMLO,IMHI))) GOTO 8281 I error relurn
0083 C
0084 IF ((RED .EO. GREEN) .OR. (GREEH .EO. BLUE)
0885 .I .OR. (RE_ .EO. BLUE)) GOTO 8301 ! error re_urn
0086 C
8087 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(TCLR, TRLO,TRHI))) GOTO 8481 ! mrror rwlurn "
8888 C
8089 C DISPLAY THE COLOR IMAGE
0098 C Thm follovJing¢omrm_ndsorm obbrm4do(Jons of lhm follo_dng
46
BBgl C COMTRLcon_r=nOso _here ._R, _G, _Bo ond _C st=nOs for the single
.-_892 C charocler dlgils corresponding io RED, GREEN, BLUE, ond TCLR:
8893 C OHasslgn Image ¢C
8894 C ASsign Trueoolor _C red _R green _ blue _B
8895 IC Displa g Imoge_
. 8896 C
8897 CBUF- "UH ] "/,'_)]GIT{TCLR)
8898 I:RLL CI'_D (IBUF,6) .."
" 889.9 CBUF = ".AST "//])IGIT(TCLR)//""//DIGIT(RED)//, ,/,,
B 180 I DIGIT(GREEH)//" ".//_)IGIT(BLUE)
8.181 CALL CI'M,II)( BUF,12)






8108 B.BBIWRITE(TERMo 8883) RED, IMLO° IMHI
8189 8803 FORMAT(" RED II'_CEHUMBER,'oI3,', IS OUT OF RANGE:'°214,'.,)
':' 811B GOTO8980
8111 C
8112 8101 WRITE(TERM, 8183) GREEN, IMLD, If'HI
Bl13 8103 FORMAT(" GREEH IMAGE NUMBER,', I3,', IS OUT OF RAH_E:',214,o. .,)0114 GOTO 8988
0115 c
8116 8281 &RITE(TERM, 8203) BLUE, IMLOo IMHI
8117 82B3 FORMAT(" BLUE II_E NUMBER,',I3,', IS OUT OF RANGE:'o214," -)
OlIB GOTO BBBB
oli_ c
0120 ."B3OlLRITE(TERM, 8383) RED, _REEN, BLUE
0121 B383 FORMAT(" 3 MONOCHROMEIMAGES MUSTBE DISTINCT. YOURS:'._I4)8122 GOTO8980
8123 C
8124 8481 LRITE'(TERM,8403) TCLR, CLLO, CLHI..
_- B125 8483 FORMAT(" YOURTRUECOLORIMAGE.'.I4.'. IS OUT OF RAH_E:'.,,214)B12G GOTO 8900 "'
B127 C
9128 _999 b!RITE(TERM,8981)











8887 INTEGER GRNUM } o number I-4 designotlng o COMTAL grophic$ pl_.B888 C
8889 C_I_TI_,0DUCTION:
8818 C
881! C "DISPIoy GRophics' is o subroutine thor ollows the toiler
8812 C to send o displo_ comm_nd to the CO_I'AL from on HP progrom.




8818 C This subroutine _oes not turn Off previous grophics plones.
8919 C Thor is occompllshed using the subroutine WIPGR.
8BZB C It is OK io toll DSPGR r_peotedlg ulthout on intervening UIPGR.
6_2! C _he extro cells hove no effect, but the_ don't hong up the COMTAL.8822 C
8823 C_w_SUBPROGRAMS CALLED:
8824 C :
88_, C nom_ source Iced PemorK_
8826 C
8827 C R_NGE &RANGE XRANGE lcgicol function thor Oetermlnes if the
u_o C first porometer is within the bounds Oeflned
. _02_ C by the second end third porometer (inclusive).
£.uoc, C C ,,_ &CMMN2 _CMMH25ends o constont string, to the COMTAL os if
8_1 C the siring were t_ped on the COMTAL Keyboore.
e032 C DIGIT &DIGIT XDIGIT chorbcter_l function thor returns "8"..'9"




8837 C The code on which ihis subprogrom is Dosed wos written bg
8838 C NETTIED. FAULCON, July. 1983. This modlf_cotlon is bg








8846 LOgiCAL RANGE ! o function for dw_erminlng if on inlegor is
B847 C I wlihin o cwrioin ronge.
B848 INTEGER TERM ! ihe Ioglcol unll number for ihe ierminol.
8849 INTEGER IDUM_IY I fills ih_ plooe of on unused EXEC porameier_
8858 INTEGER _RLOogRH]I llmlis on o grophics plone number.
8851 CHARACTER_I DIGIT ! funciion {hot Felurns "8°..'_° for inpu!









8061 IF (.HOT.(RANGE(gRNUM,GRLO,GRHI))) GOTO 8881 { error relurn
0862 C
8863 C "@DD GRophlcs _RNUM", _here #GRNUM si_ndr for ihw digi_
8864 C corresponding io gRNUM volue.
8865 C





8871 8881 WRITE(TERM, 8803) GRNUM, GRLO, GRHI
8872 8883 FORMAT( ° THE GRAPHICS NUMBER,',I3o', OUT OF RANGE:',214)8873 C "
8874 8988 WRITE(TERM, 8981)















0011 C "DiSPlay ViDeo" commands the COMTAL to display the vld@o Image
0012 C which, by arbitrary convention, is always assigned to COMTAL













002G C name source load remarks
0027 C
0028 C CMMND &CMMND %CMMND transfers a command string to the COMTAL, b_ioh
0029 C aocep_ it as o K_iboord command.
0030 C DIGIT &DIGIT %DIGIT charaoter_R1 function that returns °0"-'9"




0035 C The code on :,;h_ch {h_= oubprogram is based :,_os :,mitten by
003G C NETTLE D. FAULCON, July, 1983. Th_s subprogram :,;_:,_{ton by
0037 C I<EITH MILLER, July, 1984, :,;_th_h_ _upport of o NASA-ASEE








G045 INTEGER IBUF(256)! buffers COMTALcommend
0046 CHARACTER_255CBUF ! character over!o U for sending COMTALcomm_nds
804Z EQUIVALENCE (CBUF, IBUF)
6848 INTEGER TVIMA6 ! COMTAL image (_for video camera
BB49 CI4ARACTERx_I DIGIT ! function that returns "B°-'£" according








B858 C DISPLAY THE VIDEO IMAGE
0859 C






&HILO T=BBBB4 IS ON CRBBB21 USING BBBB4 eLKS R=BSBB
BBBI "CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCECCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC




BBB? INTEGER HI, LO ! ouiput parameters, the high and lou plxel values .
8088 C - I found _n the designated image.
8889 INTEGER IMAGE ! the COMTAL image number of the Image that Is to
8818 C I be _earahed for ii_ high and low pixe! values8011 C
88i2 C:_:_*]I4"i'RODUCTION:
BB13 £
BBI4 E Th$ subroutine *HIgh_nd LDw values _2" reads through an Image-and
0015 C determines the highest and lowest pixel values, returning the








BB2_ C A_ noted above, this subroutine passes through an eniire image, pixe]
_825 C b_ pixel. In som_ applications you may want to combine other prooes$1ng




0830 C •name source load remarks,
0031 C
0032 C RANGE _.RAt_GE XRQNGE logical function _hal _ermines if Isl _r_umonl
. 8833 C is bJi_hln 2nd & 3tO incluslvm.
0_34 C RDIL2 &RDIL2 XRDIL2 reads o horizontal line of pixel v_lueslnto




8839 C The code on b_hlch lhls subprogram is based b_as b_i_en bg
O0_'O C NETTLE D. FAULCON, Julg, 1983. This subprogram was _?itten b9
OO4_ C I(EITH MILLER, July, 1984, 6_i_h _he supporl of o NASA-QSEE








8849 INTEGER IBUF(512) ! buffer for = horizon{ol row of CDMTALpixel ._lu_s
. 8858 INTEGER PXLO, PXHI! plxwl value llmlls (for B bliso 0-255)
8851 INTEGER ROW, COL I indexes into lhw COMTAL Lmogw
8852 INTEGER LNLD, LNHII limlls on CDMTAL image line numbers
. 8853 INTEGER ARALO' ARRHI! limii5 on buffer orroy _imension
8854 INTEGER IMLO° II'_II limils on COMTALImoge numbers.
8855 LOGICAL RANGE ! funcllon lhol delermine5 if I$I aPgumQnl i_ wllhln




88GI DATA PXLO/8/, _>_/255/






88G8 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(IMAGEolMLO°IMHI))) GOTO BBBI I error rwlurn
88G9 C
8878 HI = P×LD ! orllflci=ll_ low
8871 LO = PXHI ! or{if_ololl9 high
8872 C
8873 DO 2888 ROW= LNLO, LNHI ..
8874 CALL RDIL2(IBUF. IMAGE, ROW)
8875 DO 1888 COL - ARALD,ARAHI
887G IF (IBUF(COL) .GT. HI).HI - IBUF(COL)
Be77 IF (IBUF(CDL) .LT. LO) LO = IBUF(COL)
8878 1088 CONTINUE




0883 8801 L_ITE(TERM. ES_S)IMAGE ,IMLO,IMHI



















88ii C The subroutine HiSTOgram uses the COMTAL "function memory" (o looK-up
B812 C table) to construct _ histogram of the given imogeo which is held
8813 C, IN A SCALED VERSION in the function memory associated with IMAGE.








BB22 C The function memory associated ulth image number IMQGE is destroyed.
@823 C IMAGE must be within the boundaries for COMTAL image memories, or
B024 C on error message is given end HTABLE is unchanged, ..
BB25 C
B82G C Notice that the histogram is scaled so that the largest value reaches
BB27 C to the top of the screen when displayed. Thus, no absolute counts can
8828 _ be easily deduced from the {unction memory values. See the subroutine
._8829 COUNT if absolute pixel value counts are desired.
Beta
8831 C HISTO puts the HP into a busy'walt while the COMTAL determines the




O036 C name source load remarKs
8837 C
0038 C CMMN2 &CPIMN2 _CMMN2 sends a constant string to the COMTALo which
B839 C treats it as o command typed on the COMTAL.
BB4B C DELAY &DELAY _DELAY puts the HP into a busy walt for at least the
BB41 C given number of seconds,
0042 C DIGIT &DIGIT %DIGIT chorocter_l function that returns "8"-°9 °
0043 C according to integer input 8-9.
B844 C RANGE &RANGE XRANGE logical function that determines if its Ist
54




8849 C She code on which this subprogrom is hosed wos written by
8858 C NETrlE D. FAULCONo JUlyo 1983. This subprogrom wos _itten by
8851 C KEITH MILLER, July, 1984, w!th the support of o HASA-ASEE







8859 CHARACTER*I IMCHAR ! the single digit character corresponding to
8868 ! input poPcm_ter IMAGE.
8861 CHARACTER_I DIGIT I function thor returns "8*-_9 ° for _nteger
8062 C I input 8-9.
BOG3 LOGICAL RANGE ! function thai determines if Ist argument is
8864 C ! within 2rid and 3rd, inclusive.
88G5 INTEGER TERM !logicol unit for terminol output.









8875 "- IF (.NOT.(RANGE(IMAGE, IMI-O.IMHI))) GOTO 8881 ! error return
887G _'"
8877 IMCHAR : DIGIT(IMAGE) I delog initlolizatlon until after IMAGE
0878 C ! has been found to be within its limits.
8879 C
"" 8888 C The fol!oulng COMTAL command expands to:
B_Bl C Function memory _I : Histogram of image
_2 C uhere _I is the single dlgi_ ossocloted with IMAGE.
_083 C Image _I is automatically used for the histogram.
0884 C
0885 CALL CMMN2(°F '//IMCHQR//" FI')
8886 C
8887 C _hile the COHTAL compiles the histogram, it ignores all HP
• 8888 C commands; thus. ue pause until the histogram is found.
8889 C
, 8898 CALL DELAY(15) ! 14 seconds experimentollg determined as the
55
8891 C ! {i_ i{ takes {o compile o hls{ogram.






_898 8881 t,R ITE(TERM,BBB3)IMAGE ,IMLO,IMHI
8899 8883 FDRMQT(" THE II_GE HUMBER,',IS,', IS DUT DF RAHGE:',215,'.')
0180 8988 WRITE(TERM, 8981)




&ICOPY T=00004 IS ON CR00021 USING 00012 BLKS R=0000
8881 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





8887 INTEGER O.UTIMG ! COMTAL image nuttierfor the destlnaiion
8888 INTEGER INIMG I COMTAL image number for the =ource8889 C
8018 Cwom_INTRODUCTION:
0811 C
8012 C "Image COPY' commonas the COMTAL_o _opy ©he alack and
0013 C _uhile:image_ntoanoiher.. The OLITIM_desilnolion image
0014 C is, of course, wlped.oui by this exchange. The input
0015 C irnagefor ICOPY and the output image must be associated wlih
801G C o COMTAL image memory plane (I-4 ourrentlg).
0017 C The companion subroutine ICPY2 requires that the OUTIMG




0023 C FORTRAN 77. the HP-100 version for RTE-6/VM. "0824 C
0825 Cm_oKLIMITATIDNS:
8026 C
0027 C ICOPY only WorKs for the grey level Images of COMTAL, not the




8032 C name source load remarks
8833 C
8034 C CMMND &CMMND _CMMND this subroutine takes an INTEGER array uhi=h
8035 C contains o COMTAL command string, and trans{_
003G C the command to COMTAL. The second parameter
8037 C gives the character count of the command string.
0038 C RANGE &RANGE %RANGE this logical function determines if its first
8039 C argument is within the bounds formed by its
• 8048 C lost 2 arguments, inclusive.
0041 C DIGIT &DIGIT xDIGIT charocter_1 function that relurns a single digit




gg,46 C The code on which lhIs _ubroui_ne _s based was _illen b_
0847 C HE]FIE D. FAULCON in Julg, 1983. Thls modlficallon i_ b U







8855 LOGICAL RANGE ! funcllon delermJnes if ls{ argumoni i_
8856 C J wi_hln 2nd and 3rd argumsnl inoluslv_.
8857 CHARACTER*I DIGIT ! funollon relurn5 "8"-'9" accorOing io
0858 C ! Inleger inpul B-9..
_59 _HAR_'_R_"_IM I =ho_nc_r _uffer for buildlng up,.:oy_-_ll ,
BSGB C ! {o ihe C_D.subrouilne.
8861 INTEGER IBUF (128)! inieger ouerlog of CCOMM
BOG2 EQUIVALENCE (CCOMM, IBUF)
8863 C
8264 INTEGER IMLO, IMHI ! Lhe range of legal COMTAL image numbers









@074 .¢. IF (.NOT.(RANgE(OUTIMg,IMLO,IMHI))) gOTD 8881 I.error relurn
8875 >" IF (.NOT.(RANgE(INIMG, IMLO,IMHI))) _OTO 8101 I error relurn
8076 C
8877 C Legal image numbers, so do ihe oopg
6878 C
"' 6879 2888 CCOMM = "IMAGE "//DIGIT(OUTIMG)//" = IMAGE "/iI)IglT(INIM_)
8888 C
688! C PROGRA_IIHg NOTE: see COI_FFALUSER'S GUIDE for
6082 C furiher informaiJon on {he command siring abbreviaied
_83 C in lhe siring above.
_84 C





@098 8001 6RITE(TERM, 8003)DUTIMg, IMLD, IMHI
58
8091 888:3 FORMAT(" YOUROUTPUTPARQI_TER,'. I5,', IS OUT OF RQNGE:'o214)
"_8892 GOTO8988
8893 ""C
8894 8181 WRITE(TERM. 8183)INIMG, II'LO.IMHI
8895 8183 FORMAT(" YOUR INPUT PARAMETER.*.I5.'o IS OUT OF RANt-E:*°214)
- 889_ {;01"0 8988
8097 C
0098 8980 _ITE(TERM, 8901)











@@@7 INTEGER OUTIMG ! COMTRLirn_ge nurr_er for the destination




8@112 C 'IIIlog¢ CoPY e2'-=on_nds the COMTRLto copy one black aRd
"@@1_ C "_hi_L_ _age.._nto.-_ano{_, The _OUTI_..mlest {nat ion image
8814 C iSo._f:course, wipedout by this.ex_ange. The input
@@15 C image _or ICPY2 can be any slngle digit number; the outpu¢
8816 C image must be a COMTAL image memory plane (I-4 currently).
8817 C The companion subroutine ICOPY requires that both images








8826 C ICOPY only ,_orKsfor the grey level images of COMTAL, not the




8831 C marne source load remarks
8832 C
Be33 C CMMND &CM_D _CMMND this subroutine taKes an INTEGER array uhlch
8834 C contains a COMTAL command siring, and Iransf_P=
8835 C the command to COMTAL. The second parmreler
883G C gives the character count of the command _trlng,
8837 C RANGE &RANGE_RANGEthis logical function determines if its first
8838 C argument is within the bounds formed by its
B839 C last 2 arguments, inclusive.
8848 C DIGIT &DIGIT _DIGIT character_1 function that returns a single digit





8845 C The code on which this subroutine is based was wrltten bg
884G C NEI-FIED. FAULCON in July, 1983. This modification is by







. 8054 LOGICAL RANGE I function determines if Ist orgummnl is
8855 C ! within 2nd and 3rd argument inclusive.
0_5G CHARACTER_I DIGIT ! function returns "8"-'9" according to
8857 C ! integer input 8-9.
8858 CNARACTER_:2S5CCOMM ! character buffer for building up o call
8859 C ! to the CI_D subroutine.
80G8 INTEGER IBUF (128)t integer o_rley of CCOMM
8851 EQUIVALENCE (CCOMM, IBUF)
8852 C
8853 INTEGER IMLO, IMHI I the range of legal CDMTAL immge numbers









0873 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(OUTIMG,IMLO,IMHI))) GOTO 8801 I error rmiurn
0874 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(INIMG, I, 9 ))) GOTO 8181 ! error reiurn
8075 .t
887G _ " Legol imoge numloers,so do the copy
8877 C
., 8878 2888 CCOMM = "IMAGE "//I)IGIT(OUTIMG)//°- IMAGE "I/DIGIT(INIMG)
8879 C
_- 8_88 C PROGRAMMING NOTE: see COMTAL USERS GUIDE for
88S1 C furlher informolion on the command siring abbreVlaled
_2 C in tl_e siring above.
8883 C





8889 8881 WRITE(TERM, 8803)OUTIMG, IMLO, IMHI





0094 8103 FORMAT(" YOUR INPUT PARA_R,',I5,'o IS OUT OF RANGE: Io 9")
_5 GOTO89oo
0097 8908 IJRITE(TERM, 8901)










C_Z,S7 INTEC-_'R OUTLJRD _ _,h_ '"_.._ h_
-. , o_,.... i 2 :'nou_,_.,,_,_-m..-.rr_:'nloI "n_,_q._r, -- :, "1'-' ' • :i',•
C;gZ,8 Ih'TEGER B'fTEI I _,h__, h.-.'__
,,,.... :....(_n 1o:,,J,?,r_:....).
_,_S INTEGER BYTE2 ! _,h_r'gh{ to:;;ord_r "-_..__,,_-(_ b,ltm)
"8610 C • ,,,.....:.... n lo:,_.=r. .
0811 C_;_INTR.ODUCTION:
E'.O12 C
C,_,!_C The-.._-.., '-_ ,_,_ wo _nte_r _npu_,_-,_,:hlch-_,,,_....c,_,_,,_MERGE '-, _-.t ' •-,,,0,..,,.,,.,, be r,on-=_ro
Z;CI4 C it.lhe ' ...._,,'_onl,_,end mer_e_ _,_-_ , .... _,,,_..• o,.,.-, order _n{o _ -'-_
- __ al i.la e








gS2S C Hate ' -'
.he. MERGE does not check that the upper order byte of the
g324 C input II'ITEGEEs ere zero._. Thi.c chec.k could be a_ded, but will -_low




' L ..,.L,.; b
U551 C_:.',xx:LJRITTEH BY:
F.... C Tlne code on t.'hlch this, s,ubpr.ooram is, based b;os written by
r:,-:.; rj HETTIE D. FAULCOH, July. 198Z. This subprogram wo_ written b'J








[.:,4S II';TEGER IHOLD ! an INTEGER lnterpretotlon of bits
E04,.<'. CHARACTERCHOLD(2) ! o CHARACTERinterpretation of bits
63
60z15"C
[.l,-o II,ITE_ERIMER_E ! on INTEGER interpretation of,bils
_,_7 CHARACTER CSPLITC2)I a CHARACTER in-_r_prwiallonof bi{s
El5:,8 C








8Z_56 IHOLD = BYTEI
0_57 CSPLIT(1) = CHOLD(2)
_,_,o IFIOLD= BYTE2











._,_,,,,,:- T=80G84 IS ONCR88021USII_G80004 BLI<SR=n"_
_C'".:'_.CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC











[i0ii C The subroutlne NORMALsearches through an image to find its lowest
6,.qi12 C plxel value. Then NORML replaces each plxel in the ,.'rrroger.t_
L,_,i3 C (call that value X) wlth the value (X - low). This subroutine was
,. .5Z'14,.- C developed to obtain on image of the uarlotlon_m inherent in the lighting
_,.-,._-, C {_ble that should give a constant background light, but is instead giving
(_01_ C a light with a vorloiic, r, of as rnany as 18 gre.q scale levels out of 255,
50!7 C Ttne "normalized" background image is subtracted from the digitized image




6022 C FORTRAN 77, the HP-1BB8 version for RTE-G/VM.
6"823 C
E:0.24 C_,:x'>r.LIM ITAT IONS:
"C'325C
6625 C This subroutine makes two passes through the image, one to ob{aln the
._- C lowest plxel value, and one to write out the new plxel values. In some
5Z:28 C oppl ica£1ons, {he programmer may want to add new processe_ during one
6'Z:-'-'£ C of those passes. Also, the subroutine HILO is used here, even though
£.-."_ C .onlk.i the loLJest value is required. To optlm,.'z_, create o new subroutine
[._._.'.i C L,_hlch onlLJ determines the low value.,,
• C:'L12 C •,
C,_._SS C.......,._,LIBr_.OGRN[_ CHLLED:
ESS..,_. C
["-" ;'_-- C horn3 source Iood rem-urKs
.-?- Z
':....." C ....-7L2 ....".......,r.-
'* • I,L'I ,:,.;,_,.tL_ , ....._L2 rc.-v;s one h,-_r'..zcn',c:Z'' ""1"-'"' .
r..J,'c,_J C on integer orra_ 3, on,_ in'._cj_.'ipi×el.
E,,..,>C lv,,..lL2"''_'
. _,.,_L2 _L,JRIL2 urltos one horizontal COI'iTRL image line from
[,u_,U C an inleger arrag; one inte_er/pixel.
£:341 C HILO &FIILO %HILO determines the highes_ and lowest plxel value





C_,_:o O Tt_e code on which thls subprogrom _S bos'ed uo._ t_ri_,ten b_
C;[,_7 C HETTIE D. FAULCON, Juiy, 1.983. This _,ubprogrom t.;a_ uritten buj
o,.'., •pE;C;.:13'.C I(EITH MILLEF', July, 1984o ulth _h+ suppor_ of o I.+_SH-ASE£







g3.56 INTEGER IBUF(512) ! buff.mr for plxel voZues; one plxel / in{eger
£;'?_57 INTEGER ARALO,ARAHI! orroy bounds for o p,.'xelbL,ffer
GSF.9 INTEGER LNLO, LNHI ! l imi{s on COMTAL row numbers
[,_,.,= INTEGER FII, LO ! highes_ end lewes[ pi×el volues Jr, IMAGE
,_ -t- P" i
C.....u II4TEGEF'_OL, COL ! loop iITdlcc.s
£[.6! C
£i&,32Cx:':.'.':.'.!lqIT IALIZAT IOHS :.
b_,&.SC
6[;g4 DATA ARALO/I/, ARRHI/_I2/
Gc,oJ DATA LNLO /0/, LNHI /51'1;/
C'357 Cx.'x.m.:PROCESSING
_:S,_8 C
fr, t- - ..
_,oS CALL HILO(H!, LO, IMAGE)
£,_'_5 C
_._
,'.,71 DO 2000 ROW = LNLO, LNHI
[:072 CALL RDIL2(IBUF, IMAGE, ROW)
E.r_T3 DO 1000 COL = ARALO, ARAHI







&NOTE2 T-BBBB4 IS ON CRBBB2I USING 88824 BLKS R'OBBB
BBB1 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
8002 SUBROUTINE NOTE2(GRNUM, XCOOR,YCOOR.COLOR,FACTOR,NOTE)
8883 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC0804 C
• 8805 C_PARQMETER DECLARATIONS:
0006 C
. 8887 INTEGER GRNUM ! the number of {he graphic to be _itten into:
0008 C I NOTES doesn't clear or display thls grophlc•8089 INTEGER XCOOR !
88!8 INTEGER YCOOR ! XCOOR. and YCOOR define the upper left corner of {he
8811 C I position of the first character in the NOllE.
8812 INTEGER FACTOR! controls size of characters plotied; l..IG.
8813 CHARACTER*I COLOR ! signals if gou wish to stag {he sam_ color (°S')
8814 C ! or change to red ('R'), green('G'), blue('B')o
8815 C ! blocK('K'), uhite('W'), or gellow('Y')•
881G CHARACTER_(*)NOTE I the message to be printed in graphics: NOTES
0817 C I designed for constant strings•8818 C
8819 C_INTRODUCTION:
8828 C
8821 C Thls subroutine, NOTE2 wrlies o line of characters into a CDMTAL graphics
8822 C plane. The parameter NOTE should be o constant string•
8823 C A very similar subroutine. NOTES, uses o string variable and a length
8824 C parameter instead of the constant siring.8825 C
882G C_",_kLRNGUAGE:
8827 C
8828 _ FORTRAN 77, the HP-1888 version for RTE-G/VM.8029 C,-
8838 C_LIMITATIONS:
8031 C
8832 C GRNUMmust be in the range 1-4 inclusive.
--. 883S C XCOCIRand YCOOR must be in the range 8-511.
6834 C COLOR mus_ 130 one of the fol!owlng: "S" (for "Same color').
8035 C "R" (for "Red"), "G" (for "Green"), "B" (for "Blue'),
08_ C "1(" (for ';131acl("). "U" (_or ';6Jhlte") or "Y" (for "Yellow").
8837 C Other colors could be easily added. See TABLE ! in the NOTES
0838 C section for other colors.
8R_
_o_ C FACTOR mL,St be in the range J-16 inclusive•
8048 C If o restriction is violated. NOTES fails ulth on error message.- 8 1
0042 C The graphics plane named here is turned on and all other graphics
8843 C planes are turned off when this subroutine is executed
0044 C The GRNUM plane is NOT cleared.
67
8845 C
8846 £ The leng{h of {im_ i{ lakes lhe COMTAL Io urlle onoie in graphics
_847 C causes a llmlng problem: lhe COMTAL may ignore {he nex{ COMTAL
8048 C command _eni from lhe HP. Therefore, 6_ DELAY lhe HP for o number




8853 C name source load remarKs
8854 C
BB55 C CMMN2 &CMMN2 %CI_NN2sends conslanl siring io CO_TFALas if il
9856 C were lyped al lhe COMTAL Keyboard.
8@57 C CM_D &CI_D _CMMND sends command siring and lenglh param_ler io
8058 C COMTAL as if il were lyped al lhe COMTAL Keyboard.
8@59 C DELAY -&])EL_Y_I)ELAY_puls lhe HP _n-_ busy uoll; ihe-orgumenl 4o 3ELRY
806@ C glves lhe number of seconds Io DELAY.
88G1 C DIGIT &DIGIT XDIGIT characler_1 funcllon lhol relurns "B'-'9'
88G2 C according Io inleger inpul 8-9.
88G3 C DSPGR &DSPGR XDSPGR adds a graphics plane _o ihe display.
8864 C LEN HPFORTRAN?7 inslrinsio inleger funclion lhal
8865 C relurns ihe lenglh of o characler siring.
@BGG C RANGE &RANGE _RANGE logical funclion lhol delermlnes if Isl




8871 C The code on which lhls subprogram is based was wrilien by
8872 C NETTIE D. FAULCON, July, 1983. This subprogram was wrlllen bg
8873 C KEITH MILLER, July, 1984, ulih lhe supporl of a NASA-ASEE







8881 'CHARACTER_I DIGIT I funciion iha{ relurns "8"-'9" for Inleger
8882 C ! inpu_ 8-9.
8883 INTEGER LEN ! in_rlnsic HP FORTRANF7 funcllon _hol relurns
8884 C ! ihe length of a character siring.
8885 LOGICAL RAHGE I loglcol func{ion de_ermines if Isi argummnl is
8@BG C ! uilhln 2nd and 3rd orgumenls, inclusiue.
88B7 CHARACTER_I GRCHARI lhe s_ngl_ digil lhol corresponds io GRNUM. ,
8@BB INTEGER LONG ! lengih of lhe charoci_r siring.
8889 INTEGER START ! lhe _ of flrsl chorocler in CBUF ihol holds
8898 C ! lhe firsl characler of NOTE.
68
0091 C
0092 INTEGER GRLDoGRHI I limits for COMTAL graphics plane number.
0093 INTEGER CMLOoCMHI I limits on COMTAL coordinates.
0894 INTEGER FCLO,FCHI ! limits on FACTOR.
8895 INTEGER TERM ! logical unit for terminal output.009G C
8097 INTEGER IBUF(128) ! buffer for sending CMMNDcommands.
8898 CHARACTER_x255CBUF ! overlays IBUF











0118 IF (.HOT.(RANGE(GRNUM° GRLO°GRHI))) GOTO 8001 ! error return
8111 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(XCOOR° CMLO,CMHI))) GOTO 8181 ! mrror relurn
8112 IF (.HOT.(RANGE(YCDOR, CMLO,CMHI))) GOTO 8201 I error rmlurn
8113 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(FACTOR,FCLO,FCHI))) GOTO 8381 ! error relurn
8114 C
8115 GRCHAR = DIGIT(GRNUM) ! ini(iallza(ion dmlaumd until GRNUM chm_KeO.0118 C
8117 IF ((COLOR .EO "S').OR.(COLOR .EO. "s')) GOlD 2808 ! "Same"
81!8 IF ((COLOR .EO "R').OR.(COLOR .EO. "r')) GOTO 1888 ! "Red"
0119 IF ((COLOR .EO "G').OR.(COLOR .EQ. "g')) GOTO 1108 I 'Green"
0120 IF ((COLOR .EO *B').OR.(COLOR .EO. °b')) GOTO 1208 ! "Blue'
0121 IF ((COLOR .EO °I(°).OR.(COLOR.EO. "K')) GOTO 1300 ! "blacK"
0122 IF ((COLOR .EO *W°).OR.(COLOR .EO. "w')) GOTO 1488 1 "Whlle"
0123 IF ((COLOR .EQ. "Y').OR.(COLOR .EO. "y')) GOTO 1588 1 "Yellow"
8124 C ELSE...COLOR an illega! character
0125 GOTO 8401 ! error return
I_o 0
0127 C Color graphics red
8128 1800 CALL CMMH2(°CO G "//GRCHAR//" RED')
8129 GOTO 28e0
0138 C
0131 C Color graphlcs gremn
0132 1188 CALL CMMN2(°CO G °//GRCHAR//° GRN')
" 0133 _OTO 2000
0134 C
, 0135 C Color graphics blue




01'39 C Color graphics black
0140 1300 CALL CMMN2('CO G "//(;;RCHAR//" 8LA')
0141 GOTO 2000
0142 C
0143 C Color graphics whlle
01,44 1400 CALL CMMH2(" CO G "//GRCHAR//" wHT")
0145 GOTO2000
0146 C
0i47 C Color graphics while
0148 1500 CALL CMMN2(°CO G °//GRCHAR//" YEL_)
0149 GOTO2080
8150 C
0151 2000 CALL 7DSP_R(GRNUM) I display ihe chosen graphics
0152 CALL WRTAR(XCOORo YCOOR) ! poslilon ihe cursor for wrlilng0153 C
8154 LONG = LEN(NOTE)
0155 IF (FACTOR .GE. 10) GOTO 3000
0156 C ELSE.,.
0157 CBUF(I:8) = "G "//GRCHAR//" L '//I)IGIT(FACTOR)//" '
0158 START = 9
0159 LONG = LONG + 8
0160 GOTO4000
0161 C THEN... ..
. 01_2 3000 CBUF(I:9) = "G "//GRCHAR//" L 1°//I)IGIT(FACTOR-10)//,,
0163 START = 10
01;64 LONG = LONG + 9
8i65 GOTO 4000
0166
01G7 '_000 CBUF(START:LON_;)= NOTE
0i68 CALL CMMND(IBUF,LONG)
01._9 C






0176 8C.0ibJRITE (TERMo8883)GRNUM,GRLOo.GP,H I
0!77 8003 FORMAT(" THE GRAPHICS I'IUMBERo"15," • •


























_OTES T=gggg4 IS ON CRBB821 USING B@884 BLKS R=BBBB
Begt CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
@i@@2. SUBROUTINE NOTES(GRNUM,XCOOR,YCOOR,COLOR,FACTOR, NOTE, LENGTH)
Beg3 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC8@:B4 C
80'g5 C_o_PARAMETER DECLARATIONS: .*
8egg c
0887 INTEGER GRNUM ! the number of the graphic to be written into" ,
8@88 C ! NOTES doesn't clear or display this graphic.
888_ INTEGER XCOOR !
8818 INTEGER YCOOR ! XCOOR and YCOOR define the upper left corner of the=
8.311 C ! position of the first character in the NOTE.
8g12 INTEGER FACTOR! controls, size of charact.ers plotted; 1-1G.
8@13 CHARRCTER_I COLOR ! signals if you ulsh to stay the san_ color ('S°)
68:14 C ! or change to red ('R'), green('G'), or blue('B').
[1315 CHARACTER_2SS NOTE ! the message to be printed in graphics is in the
0_:16 C ! first LENGTH characters of thls string.8_"7
_ INTEGER LENGTH I the number of NOTE characters that are to be used.@glg C
0019 C_IHTRODUCTION:
0828 C
8821 C This subroutine, NOTES writes a llng, of charactg,rs into a COMTAL graphics
8322 C plane. The parameter NOTE should be o declared string.








g832 C GRNUM must be in the range I-4 inclusive.
_,- BE_33 C XCOOR and YCO0_ must be in the range 0-511.
IE,3_',4C COLOR _ ,S _mu=., be on_ at" the fol!owing: (for "Sarn_color"),
_o_ C (for "R@d") G" (for "Green"), or "B" (for "Blue").
E'.SSG C FACTOR must be in ,,he range I-1G inclusive.
Coo? C LENGTH mus_ be Jr,the range 8-255 inclusive.
C,_._o C I_ o restriction is violated, MOTES foils wlth an error rn_ssagg.E_Ei3_ C
0_ C Tlnegraphics plane named by GRNUM is turned on bnd all other
8841 C graphics planes are turned off. GRNUM plane is NOT cleared.
88_2 C
8E_43 C Because th_ COMTAL takes a while to write the note to the screen,
0844 C there can be a timing problem between the COMTAL and the,HP uhich
72
0045 C causes the COMTAL to ignore the next HP commend. There{ore, the
804G C routine DELAY is used {o cause a delay proper{tonal to the size




BB5I C name source load remarks
0052 C
0053 C CMMN2 &CMMN2 _CMMN2 sends constant siring to COMTAL as if it
0054 C were typed at the COMTAL Keyboard.
8055 C CMMND &CMMND %CMMND sends a fixed string comm_nd to COMTAL as if 51
BB5G C were typed at the COMTAL Keyboard.
0057 C DELAY &DELAY %DELAY puts the HP in a busy wait for {he number o{
0058 C seconds deslgnaled'in DELAY°sparameier.
8859 C DIGIT &DIGIT XDIGIT character_1 function thai returns "@'-'B °
BOGB C according {o in{eger input @-9.
0G61 C DSPGR &DSPGR %DSPGR odds o graphic plane to the display.
8862 C RANGE &RANGE _RANGE logica! functlon that determines if {he Is{




0067 C The code cn which this subprogram is based was written by
0068 C NETTLE D. FAULCON, July, 1983. This subprogram was written by
BOG9 C KEITH MILLER, July, 1984, with {he support of a NASA-QSEE







0077 CHARACTER_xl DIGIT ! functlon thai re{urns "0"-°9" for inieger
6078 C I input 0-9.
6u_9 LOGICAL RANGE ! funcilon thai determines if 1st argument is
C_,oG C ! bJi_hln 2nd and 3rd arguments, inclusive ..
I I --_l,b, , ,
_G_I CF,ARACI_,_.,.IGRCHAR I _he slng_e dlgi{ that corresponds {o GRNUM.
...... INTEGER LONG !ihe !on_h of the CMMND command.
_!'ITE_E_ GRLO, GRI-I!! ! imi'_s for COMTAL graph!cs plane number.
8E,c,u INTEGER CMLO,CMHI ! l imlts on COMTAL coordinates.
. 8GSG INTEGER FCLO,FCHI ! limits on FACTOR.
8887 INTEGER STLO.STHI ! limits on string LENGTH.
0888 INTEGER TERM ! logical unit for terminal output.
° 0089 C
0890 CHARACTERx:255 CBUF ! buffer for CMMNDcommands
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8!04 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(_RNUM, GRLO,GRHI))) _OTD BBBI ! error relurn
8_85 IF (.NDT.(RANGE(XCODRo CMLO,CMHI))) GDTD 8101 I error return
0!00 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(YCOOR, CMLO,CMHI))) GOTO 8201 I error relurn
8!07 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(FACTDR,FCLO,FCHI))) GOTO B301 I error return
0188 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(LEHGTH,STLOoSTHI))) GOTO 8401 ! error return
8!09 C
0110 GRCHAR = DiGTT(GRNUM; ! iniiio!izotlon deleted unti: _RNUM ohe_Ked.
0111 C
8112 IF ((COLOR ,EO. °S°).OR,(COLOR .EO. "s°)) GOTO 2080 ! "SomeM
8113 IF ((COLOR .EO. "R°),OR.(COLOR .EO. °r°)) GOTO 1880 I "Redu
81!4. IF ((COLOR .EO. "G').OR.(COLOR .EO. "g')) GOTD 1108 ! "green"
0!!5 IF ((COLOR .EO. "B').OR.(COLDR .EO. "b')) GOTO 1200 1 "Blue"
OllG C ELSE...COLOR on illegal character
8117 GOTO 8581 ! error return
0118 C
8119 C Color grophlcs red
8128 .,'1880CALL CMMN2('CO G "//GRCHAR://" RED')
0121 ,, GOTO 2808
0122 C
.. 0!23 C Color grc!phlcsgreen
0!24 I100 CALL CI_?II,!2('COG "//GRCHAR//" GRN')
•.., 0125 GOTO 2868
E:i2S C
0!27 C Color grc_plnics b!ue
0i28 1200 CALL CMMN2('CO G "//GRCHAR//" BLU') '
Q129 GOTO2000
6130 C
[,!31 2000 CALL DSP_R(GRNUM) l cilsp!og the chosen graphics
0!32 CALL 6JRTAR(XCOOR,YCOOR) ! posi.llonfine cursor for wrlting
0133 C
0134 iF (FACTOR .GE. 10) GOTO 3000
0135 C ELSE...
0136 CBUF = "G "//GRCHAR//° L "//DiGIT(FACTOR)//" "//NOTE
74 ..
0137 LONG = LENGTH + 8
0138 GOTO 4080
0139 C THEN...
0140 3800 CBUF = "G "//GRCHAR//" L 1"//DI_IT(FACTDR-18)//• "//NOTE
0141 LONG = LENGTH + 9
, 0142 GOTO 4000
0143 C
0144 4888 CALL CMMND(IBUF,LONG)
• 0145 C
014G C Deloy for o second or two Io relieve {iming problem bei_en
8147 C {he HP ond {he COMTAL






8154 8083 FORMAT(" THE GRAPHICS NUMBER,',I5,°, IS OUT DF RANGE'°,214,',")
7 0155 GOTO 8900
815G C
8157 8181 LRITE(TERM,8183)XCOOR,CMLO,CMHI




8162 8283 FORMAT(" THE Y COORDINATE,',IS,', IS OUT OF RANGE:',214,'.')
0163 GOTO 8900
8164 C
8165 8301 WRITE(TERM.8383)FACTOR,FCLO.FCH I
BIGG "8303 FORMAT{" THE SCALE FACTOR,',I5,°, IS OUT OF RANGE:'.214.°.")
0167 o' GOTO 8900
8168 C
., 8169 8481 I.JRITE(TERM,8483)LENGTH,STLOoSTH !
8178 84,_ FORM,qT(" THE STRING LENGTH.'oI5.'. IS OUT OF RANGE:'.214.'.')
--- El171 GOTO 8980
8172 C
E_173 8581 [JRITE(- '•IERM,8583)COLOR









&PAINT T=OOB04 IS ON CRBBB21 USING 00004 BLKS R=0000
0801 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





B887 INTEGER IMAGE I number Of the COMTAL image to be pointed
BBBB INTEGER BRUSH ! size of the square brush area




8013 C The subroutine PAINT allo6_ the interoctlve user to paint
0014 C onto o COMTAL image, using the IraoKball to guide the brush.
0815. C The user uses the HP Keyboard to signal when to paint.
8018 C Each time the HP <CR> is pressed, PAINT points o BRUSH X BRUSH
0017 C square of plxels with the cursor position in the upper left corner
8B18 C of the square. The moxlmum size for o brush has been set (arhltrarily)




0023 C FORTRAN 77, the HP-IB00 verslon.for RTE-G/VM.
0824 C - '
8825 C_w'_LIMITATIONS:
8026 C
8827 C The COMTAL Keyboard is inaccessible to the HP. Therefore, we
8028 C must use the HP Keyboard even though we use the COMTAL traoKball.
BB29 C Beceuse of the HP Keyboard llmitotions, the program requires
8630 C_ 0 polntili_{ic poln{ing: one square _n the image {s darkened




@@$5 C name source load remarks
88SS C
t8_37 C DSPBW _DSPBtv _DSPB[J display o monochrome COMTAL image.
083B C IJRIRC 8,_r_RC _b_IRC ur_tes _lne contents of on array to o COMTAL {moge_
[,;,o_, C '_Ine vo_ues ore reed into o roe[angle {n the image.
[,.,_;J C RDTAR &RDTAR _RDTAR reeds the current COMTAL cursor position.
8841 C WAIT &WAIT _WAIT halts HP processing until HP <CR> entered.
8842 C CMMND &CMMND %CMMND sendso chorecter string to COMTAL. which
BG43 C treats the s_ring as o COMTAL Keyboard comrr_nd.
B_44 C
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8845 C_WR, ITTEN BY:
8846 C
8847 C The code on which this subprogram is based was written by
8848 C NETTIE D. FAULCON, July, 1983. This subprogram was written by
8849 C KEITH MILLER, July? 1984, with the support of o NQSQ-ASEE
B858 C summer fello_hip.
" B851 C
8852 C_ok_x_REVISIONHISTORY:




8857 INTEGER BOX(G4_64) ! the square that acts as a paint brush-
8858 C I this rectangle placed Into IMAGE_Jhenever
8859 C ! <CR> entered to locate cursor on COMTAL.
8868 INTEGER XPOS ! loop index for initializing BOX.
6861 INTEGER UPLFX, UPLFY ! X and Y coordinates of lost COMTAL cursor
6862 C ! (target) position recorded vlo RDTAR:
8863 C ! used as upper left. corner of rectang!e
8864 C ! .to be pointed.
8865 INTEGER ,TERM ! !ogical unit for terminal I/O.
88GG INTEGER IMLO, IMHI ! limits on COMTAL image number.
8867 INTEGER PXLO, PXHI ! limits on CDMTAL plxel values.
8868 INTEGER BRLO, BRHI ! limits on size of brush for pointing.
8869 CHARACTER_I INCHAR ! character buffer for HP Keyboard input.
8878 LOGICAL RANGE ! funcilon that determines if Ist argument
8871 C ! is uithin the 2nd and 3rd, inclusive.
8872 INTEGER IBUF(128) ! buffer for sending CMMND strings






.. 8879 DATA I['ILO/I/,I_HI/4/
8888 DATA BRLO/I/, BRFII/128/





E'EE.G IF (.HOT.(RANGE(IMAGE, IMLO, iMHI))) GOT8 8881 ! error return
. 8887 IF (.HOT.(RANGE(BRUSH, 8RLO° BRHI))) GOTO 8181 ! error return •
0088 IF (;IiOT.(RANGE(SHADE,PXLO, PXHI))) GOTO 8281 l error return
8889 C





6694 C Initlalize the paint brush (this ini{iallzo(ion done hero
0095 C instead of abo_,eto avoid processing 6fneno parameter is bad)aess c
0897 C Programming note: the BOX array is filled as a one dimensional array,
BBSB C but is in{erpreled by LSRIRCbelow as a two dimensional array.889£ c
8188 DO 480 XPOS= I..(BRUSH.BRUSH)
0!81 BOX(XPOS) = SHADE
8182 400 CONTINUE
0103 C
0104 C add the target end dump the image on the COMTAL
ales c
8106 CBUF = "ADD TARGET SDUMP IMAGE "
0107 CALL CMMHD(IBUFo 23)
8108 C
8189 C Give instructions to user
0110 C
8111 WRITE(TERM, 581)
0112 581.FORMAT(" ENTER <CR> TO PAINT A SOUARE.',
0113 I " ENTER S<CR> TO EXIT PAINTING.')
0114 C
8115 C Loop for input/palntlng starts here:
8116 C
0117 1000 INCHAR = " "
01i8 READ(TERM, 1081) INCHAR
0i19 1881FORMAT(IAI)
0120 IF (INCHAR .EO. " ") GOTO 2000 ! paint another square and conilnue.
0121 IF ((INCHAR .EO. "5") .DR. (INCHAR .EO. "s')) GOTO 9008 I terminate
8122 C ELSE...illegal entry
0123 WR!TE(TERM, 1003) INCHAR
8!24 1803 FORP_AT("THE CHARACTEREHTERED, "', 1A1, "", IS NOT LEGAL',
-, 0!25 1 " FOR PAII,ITING.',/," PLEASE TRY AGAIN.')
6126 GOTO !G00
0!27 C
0128 C . Actual pointing _aKes place here:
8129 C
8i38 2888 CALL RDTA_(UPLFX, UF'LFY)
IV8131 CALL bJRIRC(IMAGE,UPLFX, UP,F., BOX, BRUSH, B_USH)
8132 GOTO 1808
8!s3 c .. $
0134 C&_:ERROR RETURNS:
e;3s c
8136 8001 [JRITE(TERM, 8003) IMAGE, IMLO, IMHI
78
0137 8003 FORMAT(" IMAr_ENUI_ER,', 15, °, OUT OF RANGE:', 214o ".')
0138 . GOTO8900
0139 C
0140 8101 WRITE(TERM, 8103) BRUSH, BRLO, BRHI
0141 8103 FORMAT(" BRUSH ARGUMENT.', 15, "o OUT OF RANGE:'. 214, ".')
- 8142 GOTO8900
0143 C
8144 8201 WRITE(TERM, 8203) SHADE, PXLO, PXSH
0145 8203 FORMAT(" SHADE ARGUMENT,', 15,', OUT OF RANGE:', 214, ".')
8146 GOTO8988
0147 C
0148 8900 WRITE(TERM, 8901)







&PROFL T=GBBB4 IS OH CR8882i USINg 08804 BLKS R=BgB8
8881 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





8887 INTEGER gRAPH ! the number of the COMTAL grephics plane in which
8888 C ] the profile 15 to be dlspleyed.
8889 INTEGER IMAGE ! the number of the COMTAL image #_ich is going to




8814 C The subroutine PROFiLe gives HP oocess to the COI_FI'AL'5 interoctive
8815, C ,profiling focilitles, This subroutine initializes the COIdTAL for
8816 C toKing profiles of IMAGE end dlspioylng them in the specified GRAPH
8017 C plane. Note {hal this subroutine clears the specified grophlcs plane.
8818 C Control posses to COMTAL fop profiling, end then e <CR> on the HP








OO2? C gRAPH end IMAGE ore checked, end if they ore out of bounds, no
8828 C profillngtokes piece end on error messege is printed. The shift
8829 C from the HP terminal to the COMTAL terminal meg result in some
8838 C confusion, but this switch exploits the COMTAL clrcuitrg much more




e1335 C home source food remorKs
8835 C
0837 C RANGE &RANGE %RANGE logical function {hc_t determines if Is{ argu-
S838 C ment is within 2nd end 3rd, inclusive.
8839 C CMMND &CMMND _CMMND sends o commcmd to the COMTAL as if it were
8848 C typed ot {he COMTAL Keyboard. ,
8841 C WAIT &WAIT XWAIT halts HP processing until <CR> is pressed on
8042 C the HP Keyboard.
8843 C CHAR instrinslc HP FORTRAN?? function the{ converts "
8844 C integers into characters
8O
8845 C DIGIT &DIGIT %DIGIT choracterxq function that roturns "8"..'9°
BB4G C according to integer input 8 9B047 C " "
8848 C_o_WRITTEN BY:
" 8049 C
8858 C The code on which this subprogram is based was written bg
, 0O51 C NETTIE D. FAULCON, Julg, 1983. This subprogram was u_.itten by
8652 C KEITH MILLER, Julg, 1984, with the support of o NASA-ASEE






0059 CHARACTER_I GCNAR ! the character that corresponds to the single
£_LI C ! digit argument, GRAPH
8ZGI CHARACTER_I ICHAR ! the character that corresponds to the single
0G62 C " ! digit argument, IMAGE
6863 CHARACTER_:I BELL ! the ASCII code for ESCAPE.
8854 CHARACTER_I DIGIT I function that returns "8"..'9" according to
08_5 C ! integer argument B..£.
OOGG CHARACTER CHAR ! intrinsic FORTRANTFfunction for integer to
88E7 C ! character conversion.
e068 c
GaG9 INTEGER IBUF(128)! integer buffer for sending COMTALcommends
8870 CHARACTER,s255CBUF I overlogs IBLIF
8871 EQUIVALENCE (IBUF,CBUF)
8872 C
8073 INTEGER GRLO,GRHI! limits on numbers of graphics planes in COMTAL
8874 INTEGER IMLO,IMHI! limits on numbers of image planes in COMTAL
8075 LOGICAL RANGE ! logical function that determines if 1st argu-
..887G C !ment is within 2ridand _rd argument, inclusive,







Ct_l_:4 E.=LL = CHAR(7) ! HP bell
0086 C_I_PROCESSING
8887 C
" 8688 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(GRAPH,GRLO,GRHI))) GOTO 8881
8839 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(IMAGE,IMLO,IMHI))) GOTO 8181
OO90 C
81
8891 C- set up COMTAL display for profiling8892 C
0893 GCHAR : DIGIT(GRAPH)
0094 ICHAR = DIGIT(IMAGE)
8095 C
809G C the following COMTAL command reads as follows (_G st(_nds.for ...
0097 C the single digit ossocia{ed with GRAPH: and _I, with IMAGE):
0098 C Display Image w_I;Add Graphics _>G:CLear Graphics #G;
0899 C COLor Graphics #G RED.
8188 C
8181 CBUF = "D ! "//ICHAR//" SADD G "//GCHAR//" $CL G "//GCHAR//
8182 I " _CO G "//GCHAR//" RED"
8183 CALL CMMND(IBUF, 34)
8104 C
8185 C _he following COMTAL command reads: Add TArget;
8106 C Graphics _G = PROfile of image #I.8107 C
8108 CBLIF= "A TA $G "//GCHAR//° PRO "//ICHAR
8189 CALL CMMND(IBLF, 15)
0110 C
8111 C print out instructions for the COMTAL Keyboard inleraction0112 C
8113 WRITE(TERM, 7881)
8114 7081 FORMAT(" COMTAL function switches control profillng.',
8115 1 /," Switch 2 toggles X profiling on and off.', /,
8116 2 " Switch 3 toggles Y profiling on and off.', /,
8117 3 " Switch 1 requests new profiles.',/,
BI18 4 ' Press <ESC> on the COMTAL Keyboard and then press',





8125 8881 6_ITE(TERM, 8803)GRAPH, GRLO, GRHI
_110" .
,_. 8883 FORMgT( THE GRAPH PARAMETER, ",14,,, IS OUT OF RANGE:'.213)8127 GOTO 8900
8128 C
0129 810i L.,=.II_(TERM,8183)IMAGE, IMLO, !HHI
0i30 E'.IO_-FOR;tAT("THE IMAGE PARAMETER,',I4,', iS OUT OF RAb.'GE:',213)
El131 ' GOTO 8960
0132 C
0133 8980 WRITE(TERM, 8901)




&RANGE T=88884 IS ON CR88821 USING 08883 BLKS R=8888
888! CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





_8C,7 IHTEGER OBJECT t ,_ .... ,--- _,- '-_-J, .,,_ ,,._ ..=, tO .__-X:I, n,_,,_.w




8E',12 C Thlz t,,un,._', ion return= .TRUE. _f' the OBJECT x._' wlthin the rmnge
6813 C between LOLl ond HIGH (inolus{ve), end .FALSE {f it -is out#{de
6814 C that ronge. If LObJ .GT, HIGH, on error" me._.';oge i_ printed,
8015 C ond .FALSE. -is returned.
- ' 88 i," C_X<L IMITATIONS:
5818 C











Z'_S8 INTEGER TERM ! logical unit for termlnol output
G_i3_. C
_L"S2 C_'._: I H I T I ALI ZAT IONS '




L_-:_5 IF (LOW ,GT. HIGH) WFzITE(-ERrl, i001) LCil,J,HIGH
OrLG9 188i FORMNT(" LOW,', 15, ", .GT. IRIGH,', 15, ". RAHGE foils.')






_RDGLN T=00804 IS ON CR00021 USING 08018 BLKS R-8880
8801 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





0087 INTEGER ONOFFS(32) ! IG bits per integer, 512 bits in a llne.
8888 INTEGER GRAPH i COMTAL image graphics _ to be written to.
8809 INTEGER LINE ! _ich horizontal line to be urltten to:




6014 C This subroutine ReaDs a Graphics LiNe from the COMTAL. The llne of








8823 C If GRAPH or LINE is out of range, an error message is printed




0828 .C name source load remarKs
6829 C
0038 C RANGE &RANGE %RANGE logical function tha_ determines if its
683] C first parameter is within the lost two parameters.8032 C
.. 0033 Cx._oKLJRITTENBY:
8034 C
6035 C The code on wh[cln this subprogram is based was written b_
8036 C NETTIE D. FAULCOH, Jul W, 1983. This modlflcotlon is by







0844 LOGICAL RANGE ! function tho_ ascertains if its first parameter "
84
0045 C ! is between (inclusive) ils last 2 parameters
BB4G INTEGER TERM ! the logical unit for terminal output
0047 INTEGER GRLO, GRHI ! the limits on COMTAL monochrome image numbers





• 8853 DATA GRLO/I/, GRHI/4/




0058 IF (.NOT..(RANGE(GRAPH,GRLD,GRHI))) GDTD B001 ! error return
8059 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(LINE, LNLO,LNHI))) GOTO 8101 I error return
0060 C
0061 C Programming note:
8062 C The EXEC call is explolned in detail in the
-, 08G3 C HP Programmer's Reference Manual for RTE-G/VM,p.2-19ff. This
-" 0064 C transfer function for tne COMTAL is discussed in the
0865 C COMTAL User's Manual, Secilon 5.2.2.1. In the EXEC call
00GG C thal follows, the HP resident driver, DVR41, is called as
0067 C follows: the first parameter (i) signifies a read; the
00_8 C second parameter is in two parts: 3GB identifies the resident
00G9 C DVR41 driver, and 1008 identifies the llne transfer operation
• 0870 C of that driver; the third parameter (ONOFFS) holds the data to be
0071 C tronsfered, and the fourth parameter gives ONOFF5" length in words
0_,72 C (32); and the final parameter is a COMTAL command,code for the transfer





e078 8001 _ITE(TERM, BeB3) GRAPH, GRLO, GRH!
8879 8803 FORMAT(" GRAPHICS NUMBER,"° 13, " OUT OF RANGE:', 212,'.')
OOS_ GOT8 8900
008! C
0_,o. 81011_ITE(TERM, 8103) LIHE, LNLO, LNHI








&RD_PT T=60084 IS ON CR00821 USING 08824 BLKS R=8000
8881 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
0092 SLIBROUTINE RDGPT(VALLIEo GRAPH, ×COOR, YCOOR)
BOOS CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC_rCCCCCrCCCCC C ,0884 C " _ "_
8005 C_PARAMETER DECLARNTIOIIS:
OOOG C
_07 INTEGER VALUE ! 0-1 graphics value to be retrieved.
0800 INTEGER GRAPH ! COI'_AL graph number to be read from.
66_9 INTEGER XC00R, YCOOR! point where value is to be read from.0010 C
00! 1 C_,_INTRODUCTIOH:
0012 C
0013 C Thls subroutine ReaDs o Graph PoinT from the COMTAL. The value
0014 C of the grophlos is on on/off deolslono rc'pres_nt_d
0015 C by on integer ] or O.
001E C If the graph number or cDord_no_s are out of range, an error








6825 C If GRAPH, XCOOR, YCOOR, or VALUE ore out of ren_e, _n error rrr_sege
0026 C is printed et the terminal end no transfer lakes piece.6927 C
8828 C_SLIBPROGRAMS CALLED:
6_29 C
0_30 C name soL.roe load remarKs
063! C
[10S2 C RAIiGE &RANGE _RANGE logical function that determines if its
0003 C first parameter is within the lost two pororm_ters.
0_34 C BTEST ....... HP FORTRAN77 insirlnsio function that tokes an
00S5 C integer argument end returns .TRUE. or .FALSE.
[_3_ C accordln_ to _he bit selected '-u' its second




6841 C The code on which this subprogram is based was urltten by
0842 C fiETTIE D. FAULCON° Julg, 1983. This modification is bgOe4S C KE]TH MILLER, June, 1984.
0044 C
86





8953 LOGICAL RANGE ! function that o_certoins if its flrsi p_r_m_t@r
. _5i C ! is between (inclusive) its l_st 2 parometers
8852 LOGICAL BTEST ! is o certain bit on or Off.
OSES INTEGER TERM ! the logicol unlt for terrainol outpul
0854 INTEGER GRLO. GRHI I the llmi_s on COMTAL monochrome graph numbers
0855 INTEGER LNLO. LNHI I the limits on COMTAL graph llne numbers
6856 INTEGER BTLO. BTHI I the limits on COMTAL grophlcs values
8_57 INTEGER BITS(S2) ! o buffer to read & write a COI_AL graphics line
0_58 INTEGER WORD I which word of BITS holds the blt se2ected by XCOOR.
8@59 INTEGER B!T ! whloh bit in BITS(WORD) holds th_ bli selecied bg





8865 DATA GRLO/I/. gRHI/4/




_878 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(GRAPH,GRLO,GRHI))) GOTD BBBI ! error return
8871 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(XCOOR,LNLO.LNHI))) GOTO 8181 ! error relurn
8872 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(YCOOR,LNLO.LNHI))) GOT0 8281 1 error relurn
8873 C
8874 C Progrommlng note:
G875 C The EXEC coils below ore to the DVR41 driver. The first call
_i76 C is idenlicol to the call mode in RDILN. The sm=ond EXEC call
._ _c,_7 C is identlcol to the one in WRILH. See the documenioiion for
0_78 C those subroutines for details on these calls.
8_79 C
_=,oU C Read the COIITAL line (horizontal) that contains the point in qu_si|on:C3_I C
G[,S2 CALL EXEC:(I,3GB+IBBB, BITS,32. (GRAPH- I)_:2848 + 512 + YCOOR)C_33 _
6_4 C Find the _ir,gle bit that ha_ been _,_lected:
• 08S5 C
8886 WORD = (×COOR/16) + I
8387 BIT - (I6*WORD) - XCOOR - I
868B C
86o= VALUE = @ _ bit is clear until proven set,






8895 8001 WRITE(TERM, 8003) GRAPH, GRLO, GRHI
0096 8883 FORMAT(" GRAPH PUMBER," iS, " OUT OF RANGE: , 212, .')6_.,_t GOTO 8900
6098 C
0099 810! WRITE(TERM, 8103)×C00R, LNLO, LHHI
018_ 8103 FORMAT(° X COORDINATE,', 14, " OUT OF RANGE.'° _14, ".')0101 GOTO8900 " ~
0102 C
0103 8201 tJF'ITE(TERM,8203)YCOORo LNLO, LNH!
8184 8203 FORMAT(" y COORDINATE,', I4, " OUT OF RAHGE:', 214, ".")0105 GOTO8900 '
_1106 C
0187 8900 WRITE(TERM, 8901)




&RDIL2 T=00004 IS ON CR00021 USING 08018 BLKS R-0000
0001 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC_CCCCC





0687 INTEGER INTS(512) { 512 plxel values to be read. one inleger/plxel
8888 INTEGER IMAGE ! COMTAL image number io be read from
8809 INTEGER LINE ! which hori:ontol llne is to be read from;




0014 C This subroutine ReaDs on Image LiNe from the COMTAL. The llnm of
G815 C pixols is made up of S bll (0-255) grey scale iniensilies. The








B824 C IMAGE musl be a monoohome image. The LINE parameter must be between
0825 C 0 and 511. If IMAGE or LINE is out of range, an error m_ssoge is prlnlmd




8030 C name source load remarks
' 80S i C
0932 C RAtIGE _RRHGE %RAHGE logical function thal determines if its
Gala C flr.sl parame{er is wilhin (he last two parom_i_rs.
E_834 C ICHAR inlrlnsio HP FORTRAN77 funclion {hat converts




G039 C The code on wlnlch lhls subprogram is based was wriiien by
. GO4B C NETTIE D. FAULCON, Julg. 1983. This modlflcolion is bg








BB4B INTEGER PIXELS(25G) I .512 bgtes, 1 plxel/bgte, transferred to COMTAL
0049 CHARACTER*I CPIX(512)! overlays PIXELS
8058 EQUIVALENCE (PIXELS,CPIX)
0851 C
8852 LOGICAL RANGE ! function that. osoertalns if its {irst porammter
BB53 C ! is between (inclusive) its lost 2 parameiers
8854 INTEGERTERM J the logical unit for terminal output
8855 INTEGER IMLO, IMHI I the limits on CDMTAL monochrome image numbers
805G INTEGER LNLO, LNHI ! the limits on COMTAL image llne numbers





0862 DATA IMLO/I/, IMHI/4/




8867 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(IMQGE, IMLO, IMHI))) GOTO 8081 ! error return
0868 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(LINE, LNLO,LNHI))) GOTO 8101. ! error return
8869 C
0070 C Programming note:
0871 C The EXEC coil is explained in detail in the
0072 C HP Programmer's Reference Manual for RTE-G/VM, p.2-19ff. This
8073 C transfer function for {he COMTAL is discussed in the
8074 £ COMTAL User's Manual, Section 5.2.2.1. In the EXEC call
8875 C that follows, the HP resident driver, DVR41, is called as
8876 C follows: the first porameter (I) signifies a read: the
0877 C second parameter is in two parts: 3GB identifies the resident
0878 C D_41 driver, and 100B identifies the llne transfer operation
_ 8879 C of thai clrivBr; the tl_ird parameter (PIXELS) holds the data iO be
8G88 C iron, fared, and the fourth parameter gives PIXELB" length in Idords
G881 C (25G)_ and {he final parameter is o COMTAL commmnd code for the transfer
88S2 CALL EXEC(I, 3GB+IBgB, PIXELS, 25G, (IMAGE-I)*2848 + LINE) .,
8083 C
8884 C transform the 512 8 bit values into 512 16 bit integers
8885 C
888G DO 1080 INDEX = 1,512








8894 8881 I_IRITE{TERM,BOB3) IMAGE, IMLO, IMHI
0095. 8083 FORMAT(" IMAGE NUMBER.', 13, " OUT OF RANGE:', 212o'.')
0096 GOTO 8988
8897 C
8898 B10I WRITE(TERM, B183) LINE, LNLD, LNHI
8899 8183 FORMAT(" LINE NUMBER,°, 14, " OUT OF RANGE:', 213, ".')
0100 GOTO 8988 "
B181 C
•0102 8988 I_RITE(TERM,8901)




&RDILN T=BBBB4 IS ON CRB8821 USIN_ 88818 BLKS R=BBBB
B881 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC




8887 INTEGER PIXELS{25GYI 512 _,,' -
". _=,e_.(plx_l:) to be r_d
8888 INTEGER IMAGE f COMTQLi,n=_g_number to b_ r_od from8889 INTEGER LINE J .._,
_,,,_h hop _- -*_ .,,_
, ._o,.._.lJ-_ to be r_d from_
881B C f Iin_ numbered from I (:cre_n ,o,.)to 512.B 1
8812 C_o_INTRODUCTION:
B813 C
8814 C This -'_- ._
8815 C _..__u.,ou.in_ R_aD: an I,-r_ge LiNe from _h@ COMTAL. Th= l_ne of
,..... : is mode up of 8 bit (8-255) _r ,, =col _.... = '
= e= e ,,,t ..... {ze:. The
8BIG C PIXELS =rr=q _ill b_ f_lled to capoclt_ b_ RDILNB 17 "
Bet8 C_o_LANGUAGE:
8819 C
882B C FORTRAN77, the HP-]BB8 vgr=ion for RTE-6/VMB821 C
8822 Cwom_LIMITATIONS:
B823 C
8824 C IMAGE musl be a monochon_ image. The LINE parameter must be between




0038 C name source load remarks
B831 C
8832 C RANGE C:_NGE _RANGE logica! function that determines if it_
.. 0_33 C first parameter is within the last tuo parameiers.B034 C
6835 C_RMRII-II_NB"f;
8836 C
B83? C The code on tvhich this subprogram is based was L_{tien bu







8845 LOGICAL RANGE I funclion lhal ascerlalns if ils flrsl poromeler
8846 C { is between (inclusive) it5 last 2 parameter5
8847 INTEGER TERM ! the logical unii for iermlnal oulpui
0848 INTEGER IMLOo IMHI ! the limlls on COMTAL monochrome image nu_ers




. 0853 DATA TERM/I/
8854 DATA IMLO/I/, IMHI/4/




8059 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(IMAGEolMLO,IMHI))) _DTO 8881 ! error return
88G8 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(LINE, LNLO,LNHI))) GOTO 8181 ! error return
8861 C .
88G2 C Programming note:
8063 C The EXEC co!! is explained in detail in the
88G4 C HP Progr.ommer•sReference Manual for RTE-G/VM,p.2-19ff. This
88G5 C transfer function for the COMTAL is discussed in the
08GG C COMTAL User's Manual, Section 5.2.2.1. In the EXEC call
88G7 C that follows• the HP resident driver, DVR41, is called as
88G8 C follows: the first parameter (I) signifies o read: the
80G9 C _eoond parameler is in two paris: 3GB identifies the residenl
8878 C DVR41 driver, and 188B idenlifles the line transfer operation "
8871 C of thal driver: the third parameter (PIXELS) holds the dola to be
8872 C transfered, and the fourth parameter gives PIXEL5• length in _rds
6873 C (256); and Lhe final poromeler is o COMTAL command code for the transfer





8879 8801 [_ITE(TERM, 8883) IMAGE• IMLO, IMHI
_,_:88 8883 FORMAT( .hAGE hU,,_R, , 13, OUT OF.RANGE: , 212o .°)
BSBI GOTO 8988
0082 C
B6B3 8181 WRITE(TERM, BIBS) LIHE, LHLO• LNHi
Z,E_34 E:!OSFORMAT(" LINE HUMBER,', 14, " OUT OF RANGE:•, 213, ".')
03S5 GOTO 898CI •
OSS_ C
" 8887 8988 WRITE(TERM, 8901)





&RDIPT T=_B@04 IS ON CR00021 USING 80818 BLKS R=8088
880t CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





0807 INTEGER VALUE ! receives plxeZ v:lue, con_rted from bgte .
0808 C ! to integer.
@889 INTEGER IMAGE ! COMTAL image number to be reed from.
08_8 INTEGER XCOOR, YCOOR! point where value i= to be reed from.
8811 C
8812 C_low_INTRODUCTI ON :
8813 C
0014 C This :ubroutine ReeDs on Image Point from the COMTAL. The value
8815 C of the plxel is an, 8 bit (8-255)grey scale intensity. If the
0@16 C image number or coordine{es ere out of range, an








0025 C The IMAGE designated
0826 C must be a monochome image. The YCOOR parameter must be between
8027 C 0 end 511. If IMAGE or YCOOR is out of range, on error message is printed




8032 C name source load remarks
"" 8833 C
8834 C RANGE &RANGEXRANGE logical function that determines if its
8835 C first parometer is within the lost two perometmrs.
GO3G C ICNAR HP FORTRAN77 intr_nslc function: converts e bgte




0041 C The code on which this subprogram is based was written.by
8042 C NETTLE D. FAULCON, July, 1983. This modlficatlon is by









• B858 LOGICAL RANGE ! function thor oscertoins if its firsl porom_ler
0051 C ! is between (inclusive) its lost 2 porometmrs
8652 INTEGER TERM ! the logicol unit for terminol output
8853 INTEGER IMLO, IMHI ! the limits on COMTAL monochrome imoge numbers
8854 INTEGER LNLO, LNHI ! the limits on COMTAL imoge line numbers
8855 INTEGER PIXELS(25G)! o buffer to reod o COMTAL llne






0062 DATA IMLO/I/, IMHI/4/




88G7 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(IMAGE,IMLOoIMHI))) GOTO 8001 ! error return
00G8 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(YCOOR,LNLOoLNHI))) GOTO 8101 ! error return
08GB IF (.NOT.(RANGE(XCOORoLNLO,LNHI))) GOTO 8201 ! error return
0870 C
8871 C Progromming note:
0872 C The EXEC coll below is _o the DVR41 driuer, ond
0073 C is identicol to the coll mode in RDILN.
0874 C See the RDILN documentotion for the detoils.
8075 C
887G C Reod the COMTQL line (horlzontol) thor contoins the point in question:
8877 C
8878 CALL EXEC(I, 3G8+1088, PIXELS, 25G, (IMAGE-I)m2048 + YCOOR)
087B C
G_980 C convert the bgte thor is to be re_d:
888! C
8882 VALUE = ICHAR(BYTES(XCOOR+I))! ICHAR is on intrln_ic F77 function
_83 C i uhioh converts o ol_orocterinto its
00S4 C ! integer code.
8085 C ! The "+1" chonges from pixels, which ore






009i _ B'_£!IJRITE(TERM,8803) IMAGE. IMLDo IMHI
8092 8003 FORMAT(' IMAGE NUMBER°'° 13, ° OUT OF RANGE", 212o°.°)
oBgS GOTO8900
; 889,4 C
8895 8101 I_RITE(TERM,8183)YCOOR. LNLO. LIiHI
BOrG 8193 FORMAT(" Y COORDINATE,', 14o " OUT OF RANGE:', 214, ".')
O_9Z GOT0890o
o898 c
0099 8201 LIRITE(TERM,8203)XCOOR, LNLO, LNHI
0100 8203 FORMAT(" Y COORDINATE,', 14, " OUT OF RANGE:', 214, ".')
018 i GOTO 8908
8102 C
0103 8960 URITE(TERMo 8901)




&RDIRC T=_0804 IS ON CR00021 USING 00004 BLKS R=OG00
8881 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





8887 INTEGER X])IM, YDIM ! dimensions of the output array, OUTARA
E,E,_,_ INTEGER OUTARA(XS)IM, YDIM) ! the array to be filled
8rjZi9 INTEGER IMAGE ! the number of the COMTQL image from
8818 C ! t4hioh OUTARA is to be filled
BO!! INTEGER UPLFX, UPLFY ! the image coordinates of the upper left
6612 C I corner of the rectangle of plxels that is





0_19 C The subroutine Read Image ReCtangle transfers pixel values from a
081£ C designated section of an image to on integer array. Note that although
G020 C plxel values are generally stored with I byte/pixel, RDIR0 places each
8821 C numeric value into o 2 byte integer in 0UTARA.
8822 C ×DIM, YDIM, IMAGE, UPLFX, and UPLFY are all checked for possible out




8827 C FORTRAN 77, the HP-IBgB version for RTE-G/VM.
ES=_ C
8829 C_>',"L I MI TAT IONS:
883g C
[',EISlC RI)IRC dogs a great deal of error checking before initiating the
.- _Z'.S2 C transfer. If the programme r can verify that all calls to RDIRC
C,c_',.o C will be legal, these checks could be commented out {o improue
_...,4,_. C mochlne efficiency. Also. the call to the subroutine RDILN could




OGS3 C name source load remarks
6841 C RDILN &RDILN %RDILN transfers a line of bytes from a COMTAL image
, 0842 C RANGE &RANGE %RANGE logical function that determines of its first
8C;43 C parameter is ulthln the last two parameters
0844 C ICHAR HP FORTRAN77 in{rlnsic function; converts o
g7




0849 C The code on which this subprogram is based was 6w-ittenby
0858 C NETTLE D. FAULCON, July, 1983. This code was written by







ease INTEGER IMROW, IMCOL ! c location in the image
0@59 INTEGER ARAROQ, ARACOL I a location in OUTARA
0860 INTEGER ICHAR ! intrinsic byte to integer conversion
8951 C ! function
0862 LOGICAL RANGE ! funciion that ascertains if the first
8863 C , ! parameter is within the last two parametors,
8864 INTEGER IYLOo IMHI ! limits on COMIQL image numbers
8865 INTEGER LNLO, LNHI ! limits on COMTALpixel coordlnotes
0066 INTEGER LNCNT ! LNHI-LNLO+I, e of pixels i D an image line
BOG7 INTEGER TERM ! logical unit for terminal output
0068 INTEGER IBUF(256) ! buffer to hold COMTQL horizontal llne
0869 CHARACTER_I CBUF(512) ! overlay for IBUF ..





0875 DATA IMLO/I/, IMHI/4/




0080 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(IMAGE, IMLO,IMHI )))GOTO 8801 ! error return
0081 IF (.HOT.(RANGE(XDIM, 1, LNCNT)))GOTO 8101 1 error return
0082 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(YDIM, 1, LNCNT)))GOTO 8201 ! error return
6_83 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(UPLFX, LNLO,LNHI )))GOTO 8301 ! error return
_iEI4 IF (.HOT.(RANGE(UPLFY, LNLO,LHHI )))GOTO 8401 ! error return
0095 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(UPLFX+XDIM-1,LNLO,LHHI)))G9TO 8581 ! error return
6886 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(UPLFY+YDIM'I,LHLO,LNHI)))GOTO 8G01 ! error return
0087 C




8691 -. DO 2600 ARAROW = I, YDIM
0092 CALL RDILN(IBUF, IMAGE, IMRDW)
0893 IMROW = IMROW + I ! increment for next pass thru 2000 loop
0094 C
. 8895 C ! the next line initializes the column poinier;
0096 IMCOL = UPLFX + I I the "+I" i5 necessary because COMTAL image
0897 C ! coordinates range from 0 to 511 and the
" eBg8 C ! FORTRANarray indices range from 1 to 512.
0099 DO 1000 ARACOL = I, XDIM
01_0 OUTARA(ARAROW, ARACOL) = ICHAR(CBUF(IMCOL))
8161 IMCOL = IMCOL + I
0182 1868 CONTIHUE
0103 2068 CONTINUE




OIGS 8_'i WRITE(TERM, 8883) IMAGE, IMLO, IMHI
8189 86_3.FORMAT(" IMAGE NUMBER,', 13, " OUT OF RANGE:', 214,'.')
0118 GOTO 8988
8111 C
8112 8181 WRITE(TERMo 8183) XDIM, I, LNCNT
8113 8103 FORMAT(" X DIMENSION,', I4, " OUT OF RANBE:°, 215,'.')
6114 GOTO 8980
8115 C
8116 8201 WRITE(TERM, 8283) Y31M, 1, LNCNT
8117 8263 FORMAT(" Y DII_NSION,', I4, " OUT OF RANGE:', 215,'.')
0!18 GOTO 8988
811g C
8128 8301 WRITE(TERM, 8303) UPLFX, LNLO, LNHI
0121 8363 FORMAT(" X COORDINATEFOR CORNER,',I4,' OUT OF RANGE:',2IS-'. ")
0122 GOTO 8980
0 °rI_ C
8124 84_1 WRITE(TERM, 8403) UPLFY, LNLO, LNHI
0125 8463 FORMAT(" Y COORDINATE FOR CORNER,',I4,_ OUT DF RANGE:',215,'.°)
8i26 GOTO8900
0127 C
[i _''_o 8591 WRITE(TERM, 8503) UPLFX, XDIM, LNLO, LNHI
Ei!29 85E3 FORMAT(" X COORDINATE FOR THE CORHER AND THE X DIMENSION ",
8130 1 " OF THE ARRAY'o/, " OVERFLOLJIMAGE 80UHDRRIES.',
. OiSl 2 " X COORDINATE =', 14, "X DIMENSION =',"14, /,
0192 3- ° IMAGE COORDINATE LIMITS ARE ", 215, ".')
0133 GOTO 8988
" 0194 C
0135 8801 WRITE(TERM, 8603) UPLFY, YDIM, LNLO, LNHI
0136 8603 FORMAT(" Y COORDINATEFOR THE CORNERAND THE Y DIMENSION ",
99
0137 I " OF THE ARRAY',/, ° OVERFLOW IMAGE BOUNDARIES.',
@138- 2 " X COORDINATE =', 14o "X DIMENSION =°, 14, /.
@139 3 " IMAGE COORDINATE LIMITS ARE °o 215, °.')
0140 GOTO 8900
0141 C
0142 89@0 WRITE(TERM, 8903)






&RI)LUT T=08804 IS ON CRBBB21 USING 00818 BLKS R=0008
8081 CCCcccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
BBB2 SUBROUTINE RI)LUT(TABLE, LUTNUM)
8003 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
BOB4 C
• BBB5 Cx_oxPARQMETER DECLARATIONS:
BBB6 C
8007 INTEGER TABLE(256) i '_^ '-'.... of the :peczf _ _' ,e,_ COMTQL lool<-up
0008' C .I _-_,,_,=.... _, = reed into thi: =rr=g. The @ enir._
6889 C ! goes into TABLE(1) ..... the 255 entr._ gee:
0010 C ! into TQBLE(25G).
a e_8011 INTEGER LUTNUM i ,_ ,-..,-,^- ,_-,_m_=, of ....COMTAL ' '-"_ _ _'
_.00,( ...q. ,0..,._(.0_-,I'1 w* _ i me
8812 C I ,,_.... _" -




.8016 C The _ubroutlne Reed LooK-Up Teble (LUT) reed_ _,heCOMTAL mopping from
6817 C the in£ec]ers 8-255 into the integer orrag TABLE. This LUT con be used
8818 C for greLj lev,_l enhancements in the COMTAL. A similer _ubrou_.Ine
8819 C celled RDPSLI i_ used to reed from o p._eudocolor looK,up ruble. This








8828 C Although B bits ore sufficient for the look up {eble u_lue_o full
8829 C integers ere used in TABLE. This former _s dloteted by the COMTAL




C_i.34 C nom_ _ource lood remerKs
6835 C
00.36 C RANGE &RAHGE :_RAHGE logloo! function uhioh determines if its !_t
08S,7 C poromm*,er is ulthin its 2nd end 3rd inclusive,
0838 C
8CiSCj Cx:;I.'..'.::lJRI TTEH BY:
GB/_ C
- 6041 C The code on which this subprogrom is besed wos urltten bg
0G42 C NETTIE D. FAULCOH, July, 1983. ThLm subprogrem wos ,orltten b_
8843 C KEITH MILLER, Julg, 1984, uith the support of o NASA-QSEE








8851 LOGICAL RANGE I logical function which determines if iis Is{
0052 C I parameter is within its 2nd and 3rd inclusive. "
8853 INTEGER TERM ! logical unit for terminal output









80G3 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(LUTNUM, LUTLO,LLITH!))) GOTO B_01 ! =rrn_ r_turn
0864 C
00G5 C Programming notes:
00GG C The E_C command paramelers are discussed in the HP RTE-G/VM
00G7 C Programmer's Reference Manual, 2-19ff. The COMTAL paramelers
00GO C are discussed in section 5.2.3 of the COMTAL User's Manual.
0069 C
0070 C The first parameter to EXEC id_ntlfles the EXEC oommand as "
Bu71 C a read command. The second parameter identifies the resident
6072 C HP driver (3GB) and gives the code (2000) that identifies this
0873 C opera,ion, a transfer to a COMTAL function memory (LooK-Up Table).
0074 _ The third parameter gives :the LooK-Lip Table values (TABLE),
0875 C and the fourth parameter glves the length of TABLE in words.
087G C The flf_h porarnmter is o COMTAL code that is described bit bg
G877 C bit in tlneUser's Manual. In shor_, bit 15 signifies write to
6878 C COMTAL, bit 14 designates function memory instead of pseudooolor,
- G_79 C bll 12 signifies standard replacement, and bits B&9 identlf_ the
EiOBO C function memorg to be used. (Bits ore numbered 15 high, 0 lOW).
GG_ i C






_Go7 8001 WRITE(TERM, 8003) LUTNUM, LUTLO, LUTHI
BBBB 8003FORMAT(" THE FUNCTION MEMORYNLIMBER,',I4,', IS OUT OF RANGE:',
0_99 I 214, ".')
0890 8900 WRITE(TERM, 8901)
102
oBgI 8981 FORMAT(" RDLUT FAILS. NO TRANSFER FROM COMTAL.*)
0092 END
103






8BB7 INTEGER TABLE(7G8) I._.,,=_=l_=_"_-of '_-.,,.=p_c_f_ed'' COMTAL ' ,-._ -
• 00,{ _r8BBB C i ,._,.......
.......... r=_d _nto _- _rr_ The RED _-_'
B889 C ! i: in TABLE(I:256); the GREEN. in TABLE(25?:512);




8014 C The _ubroutine Reo_ {he PSeUdoooIoP {oble reo_ the 3 COMTAL mopping_
8815 C from 8-255 6:hich comprise the pseudocolor tdble. Note thor the _=]ue5
8816 C ore pieced into TABLE in the order RED, GREEN, end BLUE.B817 C
B018 C_LAN_UAGE:
8819 C




_z_24 C Although B blts ore sufficient for the looK-up toble uolues, full
8825 C inLegers ere used in TABLE. This former is dictoted bW the COMTAL








0oo4 C The code on _Inich {his subprogrom is hosed taos written b_
8835 C HETTIE b. FAULCON, Ju!9, 1983. Th_s subprogrem wos ur'itten b_ --
8Z:35 C KEITH MILLER, July, ;984, u_h [he supper{ of e NASA-ASEE















8_52 C Programming notes:
° 8653 C The E_v_[Ccommand paralT_ters are discussedin the HP RTE-G/VM
uE_.,4 C Programmer's Reference Manuel, 2-19ff. The COMTAL porometers
8_55 C ore discussed in section 5.2.3 o_ {he COMTQL User's Monuol.
085G C
8857 C The first porometer to EXEC identifies the EXEC commend as
8858 C o reed commend. The second porameter identifies the residenl
885£ C HP driver (36B) and gives {he code (308B) thor idmntifles {his
O_GO C operotion, o tronsfer from the COMTAL pseudocolor toble.
_c,l C The third parometer gives the orrog the{ will hold the values.
_,Uo_ C end {he fourih porometer gives the length of TABLE in words.
_3 C The fifth parameter is a COMTAL code that is described bit bg
6864 C bit in theUser's Manuel. The DVR41 driver tokes core of ell the
6865 C Dits exceF,{ 8&9 uhlch identify the color to be transferred.
08GG C
0067 C Note that ue make three separate calls 1o EXEC. Each cell fills o
0858 C different section of TABLE ui{h o different color of the COMTAL's
, 8659 C pseudocolor table,
8878 C
8B71 CALL EXEC( I, 36B+3888, TABLE(I), 25G. 1_25G )! red
0E,72 CALL EXEC( 1, 3GB+3888, TABLE(257), 25G, 8_25G ) ! green




&RDTAB T'00884 IS ON CR80021 USING 88818 BLKS R=8800
@@81 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC_CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





0887 INTEGER TABLE(I@) ! holds the image/graphics table from COMTAL.
B_B8 INTEGER CNUMB ! COMTAL image or graph number.
0889 INTEGER IMOGR ! "IMago Or GRaphics", B-Image, l-Graphlcs.0010 C
8011 C_o_INTRODUCTION:
88_2 C
8813 C This subroutine ReaDs the TABle associated with the in_ge or graphics
8014 C memory plane Identlfled by CNUMB (the COMTAL image or graphics number)
08i5 C and IMOGR (which is ei_her a 8, IndicOting on image, or I, indicating








0024 C IMOGR must be either a 8 or o I, and CNUMB must be beiween I and 9




0029 C name source load remarks
8038 C
8831 C RANGE &RANGE _RANGE logical function _hat determines if ils
0832 C .fzr.._'_ parameler is within the last two parameiers.
E._3 C BTEST HP FORTRAN77 instrinsio function ihai lakes @n
n_
8_o4 C integer argument and returns .TRUE. or .FALSE,
0035 C according to the bit selected by ils second




0048 C The code on which this subprogram is based was wriiten by
@841 C NET'FIE D. FAULCON, July, 1983. This modification is by








0049 LOGICAL RANGE I function that osoertolns if iis first parome!er
• 0058 C ! is between (inclusive) its lost 2 parameters
0051 LOGICAL BTEST ! is o certain bit on or off.
8052 INTEGER TERM ! the logical Unit for terminal output
• 8853 INTEGER DGLO, DGH! ! the limits on single DiGit im_ge/graphlcs numbers
8054 INTEGER BTLOo BTHI ! the limits on COMTAL graphic5 uolues





8868 DATA DGLO/I/, DGHI/9/




0065 IF (.NOT.(RQNGE(CNUMBoDGLO,DGHI))) GOTO 8001 ! error return
00GG IF (.NOT.(RANGE(IMOGR,BTLO,BTHI))) GOTO 8101 ! error return
00G7 C
00G8 C Programming note:
8869 C The EXEC call below is to the DVR41 driver. ..
0870 C The first argument, "1", identifies the operation as a read,
8871 C The second argument has two parts: "3GB" identifies the DV_41 driu_ro
8872 C and "500B" selects a transfer code = 3 operation of that driver.
0873 C The third argument, "TABLE", is the buffer thai will hold the IGT
8874 C ("Image/Graphics Table") information after the EXEC is completed_
8075 C the fourth =rgument, "IG", gives the length of TABLE in words.
007G C The flnol parameter is o code to the COMTAL which identifies the
8077 C mode of the transfer ("7_409G"), mode 7; sele=ts either image or
8878 C graphics ("IMOGR:x128"); and gives the number of the imoge/graphlcs
"" 8879 C memorg plane ("CNUMB-I").
8880 C
8881 CALL EXEC(l'3GB+580B,TABLE, IG, 7_89G + IMOGR_128 + CNUMB-1)
8882 RETURN
0883 C
• 0 _1 .°£._,oq Cxc_okERRORRETURNS
8885 C
8886 8001 WRITE(TERM, 8083) CHUMB, DGLO, DGHI




0090 8101 WRITE(TERM, 8103) IMOGR, BTLO, BTHI
107
0091 8103 FORMAT(" IMAGE/GRAPHICSARGUMENTMUST BE 8 OR 1, NOT °,I4," ")0092 GOT0 8900
0093 C
0094 8900 [aRITE(TERM, 8901)











0007 INTEGER XCOOR ! X coordln_te of the COMTAL t=rget lo¢=tion.
















8_24 C The code on which this subprogrem is b_sed wos tarltten bg
0825 C NETTIE D. FAULCON, Julg, 1993. This modificotlon is b_













0839 C Programmlng note:
- 8848 C The EXEC cell is exploined in detoll in the
8041 C HP Programmer'5 Reference M_nuel for RTE-G/VM,p.2-19ff. This
0042 C tronsfer function for the COMTAL is discussed in the
• 0843 C COMTAL User's Monuel_ Sectlon 5.2.4. In the EXEC cell
8044 C thor follows, the HP resident driver, DVR41. 15 celled es
109
0045 C follo_: {he firs{ poromwier (i) signifies o reed; {he
OBdG C second porome{er is in {we ports: 3GB iden{ifies {he reslden{
0047 C DVR41 driver, and 400B idenilfles the larger transfer operolion
0048 C of the{ driver; {he {hlrd porome{er (IBUF) will hold {he COFTTALdole
B_49 C {o be tronsfered, end {he fourth poromeier gives the lengih in 6_rds
0850 C (2); {he flnol porome{er is o COMTAL commend code for the _ronsfer,
OB51 C (OBBBBB).
BBB2 C
B053 CALL EXEC(I. 3GB+4BBB, IBUF, 2, 00000B)
OB54 XCOOR = IBUF(1)











8887 INTEGER IMAGE ! the COMTAL -:,magm nu,mber to be m=_igned to {he




8812 C The subroutine "SET Video" esiabllshes {he image number thai i: 1o be








8821 C SETV should onlLj be coiled once during o COHTAL session. If the
8822 C camera is olreadLj set to IMAGE and SETV !s coiled, {he COMTAL
882_ C freezes. Manually reset the COMTQL ulth the SHIFT_ to release one
• 8824 C previous SETV commond.
0825 C
882G C Note that IMAGE should not be an image number used for COHTAL mmmorg.
8827 C For programming convenience. we insist on o single digit. 5 Is





,8Ei32 C name source ! ood remorKs
-" g033 C
1_ "_ _'*._ I • t L "1
_uo4 C CMMND _CI,_,_D %CMd,ID sends character strings to the COHTAL where
8E1_5 C ¢lney ore much IiKe COrFFAL KeLjboord commands.C_m
u_,S6 C DIGIT r_DIGIT %DIGIT charocter_x1 function _hot returns "8"-'9"
8_;37 C according to in_.eger _npk,t 8-9.[<;33 [: RAHGE _,r,,_,,,,_.r.
_:_..r,:,=.,-- _RAIiGE loolco_ t'unclion _ohlch determines if it-<1__




[1843 C The code on _ohlch this subprogrom ls based tJos _rltten bw ,
8844 C NETTIE D. FAULCDNo juI9, 1983. This subprogram t_s b,?'ittenby
iii
8845 C KEITH MILLER, July, 1984, with Lhe support of a NASA-ASEE







8853 LOGICAL RANGE ! function which determines if its Ist argument "
8054 C " ! is within the 2nd & 3nd argumentso inclusi4^_.
8855 CHARACTER_I DIGIT !.function that returns "8"-'9" according
885G C ! to integer input 8-9.
8857 INTEGER IBUF(128) ! holds corrrAL Kegboard comm_nd slrIngs for
8858 C ! use with CMMND.
8059 CNARACTERwc255 CBUF ! overlays IBUF.
0860 EQUIVALENCE (IBUF.CBUF)
0861 INTEGER \_LO.VDHI ! the limits on video image number; one digit,
8082 C ! bu_ not a _ reserved for image memory.
0883 INTEGER TERM ! logical unit number for _ermlnol input0864 C
8865 C_INITIQLIZQTIDNS:
8066 C





0872 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(IMAGE. VDLD.VDHI))) GOTO 8801 I error return
8873 C
0074 C
wo_ C the following CO_FFAL command is expanded to:
_76 C Set Video imago #I; Displag Image _I
8377 C where _>I is _he d_git equal _o IMAGE.
_,99_,
,_ro C This command will hanQ up the COMTAL if the camera is already
8ji79 C set to IMAGE. 14owever, we can't do a RELEASE just to be sure.
_,o,:,oC because _f the camera is NOT se_ to IMAGE. then o RELEASE also
6_81 C hangs up! (catch-22.) If _he mode 7 !GP table transfer is
0832 C incorporo{ed in{o DVR41. perhaps tlnetable con be inquired
_:O#S C abOL,_ SET or no,{SET. However., _he COMTQL Users [Manual is not
_,.v_ r clear on _hot n'_{_er.
_;p.R=J_J C
8_;85 CBUF = "S V "//DIGIT(IMAGE)//" SD I "//DIGIT(IMAGE)






8092 8801 WRITE(TERMo8883) IMAGE.,VDLOo VI)HI
8893 8883 FORMAT(" YOUR IMAGE ARGUMENT,', 14o'o IS OUT OF RANGE:', 214)
8894 C
8895 WRITE(TERM, 898I)






&SPLIT T--_0804 IS ON CRG0821 USING 68805 BLKS R=_8_8
BBB! CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC,





. .,,_,, '_;- ' _- ..o,d-" _ I ^t_ (high order)aBeT INTEGER BYTEI i on o_,,._t ....._n,_, _ ' ....
, , 'n_A (lOW Ord_.r) _.,,A.
. _._,=of INBYTE ;n _t: r_ ....
, ,:,h, (low order).,& i..l,,&
....... _e, hO1d-_ _"_ _:r_BZIO9 INTEGER BYTE2 t on o_,,._, th_ '-'_ - ,,,_-
BBl8 C ! bLjteof INBYTE in its right (low order) bLJte.




"6015 C The subroutine SPLIT tokes each of the tLGObgtes of INBYTE one
6816 C interpret._ each bLj{e as o s,eporoie integer. The tux) resulting
"6"617 C number.s ore assigned to BYTE! (which gets the high order bLjte of














•" EIGS2 Cx.'._x:tJRITTEN BY:
6033 C
6834 C Th_ code on which _his subprogram is based was written bM
88_5 C NETTIE D. FAULCON, Julu_, 1983. This subprogram was u_-iiten bg
I'E 1984, ullh £he support of o NASA-ASEER.':'_ C ,, ITH MILLER, Julg,







.8844 INTEGER IHOLD ! on INTEGER interpretation of blts
114
8045 CHARACTER CHOLD(2) ! o CHARACTER in{erpre£o_ion of bits
OB4G _C
0847 INTEGER IMERGE ! an INTEGER in£_rpr_tation of bits
084B CHARACTER CSPLIT(2) I o CHARACTER in_erpr_totlon of bits
B84_ C
0850 EQUIVALENCE (IHDLD, CHOLD), (IMERGE, CSPLIT)
8851 C
- 8852 II'ERGE= INBY'FE
8853 IHOLD = B ! zero out high order bits
0854 CHOLD(2) = CSPLIT(1)
BB55 BYTEI = IHOLD
885G CHOLD(2) = CSPLIT(2)













0007 INTEGER IMAGE .I,_,,,_nu,,mberof *_,,,_COYFFAL im_g_ {o be contr=_{ -._pr_d-- .0008 C
GOO'9 C_ax_INT_ODUCTIOH:
gOlO C
0011 C The _ubrouilne SPREAD takes as input and output o COMTAL image.
0012 C The subroutine requires two passes through the image. On the
B013 C firs{ pass, SPRED de{ermlnes {hQ high and Io_ pi×el _lues in
80_14 C {he image. On the s_cond pass, SPRED r_places each pixel value
BO'I5 C X with (X-lowes{) _I<(255/(hignest-lo_st)). If the lewes{ and
BOIG C hlghes{ _lue are iden{ica], no pixels are replaced and no message
0017 C is prin{ed. If {he louest value is O and {hm h_hps_ _5. no








O02G C The preseni implementation reads from _he COMTAL image {wice, This
0827 C oould be sp@eded up by placing the plxel values into o virtual orrag
8@28 C during {he firs{ poss. _Isoo the decision not {o ohange a uniform
@029 C greW imago o{ oli is arbitrary _bu_ d_fenslbl_...hou do gou sireich




G834 C name source load remarks
gG35 C
003G C RDIL2 gRD!L2 %RDIL2 reads o horizontal line of pixel5 from {he
8037 C _ _ '
_.OI_TA_, _nd places {he values in INTEGER arr_g.
_,_! ,_W,_IL2writes c Inorlzor,{o!!ine of pixels from on[02:S C WRIL2 °"_ L2 _ '_
u_,=. C inCegor orr_g £0 o COMTAL image,
C,o-_o C HiLO o_F,!LO _FIILO passes (:hrough a COMTAL image and re{urns {he
UU_I C hlghes¢ and lo_est pixel value found. ,
8_42 C IFIX FORTRAN IV intrinsic functlon; converts from
•' 004_ C real to integer,
8044 C FLOAT FORTRAN !X/ intrinsic function; converts from "
116




0849 C The code on 6_ich thls subprogram is based w_sk_rltten by
" 8858 C NETTLE D. FAULCONo July, 1983. This subprogram b,_s written by
8851 C Keith Miller, July, 1984, wi_h _he support of o NASA-ASEE







8859 INTEGER IBUF(512) ! holds pixel values reod/wrltten to/{rom COMTQL
00GB INTEGER HIGH, LOW I high and low pixel values in the IMAGE
8861 INTEGER PXHI, PXI_O i limits of pixel values.
8862 INTEGER LNLO, LNHI ! limits on COMTAL llne numbers
00G3 INTEGER ROW, COL ! indices for COMTAL images and the orrogs.
-2
08G4 INTEGER TERM ; luglcol unit for terminal output




8869 DATA PXLO/8/, PXHIi255/





8875 CALL HILO(H'IGH, LOW, IMAGE) ! get highest and lowest pixel values
887G C ! in the image
8e77 C
0078 IF (HIGH .LE. LOW) GOTO 9995 ! no processing required
7 0879 WRITE(TERM, 3501) HIGH, LOW
_BB9 3581 FORMAT(" SPRED DIAGHOSTIC. HIGH AND LOW ARE ", 214, ".')
0881 IF ((HIGH .EO. PXHI) .aND. (LOW .EO. PXLO)) GOTO 9999 1 no processing
8082 C
8083 FACTOR = 255.0 / FLOAT(HIGH-LON)
6E_B4 C
8885 C During £1n_ second p_ss, rap!ace each pi×e! in ttne image uith o
• 8Uoo C neu pi×e! _ho{ has been spread lineorlg according to HIGH and LOW
0887 C
0888 Do 4888 ROW = 1,512
' 6839 CALL RDIL2(IBUF, IMAGE,ROW)
8898 DO 38GB COL = 1,512
117
0091 IBUF(COL) = IFIX(FLOAT(IBUF(COL)-LOW) • FACTOR)








&SUBI2 T=BBB04 IS ON CRBBB2] USING 08824 BLK5 R=@BBB
8881 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





88_7 INTEGER C E the COMTAL i,.-nageinto which the difference bet_,_en
8008 C ! i.._r_geA _,nd image B i._pl_,ced bg SUBI2 (C = A - B)




8813 C The subroutine "SUBtract Images _2" takes a pixel b_.Jpixel difference
0814 C of images A and B and places the resulting i_ge into image C.
8815 C The truecolor image B is used in the processing of SUBI2, and will
081G C be left as the combination of C, A, and B for red, green, and blue
0017 respect ivelg. '
0818 C
8819 C UnliKe SUBIM, which does no scaling or offsetting, SUBI2 offseis the
8020 C result of the subtraction bg adding 128 to each pixel difference.
8821 C Thus, o 128 pixel value in image C after the call means that
8822 C the true ualue of the difference uas 0. This offset can be handL3 when
,,_.o C manu. of the values of _he difference are less than O. After the offset




13828 C FORTRAH 77, the HP-lBBB version for RTE-G/VM.
8829 C
8030 C>'.o:c'.'.LIM ITAT IOHS :
_831 C
G032 C Tl_e _ruecc,!or 8 image is destroyed during this operation. C is
_ GGS3 C obviously cLes_royed. This subroutine is accomplished using COMTAL
_134 C commands '_hc_._exp!oi{ _l-,epipe! the processors. Because of thls,th@
G_i35 C processlncj steps are ol._scure. For example, there is no motivoiion
__13_ C outside _hc COMTAL ins'cructions for making the combination of C, A, and B
[',C.,37 C o color in'_c_cje, F.'eadc.,rs should 13_ ot.:c;re of these obscurltles before trL31ng
G'3SC C _o unders._cr, d '_l_e code.
8Z139 C:
" 004:'0 C If any off so{ difference is less _,han 6, the pixel value is set to 0,
8841 C
. G042 C If ang imago number is ou{ of range, an error m_ssage is printed and
•r',.4
_.,_+3 C no further processing _aKes place.






8049 0 nome source food remorKs
8858 C
0851 C CMMND _CMMHD %CMMND Sends o comm_nd to the COMTAL os if the
8852 C commond L.)eresent _o the Keybo@rd
8853 C RANGE _RRNGE _RANGE logicol function thak determines if the Ist
8854 C porome_er is within the rong_ of lhe 2nd & 3rd. "
BB55 C DIGIT _DIGIT %DIGIT choroc_er_Xlfunction thor returns "8'-'9"




88G8 C KEITH MILLER. July. 1984. wi_h _he support of o NASQ-QSEE







8888 INTEGER IBUF(128) ! o buffer for posslng commonds to COMTQL
B869 CHARACTER>x255CBUF ! chorocter o_rlog for IBUF
8870 EQUIVALENCE (IBUF,CBUF)
8871 C
0072 LOGICAL RANGE ! functlon _hot deLermlnes if Isl pmrmm_ler
8873 C ! is within 2nd ond 3rd parommler
8874 C
8875 INTEGER I_O. IMHI ! ]imlts on COMTAL imoge numbers
8878 INTEGER TERM
., 0_177 CHARACTER_xl DIGIT ! re,urn5 a single digit ohorocier "8"










BOB7 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(A.I_O. IMH]))) GOTO 8801 ! error relurn
0_88 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(B,IMLO,IMHI))) GOTO 8181 ! error return
OBSB IF (.NOT.(RANGE(C.IMLO.IMHI))) GOTO 8201 ! error return
88S8 C
120
0001 C The follouing chorocLmr string sends o series of Kegboard
00£2 C commands {o {he COMTAL. In {he comments below, each con_ond
0893 C is explained. The no{allan <_X where X is eiiher A, B, or C
0894 C stands for the single character that corresponds to the single
. 0095 C dlgii number associated with the parameter X.
809G C In this notation, letters in caps were entered into CBUF, and
@097 C lower case letters ore the full commands filled in bg the COMTQL
• 8898 C NOTE: ihls code assumes that the digit 0 is NOT o legal value for
00£9 C the poromelers A, B, and C.
0108 C The "$" separates COMTAL commands.
0101 C
0102 CBUF =
0103 I "UN I 8 $'//
0104 C UNasslgn Image 8 I just in case B is alreadg assigned.
0105 2 "AS T 8 "//DIGIT(C)//" "//DIGIT(A)//" "//DIGIT(B)//" $'//
8106 C ASsign Truecolor image 8 red _C green _A blue _B
BI@7 3 "D 1 8 _'//
8i68 C Displo 9 Image 8
•- 0109 4 "SE COM G - B _'//
8110 C SEt COMbine <Green - Blue> ! +128 offse_ and no scoilng is {he
0111 C I default.
0112 5 "A CaM $'//
8113 C Add COMbine
8114 G "I "//DIGIT(C)//" D R $'//
_1t5 C Imoge _C : D '_ ' .
__,p_oyed Image Red i Red is orbllrarg, since difference
811G C ! of images is monochome
8117 7 "D I "x/DIGIT(C)//" $'//
0118 C Display Image _C
8119 8 "SU COM "
0120 C SUbtract COMbine.





E;12G 8001 I,_ITE(TERM. 80@Z) fi
0127 8003 FORMAT(" THE 2HD !I'I_GE PARAMETER,', 13, ", IS OUT OF RANGE.')
8128 GOTO 8E16£1
8129 C
E;I30 8!0! WR!TE(TERM, 8103) B
E:ISI 8163 FORMAT,:" THE 3RD ili;:GEPARAMETER,', 13, ", !S OUT OF RANGE.')
6132 GOTO 8S00
0133 C
. 0134 8201WRITE(TERM, 8203) C










&SUBIM T:BBBB4 IS ON CR88821 USING 088B4 BLKS R=BBB8
OOB! CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
8882 SUBROUTINE SUBIM(C, Ao B)
• 8883 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC8BB4 C
8885 C_K_PQRQMETER DECLARATIONS:
, 8086 C
6807 INTEGER C f the COMTAL i..'r_ge into ._-_ _^ dlffe ...... _-_.- -
8888 C ! image A end image B is pieced by SUBIM (C : g - B)
8869 INTEGER A,B ! the images whose difference i= taken(C = Q - B)8818 C
8811 C_INTRODUCTION:
8812 C
8813 C The _ubroutine "SUBtract IMages" takes a plxel by plxel difference
8814 C of images A and B and places the resulting image into image C.
8815 C The truecolor image 8 is used in the processing of SUBIMo and will





8821 C FORTRAN 77, the NP-1888 version for RTE-6/VM.
8822 C
8823 C_¢L IMITQTIOHS :
0824 C
8825 C The truec:o!or 8 irm_ge is destroyed during this operatlon. C is
882G C obviously destroyed. Tills subroutine is accomplished using COMTAL
6827 C commands _hot exploit the pipeline processors. Because of this, the
8828 C processing steps are obscure. For example, there is no motivation
8829 C outside {he COMTQL instructions for making the combination of C, £, and B
£u#8 C o color image. Readers should be oeare of these obscurities before trw{ngC_oi C to understand the code.
88_2 C,.
OZISS C The 3 images C, A, and B must be distinct.
0_i34 C
_i_z_ C I_ any difference _s less than 8, the plxel value is set to 8.8835 C
0_q37 C SLIBIM does no scaling or offsetting. SUBI2 does an automatic
6_._c. C scale and of_es.L.
0839 C
" 8840 C If any image number is out of range, an error _ssage _s printed and
8841 C no-further, processing {eKes place.





B84G C name source load remarks
8847 C
8848 C CIdMI,D &CMMND _CMMND Sends a command to the COMTQL as if the
8849 C command were sent to the Keyboard
8858 C RANGE &RANGE %RANGE logical that determines if the Ist -function .
6851 C parameter is ulthln the range of the 2nd & 3rd.
8852 C DIGIT &DIGIT %DlGITchoracter_l function the{ returns "8"-'9"




8857 C KEITH MILLER, July, 1984, uith the support of e NASA-ASEE






88G4 INTEGER IBUF(128) I a buffer for passing commands to COMTAL
8865 CHARACTER):¢255CBUF ! characteroverlay for IBUF
88GG EQUIVALENCE (IBUF,CBUF)
8867 C
8858 LOGICAL RANGE ! function that determines if 1st parameter
8869 C I is ulthln 2nd and 3rd parameter
8878 C
8871 INTEGER IMLO. IMHI ! limits on COMTAL image numbers
8872 INTEGER TERM
8873 CHARACTER_I DIGIT ! returns a single digit character "8"




0878 DATA IMLO/I/, IMHI/4/,,




C'SSS IF (.NOT, (RANGE (A,II__O,IMH!))) GOTO 8881 ! error return
_.o4 IF (.l=uT. (RNHGE(B,.IMLO, IMFII)))GOTO 8181 ! error return
O_135 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(C, IMLO, IIdHI))) GOTO 8281 ! error return
8886 C
8887 C T_e followingcharactersiring sends a series of Keyboard
6888 C commands to the COMTAL In the comments below, each commend
£,_o9 C is explained. The notatlon 4_Xwhere X is either A, B, or C
6898 C stands for the single character that corresponds to the single
124
Oggl C digit number associated with _he parameter X.
8892 C In {his no{o{ion, le{{ers in cops were enLered inio CBUF, and
8093 C lou_r case le{{ers ore {he fu!l commands filled in by {he COMTAL
8094 C NOTE: {his code assumes {ha{ _he dig{{ B is NOT a legal value for
0895 C _he parameters A, B, and C.
Bu£o C The separates COMTAL commands.
8897 C
• 0098 CBUF =
0099 I "UN I B $°//
8188 C UNossign Image 8 ! jus_ in case 8 is already assigned.
OlOl 2 "AS T B "x/DIGIT(C)//* "x/DIGIT(A)//" "x/DIGIT(B)//" $°//
8182 C ASsign Truecolor image 8 red _C blue #A green _B
8183 3 "D I B S'//
8184 C Display Image 8
0185 4 "BE COM G - B + 8 $'//
818G C SE_ COMbine <Green - Blue> offse{ 8! no scaling bg defauli.,
8187 5 "A COM $'//
B188 C Add COMbine
.... 8189 G "I "//DIGIT(C)//" D R $°//
8118 C Image €C = Displayed Image Red ! Red is arbitrary, since difference
8111 C ! of images is monochomw
8112 7 "D I "//DIGIT(C)//° $'//
8113 C Display Image _C
8114 B "SU COM "
B115 C SUbiroo£ COMblnm.





8121 8881LRITE(TERM, 8883) A
8122 :8883FORMAT(" THE 2NO IMAGE PARAMETER,°, 13, ", IS OUT OF RANGE,')
0123 GOTO 8980_
0124 C
"" Bi25 8181 I,_ITE(TERM,8183) B
8i2G 8183 FORMAT(" TNE 3RD IMAGE PARAMETER.', 13, ", IS OUT OF RANGE.')
8127 GDTO 8988
8128 C
0129 8201 LJRITE(TERM,8203) C








&THRSH T_Bgg_4 IS ON CRBBB2! USING 00018 BLKS R=_008
B001 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





8G07 IHTEGER OUTIMGE the COM]'AL image number for khe (hresholded i_ge. ,
vnO
06F.'._. INTEGER IHIM ; (he COMTAL image # for (he image {o be {hresholded.
B':J89 IHTEGER THRESH! the {hre_hold pixel value: < (hreshold -> 8_
8010 C ! >= {hreshold -> 255.
8311 C
8812 Cx_x'INTRODUCTI ON :
0013 C
8014 C The subrou(ine THReSHold creates o new image OUTIM_r by examining th_
_15 C pixel values in IN!MQ. If on IHiMG plxel vo!ue im< THRESH. _hen the
8@iG C corresponding pixel value in OUTIMG is O. if the INIMG pixel value
0817 C is >= THRESH. {he corresponding pixel value in OUTII'_ is 255.




0822 C FORTRAN77, +.he HP-1@BBversion for RTE-G/VM.
8823 C ..
B824 C**x:.LIMITAT IONS :
8825 C
882G C OUTIMG and INIMG mus_ be COMTAL memory planes (I-4). If no{, an
8827 C error message is prinled and .no _hresholding £aKes place.
G-928 C THRESH must be o value between B-255, or o message is printed Ins{eod





• C333 C name source 1ood remarKs
C834 C
8835 C RAI.I_E E.RAH_E %RANGE loglcol rune{ion that de{ermines if lis ]s_
0C13G C argument is within the 2rid and 3rd inclusive.
OGS7 C RDIL2 _,RI)IL2 _RDIL2 reads o Inor,.'zontcline of COMTAL plxels:
_'Z;_'_: C' each plXG]. VOIue put into it__OL.)ninteger.
[Ifi39 C I,JRIL2 &WR!L2 %6JRIL2 writes o horizonlol !ine of pixels io o COD_AL





G044 C The code on which _his subprogram is based was wrltien by
126
0845 C" HETTIE D. FAULCON, Julgo 1983. This subprogram was _Jr'ittmnbg
884G C KEITH MILLER, July, 1984, with the support of o HASA-ASEE







8854 INTEGER IBUF(512) I buffer for read/urite of horizontal line of
8855 C ! COMTALpixels.
8856 INTEGER LINE ! loop index that Keeps track of the line
8857 C I in INIMG and 0UTIMG being processed.
8658 INTEGER PXCNT ! loop index that counts pixels in a line.
8859 LOGICAL RANGE I function thai determines if its Isi argument
_868 C I lies uithin its 2nd and 3rd inclusive.
_GI INTEGER IMLO, IMHI ! range of legal COMTAL image numbers.
88£2 INTEGER PXLO,,PXHI ! range of legal COMTALpixel values.
8863 INTEGER LNLO, LNHI ! range of legal COMTAL line numbers.
80G4 INTEGER ARALO°ARAHI ! range of array holding o llne of pixels:
8865 C I (+1 of LNLO and LNHI).




0070 bATA IMLO/I/, IMHI/4/
8871 DATA PXLO/8/, PXHI/255/
0072 DATA LNLO/8/, LNHI/511/





." 8873 IF (.NOT.(RflNGE(OUTIMG,IMLO,IMHI))) GOTO BBOl ! error return
8879 IF (.NOT.(R_NGE(INIMG ,IMLO, IMHI))) GOTO8101 l error return
_838 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(THRESH,PXLO,PXHI))) GOTO 8281 ! error return
_88! C
@0£2 DO 2888 LINE = LNLO, LNHI
5_,:,,. CALL RDIL2(IBUF, !NIMG LINE)
0884 DO 1808 PXCNT = ARALO, ARAHI
. 6_85 IF (IBUF(PXCHT) .LT. THRESH) GOT0 588
G_86 C ELSE...
i 8087 IBUF(PXCHT) : 255
' 0088 GOTO 1888
8889 C THEN...
OOSO 588 IBUF(PXCNT) - 8
127
869! I0_ CONTINUE






8898 86_I LIRITE(TERM,8003) OUTIMG, IMLOo I_I
00S:9 80Z,3FORMAT(" THE OUTPUT IMAGE NUMBER,°,I5,", IS OUT DF RANGE:',214)
0108 GOTO8900
8101 C
0102 81_I WRITE(TERM, 810_) iNIMG, IMLOo IMHI
0103 81C3 FORMAT(" THEINPUT IMAGE NUMBERo',I5,'. IS OUT OF RANGE:'o214)
0184 QCITO8900
0i05 C
010S 82e! WRITE(TERM, 8203) THRESH, PXLO, P>_I
0107 82_3 FORMAT(" THE THRESHOLD VALLIE,',I5,',IS OUT OF RANGE:',214)
0108 GOTO 8900 "
0109 C
0110 89_0 _ITE(TERM. 8901)












8887 INTEGER WHICH ! de#ignore; the COMTAL image in _ioh the t_i




0012 C The subroutine TeST Image I generates a dlstlncti_ pattern in one
8813 C of the COMTAL image memories. The pattern ,s_generated with ascending
0814 C plxel values as you move to the right and do_ in the image. However,
0015 C when 255 is reached in either the x or g directions, the pixel _lues
6016 C restart at O. This gives o slash oooross {he screen appearance at the








8825 C The test pattern developed here is always the some. An enhonoemmnt
8025 C might be to very the repetltion of the plxel values (here, each pixel





8832 C name source load remarKs
.. 8033 C
8_34 C LJR!LH &WRILH %[ER.ILH given on integer buffer Of at least 512 bytes,
8_.,.5 C WRILH writes a horizontal llne of plxels to o




• G848 C The code on uhlch {his subprogram is based uos t_Itten by
0041 C NETTLE D. FAULCON, July, 1983. This subprogram was written by
8842 C KEITH MILLER, July, 1984, ulth the support of a NASA-ASEE








8858 INTEGER BIGBUF(512) ! 1824 bytes of plxel volues
8851 INTEGER I ! pointer into BIGBUF "




8856 DO 1888 I = 8,255
0857 BIGBUF(I+I) = I • 257 ! 1_256 numbers the high b_ie
0058 C ! I_I numbers the low b_le





0864 DO 2888 ROW= 8.511
8865 C
8@GG C bg slortlng IJRILNa{ dlfferenl ploows'in BISBUF, the
88G7 C desired wrap-around effec{ is ochelved.
8868 C

















8811 C The subroutine "'IVto CoMtal image transfer _4" digitizes four
0812 C copies of the current TV image, and overages them together into a
0813 C slngle image stored in COMTAL image _1. COMTAL images 1, 2, and 3
8814 c ore used for storage. Image 5 must be set to the video camera image
8_15 C before TV2C4 is coiled.
_816 C
" 8817 C**x'L.ANGUAGE: "
8818 C




0023 C Images I, 2, 3, and 4 ore changed by this routine,
8824 C
8825 C This subroutine assumes that image 5 has been set to the video
0826 C camera previous to the call.. If 5 is not set to video, the COMTAL





.. _6S2 C name source load remarks
_8SS C
58_4 C RANGE &RAHGE _RANGE logical function that determines if its ist
0035 C argument lies within 2nd & 3rd argumento incluSlue.
GeS_ C TV2CM &TV2CM _TV2CM digitizes the camera a_socloled ulth COMTAL image
6637 C 5 in{c, {Ine ist orgument, on image memory.
6E,SS C ADDI2 &ADDI2 _ADDI2 odds £u..oimoges, _ixel by o_x_l o:nd divides theI- . -- $
08_ C SL,m5 by l_st argument, to'produce o new image.
• 68 8 c
6341 C_x_:WRITTEN BY:
8042 C
6843 C The code on uhich thls subprogram is based was _rltten by
8844 C HETTIE D. FAULCON, July, 1983. This subprogrcm was urltten by
131
0045 C KEITH MILLER. July. 1984. with the support of o ,IQ.A-Aa_E







8853 LOGICAL RAHGE I function {hat determines of its is{ argument
6G54 C I is within its 2rid & 3rd, inclusive.
8055 INTEGER TVIMAG ! COMTAL irr_ge number associated with the video
















B872 CALL ADDI2(4,1o2,2) ! put overage of images 2&3 into image 2
8873 C














8887 INTEGER CMIMAG ! 'ICoMtol IMAGE" number where the digitized image




_BI2 C The subroutine TV2CM digitizes
8813 C o I'snopshot" of the current TV image into the COMTAL irr_ge
6814 C number CMIMAG. Previous to the TV2CM coil, image 5 must be set








8823 C The video camera must be ossocloted with TVIMAQ before TV2CM Is
8824 C coiled. TVIMAGE is 5 as on orbitrorg convention in tl_is lab.
8825 C




E:_I_9 C " name source load remarks
,, B_G2 C CMMHD &CMMHD ZCMMHDsends character strings to COMTAL which
.._
C_ C interprets them os COMTAL Keyboard commands.
8_34 C DSF'EII.J &DSPBU %DSPBU displogs the indlcoted monochrome COMI'AL image.
8035 C RANGE &RAI4GE _RAHGE logical function that determines if Ist
Eig_ C OrgL,m_nt is bJ/thln the 2nd & _rd, inclusive.
_3837 C DIGIT &DIGIT XDIGIT chorocter>;:l function £InCt returns "8"..'9"
kidS8 C according to in£ege:- iril.nU{ _J..£.
e839 C
" 8848 C_*_.WRITTEH BY:
8841 C
, B042 C The code on b;hlch this subprogram is based was written by
0843 C HETTIE D. FAULCON, July, 1983. This subprogram was written by









Guo_ INTEGER IMLO, I_fHl! Itraitson COMTAL image m_mory nu,r:bers.
885.3 INTEGER TVIMQGE ! the COMTAL imag_ (_associated with the
8854 C ! video camera.
[;055 LOGICAL RANGE I function that determines if the Ist argument
605G C ! is within the 2nd and 3rd arguments, inclusive.
8057 CHARACTERx{IDIGIT ! function that returns "0".."9" according
0058 C ! to integer input 0..£.
0859 IHTEGER TERM ! logical unlt for terminal output.
8058 C
6DSi INTEGER IBUF(128)! buffer for CMMHD COMTRL command strln_s,
E',_62 CHARACTEF',:'255CBUF ! overlays IBUF.
8663 EQUIVALENCE , (IBUF.CBUF)
8864 INTEGER TVIMAG ! COMTAL image _ os_=ocioted with video image:




0069 DATA IMLO/I/. IMHI/4/
0070 DATA TVIMAG/5/ ! (_rbitrar_j convention for our lab.




8075 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(CMIMAG.IMLO.IMNI))) GOTO 808.1! error return
E,Bf6 C
00i"7 C
0072, C let @Cand _V be the digits associated with CMIMAGand TVIMAG;Y
[i079 C then the following CMMND string is expended bg the COMTAL into:
6088 C Display Image _V_ Image _'C= Displaged image Red
ELt_I C
0682 CBUF = °D I "//DIGIT(TVIMQG)//" SI "//DIGIT(CMIMQG)//" D R"






6089 80_I WRITE(TERM,8883) CMIMAG, IMLO, IMHI





8894 8968 WRITE(TERM,8981) TAKES PLRCE.')


























8821 C KEITH MILLER, NASA-Longlmg ASEE fellow, 1984
9022 C





0828 INTEGER TERM ! logical un{_ of lhe i_rmlnal






_'_= _.......PRCCE_ IKG._1_.-I_ r'_ov;' l " i -,
E;[I3G C
E;8S7 L,'RITE(TERM, !8[_!)
0038 1081 FORMAT(" PUSH <CR> TO CONTIHUE.')







&WIPGR T-OOOB4 IS ON CR80021 USING 0@012 BLKS R-0080
BOBI CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC









8811 C "bJIPeGRaphics" is o subroutine that allo_ the moiler
0012 C to send an "un-displo_" commend to the Co_FrAL from an HP program.
0813 C The call can turn off o graphics plane, number I, 2. 3,
0814 C or 4.
08!5 C
GOlG C_,_L IMITATIONS :
- 8817 C
0818 C It is OK tc, col! WIPGR repeatedly without on intervening DSPGR..




G823 C name source load remarks
8824 C
G.825 C RANGE &RANGE XRANGE logical function that determines if the
?,-08_0 C first parameter is ulthln the bounds defined
8827 C by the..second and third parameter (in'.clusive).
8828 C CMMN2 &CMMN2 %CMMN2sends o constant string to the COMTAL as if
8-829 C the string uere tgped on the COMTAL Keyboard.
C-838 C DIGIT &DIGIT I.'DIGITchorocter>Yl function that returns °8'-'9 °




_,_._, C The code on uhlcln _inls subprogram is based LJos urltten by
-88_6 C HETTIE D. FAULCON. Julu.. !983. This modlficotlcn is by







G.544 LOGICAL RANGE ! o function for determining if on integer is
137
0845 C ! wlihln o corialn rongm.
0046 INTEGER TERM ! ihe logical unli number for ihe ierminol.
0047 INTEGER IDUMMY ! fills {he place of on unused EXEC parommier.
0048 INTEGER GRLO,GRHI! llmi{s on o graphlcs plane number.
0849 CFIARACTER_IDIGIT ! func{ion _ha_ re_urns °0"-'9" for inpu_









8859 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(GRNUM,GRLO,GRHI))) GOTD 6001 ! wrror r_lurn
6868 C
68_1 C "SUBiroc_ GRophlcs _GRNUM", whore _GRNUMstands for the di_i_
0_62 C corresponding {o GRNLIMvalue.
0063 C





0069 8001URITE(TERM, 8083) GRNUM, GRLD, GRHI
0870 8883 FORMAT( " THE GRAPHICSNUMB'ER.',I3,', OUT OF RANGE:'o214)
8071 C
OG?2 8900 WRITE(TERM, 8901)




&WRGLN T=88804 IS ON CR80821 USING 00018 BLKS R=0800
8881 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





8887 INTEGER GRAPH ! COMTAL imoge grophios _ to be urltten to.
8888 INTEGER LINE ! which horizontol line to be written to;
8889 C ! lines numbered from I (screen lop) to 512.




0814 C This subroutine _ites m Graphics LiNe to the COMTAL. The llne of
0015 C bits is coded os I for on end 0 for o{f. Eoch bit in ONOFFS must be








0824 C If GRAPH or LINE is out of ronge, mn error m_ssoge is printed




882S C home source food remarks
8830 C
GOB1 C RANGE &RANGE %RANGE logico! function thor determines if its




_83S C The code on which this subprogrom is hosed wos written b_
8837 C KETTLE D. FAULCON, Ju!y, 1983. This modificotion is by
E,_lo_ C KEITH HILLER, June, 1984.
G039 C




8844 LOGICAL RANGE ! function the{ escertoins if its first porometer
139
8045 C ! is between (inclusive) its last 2 parameters
8048 INTEGER TERM ! the logical unit for terminal output
8847 INTEGER GRLO, GRHi ! {he limits on COMTAL monochrome image numbers





0053 DATA GRLO/I/, GRHI/4/




0058 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(GRAPH,GRLO,GRHI))) GOTO BBB] ! error return
0059 IF (.NOT.{RANGE(LINE, LNLO,LNHI))) GOTO 8101 ! error relurn
0080 C
0081 C Programming note:
0062 C The E×EC call is explained in deiail in {he
0083 C HP Programmer's Reference M_nual for RTE-G/VM, p.2-19ff. This
0064 C transfer function for the COMTAL is discusse_ in the
0065 C COMTAL User's Manual, Section 5.2.2.1. In {he EXEC call
0066 C that follows, the HP resident driver called D_41 is called as
8067 C -follows: the firs{ parameter (2) signifies a write; the
0068 C second parameter is in two parts: 3GB identifies {he resident
0069 C DVRA] driver, and iBGB iden_ifles the line transfer operation
0078 C of that driver; the third parameter (ONOFFS) holds the data 1o be
0071 C {ransfered, and the four{t7 parameter gives ONOFFS" length in uords
8872 C (32); and the final parameter is a COMTAL command code for the transfer.0873 C





.. 0879 8881 t_RITE(_EE.M, 8883) GRAPH, GRLO, GRHI
OUoU 8883 FORMAT(" GRAPHICS I',Ur,=..R, , IS, OUT OF RANGE:', 212,'.')
0081 GOTO 8£G0
00S2 C
0083 8!01 IJRITE(TERM. 8103) L!NE, LNLO, LHI4!
8084 8!83 FORMAT( _ LiNE ,.qtomm , _ •
........ T4, OUT OF RANGE: . 2iS, " ')
0o05 GOTO BE:GEl
,008_ C
0087 8900 UNITE(TERM, 8901)





&_GPT T=88B84 IS ON CROBB21 USING OB818 BLKS R-BBOB
8881 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





BOB7 INTEGER GRAPH ! COMTAL graph number to be _itlen to.
8888 INTEGER XCOOR. YCOOR! point where new _lue is to be _itten to.




8813 C This subroutine WRites o Graph PoinT to the CDMTQL. The _lue
8814 C of the graphics is on on/off decision, represented in the call
B815 C bg on integer that must be a I or _ B. If the
BOIG C graph number, ooordlnotes, or on/off vdlue ore out of range, an error








0825 C If GRAPH. XCOOR. YCOOR. or VALUE are out of range, on error messmge




_8S8 C name source load remarks
0831 C
.. RANG= _ '_' " .[!_32 C ..... R ,RG= %RANGE logico_ function that determines if its
DZiS3 C f_r.st parameter is within the last two parameters.
C;634 C 18SET HP FORTRAI477 in_trlnsic function that takes on
03_5 C integer orgumont and relurns that integer wlth
Lcoo C one 13_[ _ *
=.e.. acOordlng to the second argument.
r ,m7 FOR:,..r,,..7 _nS_rinslc function that takes ano_7 C iBCLR HP =n ^ ..,
[1830 C _n£eger orgumen_ end relurns that integer with




884_ C The code on which thls.subprogram is bdsedwos written bg
8844 C HETTIE D. FAULCON. Julg. 1983, This.modiflcotlon is bg
141







0852 LOGICAL RANGE ! function thai a_Certains if its flrsl parameter
8853 C I is between (inclusive) its last 2 parommiers ,
8354 INTEGER TERM I the logical unit for terminal output
8855 INTEGER GRLOo GRHI ! the limits on COMTAL monochrome graph numbers
885G INTEGER LNLO. LNHI ! the limits on COMTAL graph llne numbers
8857 INTEGER BTLOo BTHI ! the limits on COMTAL graphics values
0858 INTEGER BITS(32) ! a buffer to read & write a COMTAL graphics line
685B INTEGER WORD ! which word of BITS holds the bit selecled b_ XCOOR.
8868 INTEGER BIT ! which bit in BITS(WORD) holds the bit selected b_





88GG DATA GRLOII/, GRHI/4/
08G7 DATA LNLO/B/. LNHI/511/




8872 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(GRAPHoGRLO,GRHI))) GOTO 8001 ! error relurn
8873 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(XCOOR,LNLO.LNHI))) GOTO 8101 1 error return
8374 IF (.NCIT.(RANGE(YCOOR, LNLO.LNHI))) GOTO 8281 ! error rekurn
8075 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(VALUE,BTLO,BTHI))) GOTO 8301 ! error relurn
BOFG C
0077 C Programming note:
4J_
_TE',_.C The E,,_ calls be!ou are to ilneDV24! drlver. The first call
o- uo. : C is talent(col to the cal! soda in RDILN. The second EXEC call
oz,c,J C is ider, l iccil tO the one in l_m,, u
_,._,,. S_e the documentation for
0[181 C those subrouiinms for delails on these calls.
OF:o_,
e,_:,o_, C Read the C0_TAL !in_ (l_orlzontol) thai oontalns tl_ point in question:
_:534 C
E_,_,_ CALL EXEC(1,3GB+IO_oBITS,_2,(GRAPH-1)_x2848 + 512 + YCOOR)
8835 C
8uo7 C Change the single bit that has been selected: J
8088 C
8G8£ WORD = (XC00RIIG) +




0092 IF (VALUE .EQ. 0) GOTO 1000
0093 C ELSE,..VALUE .EQ. I
0094 BITS(WORD) - IBSET(BITS(WORD),BIT)
0095 GOT0 2000
0896 C THEN...VALUE .EO. 0
0097 1000 BITS(WORD) - IBCLR(BITS(WORD),BIT)
0098 GOTO 2000
0099 C
0100 C Write the groph line with one chonged grophios io COMTAL
0101 C





0187 8001L._ITE(TERM, 8003) GRAPH, GRLO, GRHI
8108 8003 FORMAT(" GRAPH NUMBER,', 13, ° OUT OF RANGE:', 212,'.')
0109 GOT0 8900
'0110 C
0111 8101 WRITE(TERM, 8103)×COOR, LNLO, LNHI
0112 8103 FORMAT(" X COORDINATE,', 14, " OUT OF RANGE:', 214, ".')
0113 GOTO 8900
0114 C
011.5 8201 WRITE(TERM, 8203)YCOOR, LNLO, LNHI
OllG 8283 FORMAT(" Y COORDINATE,', 14, " OUT OF RANGE:',.214, ".')
0117 GOTO 8900
0118 C
0119 8301 WRITE(TERM, 8303) VALUE, BTLO, BTHI
0120 8303 FORMAT(" BIT VALUE,', 14, " oUT OF RANGE:', 214, ".')
0121 GOTO 8900
0122 C
0123 8900 WRITE(TERM, 8901)




&LrRIL2 T=88804 IS ON CR08821 USING 88818 BLKS R=8808
8881 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





0807 INTEGER IMAGE I CO_FFAL image number to be written to
8088 INTEGER LINE f which horizontal llne to be 6Jrltten to;
8009 C [ lines numbered from I (screen top) to 512.
8018 INTEGER INTS(512) ! 512 values, one integer per pixel, to




881S C This subroullne, l._ite Image LiNe 4#2, 6rltes a llne of pi×eIs.{o {he
881G C COrrAL. The input array INTS has o {wo byte integer for each p!_e],
0817 C but the COPN'AL only uses the lower order byte of. each integer. Therefore,
8818 C 6_,IL2 strips off the upper byte before sending {he plxels to the COMTAL.
8819 C 6_IL2 is very slmilor to I,_ILN, uhlch writes out o line of bytes.8828 C
8821 C_LANGUAGE:
8822 C




8827 C The INTS array must be completely "full" The IMAGE designated
0028 C must be o monocho_e image. The LINE parameter must be between
0029 C 0 and 511. If IMAGE or LINE is out of range, an error message is prin{eQ




8834 C nam9 source load remarks
8835 C
083G C RANGE &RRHGE %RHzxbElogical function that determines if its
0837 C firs{ parameter is bJi{hln the last two parameters.
0838 C CHAR :.n£rlnslc HF' FORTRAI'.!77 function that strips off
8839 C _he upper bg.le of on integer and returns the lower




6844 C The code on which this subprogram is based was written by
144
8845 C NETTLE D. FAULCON, July, 1983. This modification is by







8853 INTEGER PIXELS(256)! holds lover order bytes of INTS values
8854 CHARACTER_d CPIX (512)! overlmys PIXELS
8055 EQUIVALENCE (PIXELSoCPIX)
885G C
8857 LOGICAL RANGE I function that ascertains if its first parameter
8858 C ! is between (inclusive) its lost 2 parameters
0859 INTEGER TERM ! the logical unit for terminal output
6860 INTEGER IMLO, IMHI ! the limits on COMTAL monochrome image numbers
08GI INTEGER LNLO, LNHI I the limits on COMTAL image llne numbers





0067 DATA IMLO/I/o IMHI/4/




8872 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(IMAGEolMLOoIMHI))) GOTO 8001 ! error return
0873 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(LINE, LNLOoLHHI))) GOTO 8101 ! error return
0874 C
6875 C strip off the upper bytes of the pixel values in INTS
887G C
0877 DO 1888 INDEX=I,512
0878 CPIX(INDEX) = CHAR(INTS(IHDEX)) ! CPIX overlays PIY,ELS
'" 0879 1808 CONTINUE
0880 C
_8oI C Progrornmingno_e:
0882 C The EXEC o_!l is explalned in detail in the
8_o C HF' Programmer's Reference M_nuol for R,= o,_M,p.2-1qff. This
8884 C ironsfer function for _he COMTAL is dlscusse_ in the
0.885 C CCIMTALUser's Manual, Section 5.2.2.1. In _he EXEC cal!
0_oo C that fo!lous, the HP resident driver called DVR41Is celled os
0887 C .follous: the first parameter (2) signifies a write: the
• 0888 C second parameter is in two ports: 3GO identifies the resident
688£ C DVR41 driver, and 188B identifies the line transferoperation
6890 C tronsfered, and the fourth parameter gives PIXELS" length in words
145
B091 C (25G); and lhe final param_ler is o CODTTALcommand code for {he iransfer,
BBgZ c





8098 8001 WRITE(TERM, 8003) IMAGE, IMLO, IMHI
8099 8003 FORMAT{" IMAGE NUMBER,', 13, " OUT OF RANGE:', 212,'.')
0100 GOTO8900
0101 C
8182 8101 WRITE(TERM, 8103) LINE, LNLO, LNHI
0183 8183 FORMAT{" LINE NUMBER,', 14, " OUT OF RANGE:', 213, ".')
0!04 GOTO 8900
8!85 C
018G 8988 &RITE(TERM, 8901)




&WRILN T=OOB04 15 ON CROOB21 USING 00004 BLKS R-8000
B001 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





8807 INTEGER IMAGE ! COMTAL image number to be writien io
BBBB INTEGER LINE ! which horizontal line to be _rillen to:
0809 C ! lines numbered from I (screen lop) {o 512.




0B14 C Thls subroutine bJRites an Image LiNe to the CDMTAL. The line of
88i5 C pixels is mode up of B bit (0-255) greg scale intensities. The








0B24 C The PIXELS array must be complekely "full". The IMAGE deslgnmled
8825 C must be a monochome image. The LINE parameter must be between
8G2G C 8 and 511. If IMAGE or LINE is out of range, an error message is prlnied




B031 C name source load remarks
B032 C -"
.F B033 C RANGE &R_HGE _RANGE logical function that determines if it5




G038 C The co_e on whlch this subprogram is based uos _itten by
•n_ This modlficotlon is b96_.o9 C NETTLE D. FAULCON, Jul_,. _,.oo._°'_








8047 LOGICAL RANGE ! funcllon {hat ascertolns if {is firs{ porameler
0848 C ! is beiween (inclusive) i{s los{ 2 paramelers
0849 INTEGER TERM I {he logical uni{ for terminal ouipui
8858 INTEGER IMLO, IMHI ! {he limi{s on COMTAL monochrome image numbers





885G DATA IMLO/I/, IMHI/4/




0861 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(IMAGE,IMLO,IMHI))) GOTO 8801 1 error re{urn
8862 IF (.NOT.{RANGE(LINE, LNLO,LNHI))) GOTO 8181 ! error re{urn
BOG3 C
BBG4 C Programming no{e:
8865 C The EXEC call is explained in de{oil in the
8866 C HP Programmer's Reference Manual for RTE-6/VM,p.2-19ff. This
8867 C {ronsfer functlon for the COMTAL is discussed in {he
8868 C COMTAL User's Manual, Sectlon 5.2.2.1. In the EXEC call
8069 C {hot follows, {he HP resident driver called D_41 is called as
8878 C follows: the firs{ parameter (2) signifies a write; {he
8871 C second parameter is in two paris: 368 identifies {he resldenl
8072 C DVR41 driver, and 1888 iden{ifles {he llne {ronsfer operaiion
8873 C of {ha{ driver: the thirdlparameter (PI×ELS) holds {he daio io be
8874 C {ronsfered, and {he fourth parameter gives PIXELS" length in words
6075 C (256); and the final poromeler is a COP_AL command code for {he transfer.
8876 C






B082 8881 IG_ITE(TERM,8883) IMAGE, IMLO, il_rll
0883 8O03 FORMAT(" !I4AGENUMBER,', 13, " OUT OF RANGE:', 212," ")
8884 GOTO 8S88
8085 C
8886 8181 6_ITE(TERM, 8103) LINE, LNLO, LNNI
0887 8183.FORMAT(" LINE NUMBER,', 14, " OUT OF RANGE:', 213, ".')
0888 GOTO 8900
0089 C
0090 8980 WRITE(TERM, 8901)
148
, J7




&b_IPT T_8004 IS ON CR00021 USING 08018 BLKS R_0000
0001 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





8687 INTEGER IMAGE ! COMTAL image number to be written to.
0888 INTEGER XCOOR, YCOORI point where new value is to be written to.




0_13 C This subroutine WRites an Image PoinT to the COMTAL. The value
_14 C of the pixel is on 8 b_t (0-255) grey SCOle inlensity. If the
_!5 C imuge number, coordinates, or value ere out of range, on error








0024 C The PIXELS orroy must be completely "full". The IMAGE deslgnoted
0025 C must be o monochome image. The LINE parameter must be between
002G C 0 and 511. If IMAGE, XCOOR, or YCOOR ore ou_ of range, an error message




6031 C nome source load remarKs
"" 0032 C
0033 C RANGE &RANGE %RANGElogical function that determines if its




_u_o C The code on which this subprogram is based was urltten by
6039 C HETTIE D. FAULCON, July, 1983. This modification is by








0047 LOGICAL RAHGE I function that escertolns if its first parameter
0_,4S C ! is between (inc]uslve) its last 2 parameters
B849 INTEGER TERM ! the logical unit for terminal output
8858 !HTEGER IMLO, IMHI ! the limits on COMTAL monochrome im,,genumbers
E:ZiS! INTEGER LHLO, LNHI ! {he limits on COMTAL image line numbers
• 8852 INTEGERPYLO, PXHI ! the limitsor,CO_IITALplxel values
8053 ItITEGER PIXELS(25G)! e buffer to reed & torite o COMTAL llne
GG54 C:I-',ARACTER_I_IBYTES(512)! overlay for PIXELS buffer
8055 EQUIVALENCE (PIXELS,BYTES)
005G INTEGER IHOLD ! hold an integer for byte conversion
8_57 CHARACTER_I CHARS(2) ! overlay for IHOLD
085B EOU IVALENCE (IHOLD,CHARS)
8859 C
6_68 C_)'.<>'."IHITIALI ZAT IONS :
OSSI C
6'.6_32 DATA TEF'M/I/
O_'._S DATA IMLOIII, IMH I.'4/
G5_4 DATA LNLO/B/, LHHI/51 I/




BBSS IF (.NOT. (RANGE(IMAGE, IMLO, IMHI))) GOTO BBBI ! error return
6078 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(XCOOR, LNLO,LNHI))) GOTO B101 ! error return
0871 IF (.NDT.(RAHGE(YCDORoLHLO°LNHI))) GDTO 8201 ! error return
0872 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(VALUE,PXLO,pXHI))) GOTO 8301 I error return
eB73 C
0G74 C Progrommlng note:
BZ;TE, C The EXEC coils below are 1o the D_41 driver, The first cell
_]i_iTG C is identlcol to the coil mode in R])ILN. The second E>..'ECcell
0077 C is idenilcol to the one in bJRILH. S_.e the documentation for
•"" _,_o C those _L,broutines for details on these cells
0079 C
5[iE'.O C Reed {he COM,TAL !ine (horizontal) that contains the point in question:
e_,Olc
OCJEI2 CALL EXEC(1, ._GE,+loB_,, IXELS, 25G, (IMAGE-l)_,'2848 + YCDDR)
] T 'S4Cc,_,_ C Change line single b-j£e _tqai r,o.z.ds c;n_nging:
88S5 C
" [JB£G IHOLD = VALUE [ transfers the pixel VALUE [o CHARS(2).
O;ZiB7 B_WES(XCOOR+I) = CHARS(2) ! tr_nsfer_ VALUE to PIXELS in proper position
8088 C ! "+I" converts from 0-255 pixels to 1-256
0_89 C ! FORTRAH array.
G[498 C
151
t6891 C Write the image line with one changed plxel to COI'_AL
oa92 c





6.698 8881 WRITE(TERM, 8603) IMAGE, IMLO, IMHI
0099 8863 FORMAT(" IMAGE HUMBER,', 13, ' OUT OF RAIiGE:',212,°.")
0!8_ GOTO8900
_!oi c
0!02 8161 WRITE(TERMo 81B3)XCOOR, LNLO, LNHI
0183 8183 FORMAT(" X COORDINATE,', 14, " OUT DF RANGE:', 214, ".')
0!04 GOTO 8980
9105 C
0186 8261 b_ITE(TERM, 8203)YCOOR, LNLO, LNHI
0107 82@3 FORMAT(" Y COORDINATE,', 14, ' OUT OF RANGE:', 214, ".')
E_!08 Q9T9 8909
9109 C
01i0 8361 WRITE(TERM, 8303) VALUE, PXLD, PXHI
0!11 8303 FORMAT(" PIXEL VALUE,', I4, ' OUT OF RANGE:', 214, ".')
B!!2 GOTO8906
0!13 C
0114 8960 WRITE(TERM, 8901)




_WRIRC T--C0004 IS ON CR00021 USING 00030 BLKS R=OGG8
09'31 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
6_;02 SUBROUTINE WRIRC(IMAGE, UPLFX, UPLFY, INPARA, XDIM, YDIM)




uG..,r IHTEGER IMAGE t th_ nurnber of the COMTAL image to whlch
8858 C ! IHPARA is to be urltten
8689 INTEGER UPLFX. UPLFY ! the imoc.,,e coordinates of the upper left
"6810 C I corner of the rectangle of pixel5 that is
8811 C I Lo be written into.
8812 INTEGER XI)II% YDIM ! dimensions of the input ,_rrog, INPARA





9818 C The subroutine WRite Image ReCtangle transfers plxel values from on
6,3.19 C integer array to o portion of o COMTAL image. Note that olthoughos
6u-G C pixel values ore generollg stored uitl_ 1 bgte/plxel. WRIRC tokes VeilU@,
8_...'IC input on orrog of integers in uhlch each integer holds one plxel
0822 C XDIM, YDIM, IMAGE, LIPLF×, end UPLFY ore ell checked for possible ou.t








.. L,L,_,_ C WRIRC does o great deal of error checking before initiating the
:_.:,_C Lronsfer. If the programmer con verifg thor oil cells to WRIRC
u,_,._, C tJ_ll be !egol these checks could be commented out to improve
0_134 C rnoclnlne efflcienctj, Also. the coils to the subroutines RDIL2
.,oa3 C and L,JRIL2 could be replc_ce by inl in_ code. uhich is not long.
? ..-.-
L .; L.C, C
L......- ".............., r-,=,par..p_,v;_CRLLE# :
.':¢2"t,r..,...,_, ., C
FJ639 C name source lood remarks
6:.349 C ---
6041 C RDIL2 &RDIL2 XRDIL2 tronsfers o Iine of b_£es from e COMTAL image
• 8_..42 C: into on HP crrog of. integers.
6643 C WRIL2 &WRIL2 V.WRIL2 tr.onsfers cl buffer of integers to o COMTAL image
6844 C as el ine of I:,gtes (I b_te/integer),
153
P_..5 C. RAHCE _.:RnHGE%RANGE logicol function thor det__rminesof its first
_!_4_ C pprome_er is within the losx.two por_n,'_ters
_47 C CHAR HP FORTRAN77 intrinsic function: converts o
•Pl
_u C 2 byte inleger inLo o one by{r_chor (removws
_4, C high order byle).
@@5_ C
885_ C_o.'.6JRITTEH BY: *
p0B2 C
.O_53 C The cod_ on which lhls subprogram is based wos wr'tten by
,-.m_=_._.-,C NETTLE D. FAULCON, July, 1983..... This code wos written,by






8862 IITEGER IMROLJ, IMCOL I 0 !oc_tion in tl_ image
; D_,G3 INTEGER ARQRDLJ,ARACDLI o loc_{ion in INPARQ
B._.G4 INTEGER ICHAR I intrinsic bgte to in£_.ger_onverslon
B865 C I lunch,ion
_SGG LOGICAL RANGE ! func!ion that osoer_oins _f {he {irsi
_.B_7 C I poromeler is tai_hinthe !Osl two port_ter@,
BOGS INTEGER IMLO, IMH! I limits on COMT_L image numbers
BB_ INTEGER LHLO, LNHI ! limi,_son COMTAL pixel €oordir.oie_ ..
6878 INTEGER DIMLIM I limit on the dimensions of INPQRA
B_71 INTEGER TERM ! }ogical uni! for terminal outpui





8077 DQTQ IMLO/I/, !MH!/4/
8878 DATA LNLO/B/, LNHI/51I/




o -',_,01 I0_C3 IF (.HOT.(RAHGE(IMAGE, IMLO IKHi )))GOTO '_ . _rror r_iurn
r....... !F ,'..HOT._,_._,._c_x,..IM, i, DII'L!M)__n_'_8!r_! ', ,..a,:.,,...; "m"'J"'"/'"h . .. ,, ,., _ : error r_turn
_685 IF (.HOT.(RANGE(YDIM, I, DIMLIM)))GOTO 8201 ! error rmturn
888G IF.(.NOT.(RANGE(UPLFX, LNLO,LNHI )))GOTO 8881 ! error return
6087 14_ (.NOT.(RANGE(LIPLFY, LNLO,LNHI )))GOTO 8401 ! error relurn ,
BOB8 IF (.NOT.(RQNGE(UPLFX+XDIM-I,LNLO,LNH!)))GOTO 0501 ! error return
B889 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(UPLFY+YDiM-IoLHLO,LP.HI)))GOTO 86B1 ! error return
889@ C
154
0_91 C we get to this point if the transfer is to toi<e place
6092 C
0093 IMROW= UPLFY
OF4q." DO 2000 ARARO[,J= I, YDIM
GO.q5 CALL RDIL2(!BUF, IMAGE, IMROW)
" 0896 C ! the next line initializes the column polnier;
8_97 IMCOL = UPLFX + 1 ! the "+1" is necessary because COMTAL immge
• 0698 C ! coordinates ronge from B to 511 ond the
08S9 C ! FORTRAN orrog indices ronge from I to 512.
BICO DO 1000 ARACOL = I, XDIM
0 IrdI IBUF(IMCOL) = IHPARA(ARAROW,ARACOL)
01G2 IMCOL = IMCOL + I ! increment for next 1800 loop pmss
6163 1080 CONTINUE
0104 CALL WRIL2(IMAGE, IMROW, IBUF)
8!.35 IMROIJ= IMROW + 1 I increment for next 2088 loop pass
0166 2860 CONTINUE




6111 8BBI WRITE(TERM, 8003) IMAGE, IMLOo IMHI
8112 8883 FORMAT(" IMAGE NUMBER,', 13, " OUT OF RANGE:', 214,'.')
0113 GOTO8900
0!14 C
0!15 8181 WRITE(TERM, 8103) XDIM, I, DIMLIM
0116 8103 FORMAT(" X DIMENSION,'° I4, " OUT OF RANGE:.', 215,'.')
8117 GOTO8900
01!8 C
0119 8261 WRITE(TERM, 8203) YDIM, Io DIMLIM
812.8 8263 FORMAT(" Y DIMENSION,°, I4, " OUT OF RANGE:', 215,'.')
0121 GOTO 8900
B132 C
' ' 81:'3 85_:',IbJRITE(TERM, 8303) UPLFX, LNLO, LHHI
_ 0124 8363 FORMAT(" X COORDINATEFOR CORHER,',I4o" OUT OF RANGE:',2IS,'.')
Eii25 GOTO8980
0i26 C
_27 '8481WRITE(TERM- 8403) UPLFY, LNLO, LI'IHI
0128 E4g;3 FORMAT(" Y COORDINATEFOR CORHER,'oI4," OUT OF RANGE:',215,'.')
C_L.';:5 GOTO 8980
I.:.,JC
XT;I IL, L':'. O, LHH!G131 85bl IJPITE(IERM, 850,) UPLFX, " ' -
r3 _
" 8132 85r_3FORMAT(" X COORDIHATE FOR THE CO.,I,.r_RAND THE X DIMENSION ",
0133 I " OF THE ARRAY',/, " OVERFLOWIMAGE BOUNDARIES.',
0134 2 " X COORDINATE :', 14, "X DIMENSION =', 14, /,.




8!38 86_I URiTE(TERMo 8603) UPLFY, YDIM, LHLOo LNHI
0139 86_3 FORMAT(" Y COORDINATE FOR THE CORNER A_D THE Y DII'_NSION",
_!4g 1 " OF THE ARRAY',/, " OVERFLOWIMAGE BOUNDARIES.',
0141 2 " X COORDINATE =', 14o "X DIMEHSIOH =', 14. /,
8142 3 " IMAGE COORDINATELIMITS ARE ", 2!5, " ")
e143 GOTO8980
8144 C
8145 89_0 URITE(TERMo 8983)






&IJRLUT T=0_004 iS ON CR00021 USING 08004 BLKS R-0000
0001 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC_CCCCC





0007 INTEGER LUTNUM { {he number of {he COMTAL looK-up {ab!_ (call_d
0008 C ! _functlon memory" in {he COMTAL llieralure),
0809 INTEGER TABLE(25G)! the _lues to be placed in the looK-up {able:
0010 C I no_ice that 0 maps {o TABLE(1), 1 maps 1o




0015 C The subroutine bJ_ile LooK-Up Table (LUT) establishes a CODEAL mapping
OOlG C from {he in{egors 0-255 lo the elemen{s in TABLE. This LUT.con be
_817 C used for gr_y level enhancements in the COMTAL. Q s!mS)or _,,hrn,d;n_
B81B C coiled 6JRPSU is used tc es;iablish a pseudooolor looK-vp {able, This








0027 C Although B bi£s are sufficient for the looK-up _able values, full
0028 C iniegers are used in TABLE. This format is dictoted by {he COMTAL




" 8_73 C name source load remarks
0074 C
O_S5 C RA,_E _:_HI_E %RAHGE !ogico! func{ion which delermlnes if iis Is{




0348 C The code on which ihls subprogram is based was writ{en by
" 0_i41 C NETTLE D. FAULCON, July, 1983. This subprogram _OS wr'i{{en b_
0042 C KEITH MILLER, July, 1984, _i{h the suppor{ of a NASA-ASEE







0_49 LOGICAL RANGE ! logical function which determines if iis Ist
8858 C ! parameter is within its 2nd and 3rd inclusive.
8851 INTEGER TERM ! logical unit for terminal output









8861 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(LUTNUMoLUTLO,LUTHI))) GOTO 8881 ! error return
8852 C
8663 C Programming notes:
_664 C The E>_C command parameters are discussed in the HP RTE-G/VM
6865 C Programmer's Reference Manual, 2-19ff. The COMTAL parameters
8956 C are discussed in section 5.2.3 of the COMTAL User's Manuel.
8667 C
6868 C The first parameter to EXEC identifies the EXEC commend as
6869 C a write command. The second parameter identifies the resident
8878 C HP driver (368) and gives the code (288B) that identifies this
8671 C operation, a transfer to o COMTAL function memory (LooK-Up Table).
8872 C The third parameter gives {he LooK-Up Table values (TABLE),
6073 C and the fourth parameter gives the length of TABLE in wands.
6874 C The fifth parameter is a coFrTAL code that is described bit by
8875 C bit in the User'5 Manual. In 5hart, bit 15 _ignifie5 write to
8379 C COMTAL, bit 14 designates function memory instead of pseudocolor,
8877 C bit 12 signifies standard replacement, and bits 8&9 identif_ the
.o £;673 C _unc_ion memorg to be used. (81ts are numbered 15 high, 8 low).
•" 6079 C





0_$5 880! WRITE(TERM, 8983) LUTI'.!UM, LUTLO, LUTHI
_-'" 8803 FORMAT(" THE FUNCTION MEMORY NUMBERo',I4,', IS OUT OF RANGE:',
68_7_ I 214, ".') ,
8888 8S88 6_ITE(TERM, 8981)
6889 8981 FORMAT(" 6JRLUT FAILS. NO TRANSFER TO COMTAL.')
6398 END
158







• BBO7 INTEGER TABLE(TGB)! the values of the COMTAL looK-up
BOB8 C ! iable are read from this array. The RED table
B809 C f is in TABLE(I:25G); the GREEN. in TABLE(25?:512)-
8BIB C ! and the BLUE, in TABLE(513:?GB).
BB11 C
BBI2 C_,"_K,INTROI)UCT ION :
B@13 C
8814 C The subroutine WRite the PSeUdocolor table writes the 3 COMTAL mappings
8815 C from 8-255 u,hiolncomprise the pseudooolor table. Note thoi the values








BB24 C Although S bits are sufficient for th_ looK-up table uolu_s, full
B825 C integers ore used in TABLE. This format is dictated b9 the COMTAL







@032 C'm:'.:_.LjRITTEN BY: ::
"" E_'3SSC
•r>-._
C,_,c,4C Th_ ood_ on vhlch '_hlssubprogram is based was written bLj
gO35 C NETTIE D. F-AULCOH,July.,1983. This subprogram u_s written bg
@83G C I<EITHMILLER, Ju!y, 1984, with th_ suppor_ of a NASA-ASEE

















D052 C Programming notes:
0053 C The EXEC command parameters are discussed in the HP RTE-G/VM
6B54 C Programmer's Reference Manual, 2-19ff. The COMTAL paramelers
0055 C are discussed in secllon 5.2.3 of lhe COMTAL User's Manual.
0856 C
0857 C The first parameter to EXEC idenlifles the.EXEC command as
8@58 C a write command. The second parameter ideniifies the residenl
8859 C HP driver (3GB) and gives the code (3BBB) thai identifies this
GOGB C operation, a transfer from the COMTAL pseudooolor table.
03SI C The third parameter gives the array that will hold the values.
00G2 C and the fourih paromeler gives the length of TABLE in words.
BBGZ C The fifth parameter is a COMTAL code thai is described bil b9
GBG4 C bil in the User's Manual. The DVR41 driver lakes core of a_l the
GGG5 C bits except B&_ which idenllfg _h_ color to be transferred.
0966 C
08G7 C Nole thal we make three separate coils to EXEC. Each call fills 0
085B C dlfferenl seciion of the pseudocolor table from the TABLE arrag.
OBG9 C
0970 CALL E×EC( 2, 36B+3000, TABLE(1), 256, 1_256 ) ! red
0371 CALL EXEC( 2, 3GB+3BBB, TABLE(257), 25_, 9*256 ) ! green











8_87 IHTEGER _COOR ! X coordinote of the desired target locotion.




0E;12 C This subroutine l_.R_tesa TARget location to the C01_AL, therebg








r,,R"l C Both {ha XCOOR and YCOOR must be within tt_e range B to 511 If not,




_-, source Iood remarksZ _-G C name
_27 C that determines if its
•r',O00,._,, C F'ANGE &.RANGE XRANGE logical _unct ion
E_829 C first parameter is ulthln the last two parameters.
6_,sec
_:,C._SI C>','.>',,..,'.'U._RITTEI4 BY:
C,_.,_ C uas ur'itten bg
c.dz:o C The code on uhich this subprogram is ba_ed
_"-_,_ C HETTIE b. FAULCOH, Julq, 1983. Thi,_ modlficotlon is bgL- L., -_'_







B842 LOGICAL RANGE ! functlon that ascertains if its {irst parameter
" 8843 C ! is betueen (inc;.uslue) its last 2 parameters
8844 INTEGER TERM ! the logical uni( for terralnol output
161
0045 INTEGER LHLO, LNHI ! the limits on CSI'_ALimage llnm numbers
B04G INTEGER IBUF(2) ! buffer for posslng coordinotes to COMTAL









8G_G IF (.NOT.(RANGE(XCOOR, LNLOoLNHI))) GOTO 8881 ! error relurn
8857 IF (.NOT.(RANGE(YCOOR_ LNLO,LHHI))) GOTO 8181 ! error re(urn
Bo58 c
DE(-59 C Progrommlng hot_'
OOGO C The EXEC coll is exploined in detoll in the
OOGi C FI_',-Proc.iromn',_r'sReformnc,_M_hUol for RTE'G/VM,p.2-19ff. This
OCnG2 C kronsfer function for tlneCOMTAL is diScusspd "n (he
080_ C COMTAL User's Monud]. S_ctlon 5.2.4. In (he EXEC toll
0004 C thor follows, the HP resldent drlvmr Coiled DVR41 is cOlied os
8805 C follows: the firs{ porameter (2) Signlfles o write; the
GEIGG C second porometer is in two ports: 3GB identifies the rms'iden{
8067 C DVR41 driver, ond 488B iden£ifies {he iOrget {ronsfor operotlon
_868 C of thoi driver: the third porometer (IBUF) conioins (he two coordinoi_S
OOGB C (o be (ronsferrmd, and (he fourlh pOrameter gives the lengih of (he
8070 C buffer in words. The los{ porOmmter is ignored.
8971 C
8072 IBUF(1) = XCOOR
8078 IBUF(2) = YCOOR





13C.79 8881 WRITE(TERM, 8883) XCOOR, LNLO, LNHI
0883 88S3 c o,. , _,rnn_••O. lIAT(, ,_,,_o, i5, ' OUT OF RAI'IGE'_, 214,°.')
C,'J.i8i GOTO 8900
E.O._ C
[!O:Z'S81Ei L!RITE(TERM.81B3) YCODR, LNLO, LHHI
........E'I" J_ . €.3FORIIAT('YCOOR.'. 15, " OUT OF RAHC-E:" 2"'o i_4, , )
E_J GoTo 8980
8880 C
0007 89_0 WR!TE(TERM, 8901)




TEST PROGRAM SOURCE CODES
&TADD2.T:80004 IS ON CR00021 USING 00002 8LKS R-0000
0001 PROGRAM TADD2
8882 C
0803 C TEST THE ADDPROGRAM ADDI2 (ADD IMAGES)
8884 C
8805 C KEITH MILLER 7/17,'84
0606 C
" 0007 C LOAD MODULES: XTADD2, XADDI2, XCMMND, XRANGE, XDIGIT
8888 C
0059 CALL ADDI2(B,lo2,1) ! SHOULD GIVE OUT OF RANGE ERROR.
8810 CALL ADDI2{I,Bo2°I) ! "
8B!I CALL ADDI2(I,2,Bo1) ! "
8012 C





&TADDI T_68004 IS ON CR08821 USING 00002 BLKS R=0008
8081 PROGRAM TADDI
0882 C
8803 C TEST THE ADDPROGRAM ADDIM (ADD IMRGES)
8884 C
0885 C KEITH MILLER 71171B4
8086 C
8887 C LOAD MODULES: XTADDI, XADDIM, _CMMND, XRANGE, _DIGIT
8008 C
0009 CALL ADDIM(BoI°2,1) ! SHOULD GIVE OUT OF RANGE ERROR
8818 CALL ADDIM(I,0,2,1) ! "







_TCLR T_88084 IS ON CR08021USIN_ 08081BLKS R_6066
6881 PROGRAM TCLR
8682 C













&TCLRG T_8004 IS ON CR08021 USING 80002 BLKS R=0000
0001 PROGRAM TCLRG
0002 C
0003 C TEST CLEAR GRAPHICS
0004 C ,
0805 C KEITH MILLER, 7/2/04
8_06 C
000? C LOAD MODULES: XTCLRG, %CLRGR, _RANGE, %CMMND, XDIGIT
88_8 C
0009 INTEGER IBUF(128)
8010 CHARACTER_20 CBUF I OVERLAYS THE FIRST 10 ELEMENTS OF IBUF
0011 EQUIVALENCE (IBUF,CBUF)
0012 C















&TCLRI T=68804 IS ON CR88821 USING 88882 BLKS R=GGBB
8081 PROGRAM TCLRI
8882 C
8883 C TEST CLEAR IMAGE
0804 C
GO?5 C KEITH MILLER, ?/2/84
" DC_5 C
0887 C LOAD MODULES: _TCLRIo _CLRIM, _RANGE, XCMMND, _DIGIT
0_58 C
8309 INTEGER IBUF(128)
0010 CHARACTER_¢28CBUF ! DVERLAYS THE FIRST 18ELEMENT£ OF IBUF
0811 EQUIVALENCE (IBUF,CBUF)
0012 C
















&TCMM2 T=_0004 IS ON CR00021 USING 00003 BLKS R-0000
0081 PROGRRMTCMM2
8082 C
8803 C TEST CMI_D AGAIN
0004 C
0005 C KEITH MILLER, 7/12/84 *
8086 C
8087 C LOAD MODULES _TCMM2. _CMMND. _WRIT
0088 C




0013 DO 1000 I = 0.256
0014 WRITE(I.500) I
8015 500 FORMAT('TESTING CHARACTER _', 14)
0016 CALL URIT
8017 CBU= = °G 2 PRO I"
8018 CALL CMMND(IBUF,9)






&TCMMH T=00804 IS ON CRBeB21 USING 0_882 BLKS R=8888
8801 PROGRAM TCMMN
8B82 C
8883 C Kei_h Miller. G/16/84
8084 C
8885 C Testing SUBROUTINE CMMND
8COG C





8012 1 FORMAT(" TO EXIT THIS TEST. ENTER AN EMPTY STRING')
g813 C
8814 5 WRITE(Io18)
_815 18 FORMAT("EHTER ASCII STRING")
_81G REQD(I,28) IBUF
0017 28 FORMQTiI2BA2)
0818 N = ITLOG() ! ITLOG gives ibm number of ohQroc_er_ igpmd in
0819 IF (H .EQ. 8) GOTO 999
8828 C
8021 CALL CMMND(IBUF.N)
0822 GO TO 5
8823 999 END
169
_TCHT T=_804 IS ON CROBB21 USING 00802 BLKS R=8800
BGO1 PROGRAM TCI,IT
8082 C
BGO3 C TEST THE SUBROUTINE COUNT
8_04 C
8_. C KEITN MILLER 7111/84
_S5_ C





0012 CALL COUNT(I4BUF, 1)
8_!3 DO IOOO INDEX : 8, 31







&TCONS T=_$804 IS ON CR08821 USING 00002 BLKS R=0800
8801 PROGRAM TCONS
8882 C
8883 C TEST CONCATENATION OF CHARACTER STRING, FORTRAN ?7
8004 C
0885 INTEGER IHOLD




B@IB INOLD = G + GOB
8811 STRING = "_" // CHDLD(2) // "_"
B812 WRITE(i,1080) CHDLD(2),STRING




_TCOPY T_OG04 IS ON CR86021 USING 88881 OLKS R=OBOO
8G01 PROGRAM TCOPY
8882 C
C083 C TEST ICOPY
8084 C




88B9 CALL ICOPY(5.1) ! SHOULD GIVE BUT OF RANGE ERROR




&'T'DI_IT=_SG84 IS ON CRSBB21 USING G8002 BLKS R=0880
0881 PROGRAM TDIGI
8892 C
• 0_03 C TEST DIGIT
8804 C KEITH MILLER, 7/2/B4
8b_5 C





GO!! DO 1008 INT : -I, 12
G812 CALL DIGIT(HCHAR, INT)
8813 URITE(Io501) INT, HCHAR














&TDSP T=_8004 IS ON CRBBB21 USING 88_I BLKS R=0800
B_nI PROGRAM TDSP,v
8882 C TEST DSPBW AND DSPCL
BOO4 C
8885 C LOAD MODULES REQUIRED: %TDSPo %DSPBW. %DSPCLo %CMMHD,

















&THIST T=_0884 IS ON CROB821 USING 08002 BLKS R-0000
8881 PROGRAM THIST
0882 C
BOB3 C TEST THE SUBROUTINE HISTO
8884 C
88O5 C KEITH MILLER, 7/31/84
. BOGG C
0867 C LOAD NODULES: %THISTo %HIST0o _DIGITo %CMMN2o %RQNGE
8688 C
B809 INTEGER TABLE(25G)






&THORM T=E..3004!S ON CR00821 USING 06002 BLKS R=08_0
£Ir.481 PROGRAM THORM
I]o,_-C
Gr_,3 C TEST THE PROCEDURE NORML.
8884 C
€"t','_ _
_u , C KEITH MILLER JULY 6, 1983
6886 C
0E_87 C LOAD MODULES: _TNORM, _NORML....HILO, ,,RDIL2.;:WAIL2,V.RANGE
OG_J8 C




&TNOTE ?=g'.3004IS ON CREDO21 USING 08002 BLKS R=8BBO
8881 PROGRAM TNOTE
8882 C
• BOO3 C TEST THE SUBROUTINES NOTES AND NOTE2
8684 C
8885 C KEITH MILLER, 7/26/84
" .8886 C
.8887 C LOAD'MODULES: V.TNOTE,;;NOTES,_NOTE2, ;_DSPGR,._.WRTAR,








.8816 CALL NOTE2(I, IBB,SBO,'G°,3o'3.GREEN°)
8817 CALL IIOTE2(I,188,488,°S'oS,'4.SAME')
8818 C
8819 CBUF(I:II) = "USING NOTES"
.8828 CALL gOTES(Io10,10,°R"oloCBUF,II)
.8021 C CALL IOTES(5,1.8,10,'R'oI,CBUF,II)
8822 C CALL IOTES(1o512,10,'R'oI,CBUFo11)
.8823 C CALL gOTES(I,-I,IB,'R',I,CBUF,II)
.8824 C CALL _OTES(I,10,512,'R'°I,CBUF°11)
.8825 C CALL g.OTES(IolB,-I,'R°°1oCBUFo11)
882G C CALL _OTES(I,IBolO,°r'oI°CBUF,II)
.8827 C CALL NOTES(I,10,10,° ",I,CBUF,11)
0028 C CALL NOTES(IolB,IB,°R°,BoCBUF,II)
0829 C CALL HOTES(I,IB,IB,'R°,IT,CBUF,II)
.8838 C
88.3t CALL NOTE2(2,120,248°'B',3,'USING NOTE2")
" 0332 CALL HOTE2(8,12B,248,'B',3,'USING NOTE2°)
tOSS C CALL HOTE2(5,128,248,'B',3,'USIIIG NOTE2")
.8834 C CALL HOTE2(2,512,240,°B'o3°'USIlIG NOTE2")
'U'_7 ,, J'5.,.,5 C CALL HOTE2(2, -1,240,°B" 3, USING NOTE2")
" - _'('_ "B*," °OO.S6 C CALL I.,01E_._,128,512, _o USIHC-HOTE2")
_"_'_ _'I °B ° " ' _"[,_.c..C CALL l'!rTr:-"P""'_,.._,., i -_,-I, ,3, US!HG hOTE. .
8838 C CALL HOTE2(2,128,249,'b',3,'LISIliG NOTE2")
, 88.39 C CALL NOTE2(2o128,248,"B'.8,"USiHG NOTE2")
00,48 C CALL HOTE2(2o120o240o'B'o17.'USING NOTE2")
8841 CALL DSPGR(1)




&TPHT T=C..,3884IS ON CROGB21USING BOGBl BLKS R=8888
6081 PROGRAMTPHT
8602 C
8803 C TEST THE SUBROUTINEPAINT
8884 C
BG_5 C KEITH MILLER, 7/16/84
8_OS C
8897 C LOAD MODULES: _TPNT, _PAIHT, _RANGE, _WRIRC, _RDTAR,
6C33 C _RDIL2, _IJRIL2,_CMMHD, %DSPBW
86G9 C




&TPROF T=_BO04 IS ON 0R00021 USING 00002 BLKS R-00OO
0001 PROGRAMTPROF
0002 C
6303 C TEST PROFL SUBROUTINE
• 0004 C
8805 C KEITH MILLER, 7/12/84
_806 C









_TRANG T=_0804 IS ON CR0002! USING 00002 BLI<SR=0000
0801 PROGRAM TRANG
0882 C
0883 C TESTS THE RANGE FUHCTION
8004 C




GO_S LOGICAL RAHGE, ANSWER
80S9 C
G918 WRITE(I,1)
88!I 1 FORMAT(" SHOULD BE T F ERROR-F')
8012 C
0313 WRITE(I.2881) RANGE(2.1,3)
0014 20_1 FORMAT(" ", L1)
0_!5 URITE(1o2001) RANGE(I,2o3)













&TRDTA T=_8884 IS OH CR88EI21 USING BI_E)H2BLKS R=I3H_@
0881 PROISRI_MTRI)TA
8_;82 C
O_.IB_C TEST THE SUBROUTINE P,DTAB
8_04 C
Orj85 C KEITH MILLER, 7/19/84
" 083S C
8807 C LOAD MODULES: y,TRDTAo Y.RDTABoY_RANQE
0_i89 IHTEGER TABLE(16), INDEX, WHICH
"BBII DO 2BBB WHICH = 1,4
_.812 CALL RDTAB(TABLE, WHICH, 0)
E_813 NRITE(I,B99)WHICH, TABLE(1), TABLE(2), TRBLE(3), TABLE(4)
_[_14 9SS FORMAT(I2o °) ", 409)







0003 C TEST THE SETV SUBROUTINE
8084 C
0885 C KEITH MILLER, 7/I?/84
08B6 C
8607 C LOAD MODULES: _TSETV, _SETVo _RANGE. _DIGIT, _CMMND_ _DSPBW
G808 C
0889 CALL SETV(2) !SHOULD BE AN ERROR
0810 CALL SETV(11) !SHOULD BE AN ERROR





&TSPRD T_@0804 IS ON CRO@821 USING 06803 BLKS R=B_88
B@01 PROGRAM TSPRD
0082 C
, 8883 C TESTS THE PROGRAM TSPRED.
8084 C
8_85 C KEITH MILLER. JULY 5,1984
" COD_ C
8887 C LOAD MODULES: _TSPRD. XSPRED, _RDIL2. XWRIL2, _RANGE
[,uoo C
8089 INTEGER IBUF(512)o 11° 12o 13, INDEX
8010 C
_11 C WRITE(to 1081)
_12 C10_I FORMAT(" GIVE THREE SHADES, USING THE FORMAT 314:°)
8813 C READ (I, 1003)11. 12, 13
80!4 C1063 FORMAT(JI4)
C815 C
gOI8 C DO 2088 INDEX=I,17B
88i7 C IBUF(INDEX) = 11
8818 C IBUF(INDE×+170) = 12
881B C IBUF(INDEX+340) _ 13
8328 C2888 CONTINUE
8821 C
8822 C 18UF(511) = 13
8023 C IBUF(512).= 13
8824 C
0025 C DO 3B08 IHDEX=@oSII








6TSUBI T=08@B4 IS ON CRBBB21 USING 08082 BLKS R=0888
0001 PROGRAM TSUBI
_882 C
0803 C TESTS SUBROUTINES SUBIM AND SUBI2
0004 C
8885 C KEITH MILLER 7/23/84
98_6 C
8887 C LOAD MODULES: %TSUBI, XSUBIM. XSUBI2, XRANGE, XDIGIT.
66_8 C xWAIT, XCMMND
0889 C
BCIB C
8BII CALL SUBIM(Io3o2)! no o'':_
B_12 CALL GAIT






&TTHRS T=G0004 IS ON CROBB21 USING 00003 BLKS P,=GOG8
8881 PROGRAM TTHRS
8GO2 C
- 0003 C TESTS THE SUBROUTINE THRESHOLD
C-$84 C
8C'85 C KEITH MILLER 7/25/84
800_ C
8807 C LOAD MODULES: "_'TTHRSoXTHRSI-Io;_'RANGEo_:RDIL2,V,WRIL2
G_i6B C
BOOS INTEGER THRESH! THRESHOLD FROM USER
GOlO INTEGER INoOUT! TWO IMAGES
0811 C
0G12 WRITE(I.1001)
0_i3 1001 FORMAT(" GIVE THE OUTPUT IMAGE NUI'_ER:')
[,014 READ( I,1083)OUT
[:Ci15 I,SSSFORMAT(II)
_. GOI6 WRITE (I,1885)
013!7 lOB5 FORMAT(" GIVE THE INPUT IMAGE HUMBER:°)
GO18 READ(Io1803)IN
881.9 WRITE(1,1087)
8820 1007 FORMAT(° GIVE THE THRESHOLD PIXEL VALUE.:')
.EiB21 READ(1,1089)THRESH






&TTSTI T-E8884 IS ON CR88821 USING BOBS! BLKS R-6868
•B881 PROGRRM TTSTI
8882 C
8883 C TESTS THE TEST IMAGES
8804 C _






_I-TV2CT=_G884 IS ON CR88821 USING 88882 BLKS R=GO_8
8881 PROGRAM TTV2C
8682 C
. 8083 C TEST THE SUBROUTINES TV2CM AND TV2C4
B8_4 C
0_5 C KEITH MILLER. 7/17/B4
• 8806 C
8C87 C LOAD MODULES: _TTV2C, _TV2C4, _TV2CM. _CMMHD, _DSPBW.
8G_B C _RANGE. _DIGIT. _WAIT. _ADDi2. _DSPVD
8809 C
68i8 L_'RITE(lo1081)







&TWAIT T:GBB84 IS ON CRBB821 USING 88882 BLKS R=6880
8801 PROGRAM TWAIT
0882 C
8883 C TESTING THE WAIT SUBROUTINE
8084 C KEITH MILLER, JUNE 8. 1984
8885 C
8886 INTEGER IERR, IX, IY
088? C
8888 WRITE(I, IB80)
_6_9 1888 FORMAT( " START WAIT TEST')
8010 CALL WAIT(IERR)
8811 CALL KMRTA( IX,IY,IERR)
8812 WRITE(I. 2888)






&TWIPE T_E3804 IS ON CR88821 USING 08082 BLKS R=0868
8801 PROGRAM TWIPE
8502 C
CC_O3 C TESTS THE PROCEDURES DSPGR AND WIPGR
• B804 C
E_OrJ5C KEITH MILLER 7/3@/84
8_8,p, C
- 8.307 C LORD MODULES: %TWIPE° %DSPGR, %WIPGR, %IJRITo


















&TXFDS _=G8884 IS ON CRBB821 USING 88881BLKS R=8888
8881 PROGRAM "PXFDS
0082 C
8083 C TEST PROGRAM FOR BWFDSo CLFDS
8884 C
8085 C KEITH MILLER. 7112184
8886 C






8813 CNAME = "CFXRAY"
0014 CALL BWFDS(I, FLNAME)
8815 C
8816 C CNAME - "CFMAND"




_TXGLN T=CGO84 IS ON CR88821 USIN_ 88_G2 BI_KS m-_,___:_,.,=,
BB81 PROGRAM TX,GLN
8_02 C
838_ C TEST LJRGLH AND RDGLN
" 8884 C
8885 C LOAD MODULES REOUiRED: _TXI':LH.Y,RDGLI,I.;YWRGLN.V.RAIIGE
6E_87 INTEGER LINE ! number of Iine in imoge being processed
E,_E,E{ IHTEGER IBLIF(32) f buffer to hold ONOFF uolues, one l lne/time
6£i09 C ! no{e thor 16 ONOFF bits fl{ in one INTEGER
8018 C
6811 DO 2888 LINE = I. 512
8812 CALL RDGLN(IBUF. 2. LINE)
001_ C







._TXGPTT_68884 IS ON CROOB21 USING @BOB2 BLKS R=BOBB
8081 PROGRAM TXGPT
.80_2 C
01383 C TEST RDGPT AND WRGPT
8604 C
6FJ55 C KEITH MILLER, 6/22/'84 '_
Zi086 C
0807 C LOAD MODULES: _TXGPT, V.RDGPT,_WRGPT, .;;RANGE,&RDTAR ,,
8_G8 C
G68£ INTEGER INDEX ! LOOP INDEX
0_10 C
.8011 DO IBBB INDEX = I, 28
Ei_z12 CALL WRGPT(I, INDEX, INDEX, I)






8818 C DO 2B00 INDEX = I, 20
0819 C CALL WRGPT{I, IIIDEX,INDEX, 0)
8828 C CALL L&RGPT(I,INDEX, 21-1NDEX, 0)
6021 C2060 CONTINUE
0822 C
8823 DO 3000 INDEX=I,5
.8824 CALL WAIT
0825 CALL RDTAR(IX, IY)
0826 CALL RDGPT(IVALUE, i, IX, IY)
8827 WRITE(I, 2801) IX. IY, IVALUE





&TXiLN T=g0804 IS ON CR0002i USING BOG04 BLKS R=G'.OG8
eGO I PROGRAM TXILN
C-,U- C
C_C,O,7,C TEST URILI,IAND RDILN
" CiEi04C
E1535 C LOAD MODULES REOUiRED: %TXILN,._RDILN.._'.b..tRILN...'<:RANP,E
C,r3.o C .
Cu-'87 INTEGER LINE } number of Iine in irnogebeing processed
[.3S8 IHTEGER IBUF(256) ! buffer to l_oldplxel vralues,one lineltlme
G_,8B C I note thor 2 plxels flt in one INTEGER
rjziiZ_ C
OE_II DO 2000 LINE = O, 511
C:,_!2 C_LL RDILN(IBUF, I, LINE)
Zi_,13 C






&TXIPT T-06604 IS ON CRBBB21 USING 00002 BLKS R-0000
6801 PROGRAM TXIPT
0802 C
GO03 C TEST RDIPT AND URIPT
8684 C
0885 C KEITH MILLER, G/21/B4
O_BG C
8687 C LOAD MODULES: XTXIPT. xRDIPT, _RiPT, XRRIqGE,xUAIT
BGO8 C
fiOOB INTEGER XCOOR. YCOOR, VALUE
BG10 C
8811 CALL RDIPT(VALUE, I, 2BB, 180)
8812 UR!TE(1,1001) VALUE
6013 1001 FORMAT(" VALUE =°o 14 )
8814 CALL WRIPT(I,200,IBO,005)
8815 CALL RDIPT(VALUE, I, 288, 100)









&TXiRC T=CBBB4 IS OH CR88@21 USING BSB@2 BLKS R=8888
8_81 PR8GRAM TXIRC
oWU_ C
C883 C TEST RDIRC (READ IMAGE RECTANGLE)
" 8884 C & WRIRC (WRITE IMAGE RECTANGLE)
0_5 C
G006 C KEITH MILLER, JULY 3, 1984
0887 C
C,Sg3 C LOAD MODLILES:_TXIRCo _RDIRC, _WRIRC, _RANGE, _RDILN, _WRILN
0_09 C
0018 INTEGER 8UFFER(IB,I8)
8011 INTEGER ROW, COL
8812 C
_013 CALL RDIRC(BUFFER. IB, IB, I, 8, B)







&TXLUT T=68804 IS ON CR88821 USING 88882 BLKB R=8888
8881 PROGRAM TXLUT
8882 C
8G83 C TEST WRLUT AND RDLUT
8804 C
8_85 C KEITH MILLER. 7/18/84
863G C
12 88807 C LOAD MODULES: %TXLUT. _WRLUT, _RDLUT. ,_RANGE
C_B C
8889 INTEGER TABLE(256). TABLE2(256),
OGIO INTEGER INDEX
8811 C
8812 DO 1008 INDEX = 1,256
8813 TABLE(INDEX) - 256-1NDEX
8814 1888 CONTINUE
_15 C
GOI6 C CALL WRLUT(I.TABLE)
0817 C
0018 CALL RDLUT(TABLE2.1)
8819 DO 2000 INDEX = 1,256







&_,,.P_,UT=C0884 IS ON CR88821 USING 88804 BLKS R--'8008
8[_01 PROGRAM TXPSU
E!'3_2 C
o 0_0S C TEST PSEUDO COLOR TABLE TRANSFERS: RDPSU AND WRPSU
C8.34 C
F_F'S5 C LOAD MODULES:P.TXPSU. _.RDPSU. _;[JRPSU.XRAHGE,,_.;[JAIT
" 08G5 C





gO!2 CALL RDPSU (TABLE)
6@13 C
0014 ljRITE(1.999)
C515 SS9 FORMAT(" THE REDS:')








6824 2999 FORMAT(" THE GREENS:')





DOSO CALL [,JAI T
gZ_31 C
•:" E:3.C2 L_.ITE ( I.4999)
5::,33 4959 FORMCaT(" THE BLUES:")
C,07,4 DO GOO8 INDEX=513.TG8
FiniS5 UR ITE ( 1. 5999) TABLE(INDEX)
[iC.'_SS 592'9 FORMAT (14)
C,:::77 E,913COHTi I,',UE
[,3,SZ', C
, [i{bS9 DO 1068 IHI)EX = 1.256
80.48 TABLE(INDEX) = 25G-INDEX
8841 TABLE(IHDEX+256) = INDEX









&TXT_R T=_8884 IS ON CR88821 USING 88883 BLKS R=8_B
8881 PROGRAM TXTAR
O@G2 C
08_i3 C TEST RDTAR AND WRTAR
- 6684 C
8_,_5 C KEITH MILLER, 6/21/84
GC:53 C
0837 C LOAD MODULES: %TXTARo %RDTARo %WRTAR, %RANGE
_3_ C
G36St INTEGER XCOOR, YCOOR ! CURSOR COORDINATES
081_ INTEGER INDEX ! LOOP INDEX
.GOll C
C_!2 CALL URTAR(12,34) ! INITIAL POSITION OF TARGET
O_IS C
58i4 DO 1008 INDEX : Io 20






8_21 CALL WRTAR(513,1) ! SHOULD BE AN ERROR ON X
8822 CALL WRTAR(8. I) ! SHOULD BE AN ERROR OH X
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0805 xai_X_**_ WRITTEN BY M.BROWNE COULTERCOMPUTERCORPORATION
8887 _ REI_IRIT7"ENBY R.U. Bogeazlan HUGHESAIRCRAFT COMPANY.
_i8_8 _ W£1TTEN NOV.,!979
0889 ,_-_o_ REWRITTEN APR 1988
G018 ._€..-**
Bg]i _ DOCUMENTATION ADDED AUG. I£84, J!M MONTEITH & KEITH MILLER.6812 **
BOIS u:_: TO INVOKE THIS DRIVER FROM A FORTRAN ROUTINE, MAI(EAN EXEC
8014 *_ CALL LIKE THE ONE SHOWNBELOW. FOR MOREINFORMATIOMON HOW
8615 _ THE E;_C CALL WORKS, SEE CHAPTER 2 IN THE HP MAF_URL
8016 ** "RTE-G/VM PROGRAMMER'SREFERENCEMANUAL". FOR A LIST OF THE
8_17 *_ EQUIPMENT TABLE WORDSAND BITS, SEE SECTION L OF THE QUICK
8018 _ REFERENCEGUIDE FOR THE HP-IB88.
8019 **
0020 .->K SAMPLE CALL:
0021 *"_
0_22 :,_ CALL EXEC(ICODE, LU+IFUNC, IBUFF0 ILEN, ICMND)
8023 _
e024 _ ICODE: THIS PARAMETER IS EITHER A 1, 2o OR 3.
8025 _o_ I: SIGNIFIES _ READ OPERATION. (COMTAL -> HP)
002_ ** 2: SIGNIFIES A WRITE OPERATION. (HP -> COMTAL)
0627 ** 3: SIGNIFIES A CONTROLOPERATION_ THIS MODE DOESN'T
0028 ** SEEM TO WORK IN OUR SYSTEM.
_02_ _::_ THE EXEC CALL SETS SITS 8 AND 1 OF WORD6 OF THE
- OB_8 ** EQUIPMENT TABLE (EOTG IN THE CODE BELOW) ACCORDING
OO_I ** _0 THE ICODE VALUE.
08S2 **
0Z_33 ** LU : LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER. Tt4E LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERFOR
8_" ** THE COMTAL IS SET AT SYS7"EMGEfqERATION. AT THE MOUNT
60S5 v* IT IS 3GB.
0_37 ** IFUNC: THIS PARAMETER SIGNALS THE DRIVER AS TO THE TYPE OF
8838 ** HP <=> COM7"ALCOMMUNICATIONTHAT IS BEING REQUESTED. b
6039 _ ALTHOUGH THERE IS SOMETHING OF A RELATIONSHIP BETI_EENTHE "
0040 _ IFUNC CODESAND THE TRANSFERCODESOF SECTION 5.2 IN THE
0041 _oK COMTALUSERS MANUAL, THE RELAT]ONSHIP IS HARD TO E:_:_LAIN,
0042 _* SO WE WON°T TRY. INSTEAD, WE'LL GIVE A CHART THAT GIVES
0043 _ THE IFUNC VALUES AND THE RELEVANT COMTAL USER MANUAL
0044 _ SECTION NUMBERSWHEREFURTHERDETAILS ON THE TRANSFERS
200
8845 _o_ ARE AVAILABLE. THE EXEC CALL STORES THE IFUNC CODE IN
BB4G wok IN BITS 6-10 OF WORD G OF THE EOUIMENT TABLE (EAT6 IN
8847 _>K THIS DRIVER).
B848
8049 _ IFUNC COMTAL
8_58 x_, FOR DVR MANUAL REMARKS
8851 _o_ ......................... =.........=.==..=.....
- 8852 _ow 8888 5.2.1 DISPLAY COMMANDS
8853 _ -188B 5.2.2 IMAGE/GRAPHIC TRANSFERS
8854 _ 2888 5.2.3 FUNCTION MEMORY (LOOK UP TABLE)
8855 _oK TRANSFERS
885G _o_ 3BBB 5.2.3 PSEUDO-COLOR TABLE TRANSFERS
8857 _K 488B 5.2.4.1 CURSORAND TRACKBALL REQUESTS
8858 xo_ 5888 5.2.4.3 MACRO & COMMAND BLOCK TRANSFERS
8859 _K_ 5.2.4.4 IMAGE/GRAPHICSPARAMETERBLOCK
8868 _* 5.2.4.6 CODEBLOCKTRANSFERS
8861 _* 5.2.4.8 IMAGE/GRAPHICSTABLE READ
8862 _* 6888 5.2.2.3 LINK SUBFUNCTIONESTABLISHES A
8863 _ CORRESPONDENCE BETbEEN THE NUMBERS
8864 _ USED TO IDENTIFY HP CONTROLLED
8865 _ IMAGES AND THE INTERNAL c0rrrAL
8866 _ IMAGES. SINCE WEUSE THE COMTAL
8867 _* 1 USERS AT A TIME, WEDON'T USE
8068 _* THIS SUBFUNCTION,
8859
8078 WoK IBUFF: INTEGER ARRAY BUFFER WHICH IS USED TO FERRY DATA BETWEEN
8871 _* COMTAL AND THE HP. SOMETIMES THIS BUFFER PARAMETER
8872 _ IS IGNORED. THE E_EC CALL PLACES THE IBUFF ADDRESS IN
8873 _ SLOT 7 OF THE EQUIPMENT TABLE, AND THIS DRIVER REFERS
8074 _o_ TO IBUFF USING EOTT.
0875 _*
087G _* ILEN : INTEGER LENGTH, IN WORDS,OF IBUFF.
8077 _* THIS LENGTH IS STORED BY THE EXEC CALL IN WORD B OF
-"8878 _* THE EQUIPMENT TABLE, EQTB IN THIS DRIVER.
8079 **
8888 ** ICIdND:INTEGER CODE THAT IS USED TO GIVE CODED INFORMATION TO
8081 _* THE COMTAL. IN THE COMTAL MANUAL, THE BITS DESCRIBED IN
0092 _ THE RELEVANT 5.2 SUBSECTION ARE CODED INTO ICMND.
0883 _* THIS PARAMETER IS SOMETIMES IGNORED.
0884 _* ICMND IS STORED IN WORD 9 OF THE EQUIPMENT TABLE,
8085 _* EQT9 IN THIS DRIVER.
• BB8G _
8087 _,_o_
. 0088 _4,_ NOTES:
8089 _ I, USES STANDARDINTERUPTSFOR TRANSFEROF DEVICE
0890 _ COMMANDS AND TERMINATION SEOUENCES.
201
0091 **
00S2 _ 2. USES D.M.A. FOR TRANSFER OF DATA BLOCKS IF NECESSARY8093
0094 _ 3. ]'HETWO INTERFACE CARDS FOR THE COMTAL MUST BE
8095 _o_ MOUNTED IN CONSECUTIVE 1.0 SLOTS.
0096 _
009? _ 4. THE COMMAND CARD MUST BE THE LOW I/0 SLOT OR
00.98 _, SELECT CODE.
8899 >)o_ .(
OlOO _4. 5. MANY BUGS WERE FOUND IN THE ORIGINAL AND
8101 _< THESE HAVE BEEN REMOVED AS WELL AS MAKING THE









O112 LDA EOT6oI GET CONTROL SUBFUNCTION
0113 AND -83700
0114 STA FUNC SAVE FUNCTION MEMORY
0115 LDA EOTGo I GET CONTROL WORD OF REQUEST
0116 AND =03 ISOLATE THE FUNCTION
0117 CPA "B2 CHECK FOR WRITE ( SKIP IF NOT WRITE)
0118 JMP RORWI IF REQUEST FUNCTION = 2 (WRITE)
0119 LDB BIT15 SET READ FLAG FOR ACTUAL BIT USED
0120 CPA .,01 CHECK FOR READ (SKIP IF NOT READ )
0121 JMP RORWI IF REQUEST FUHCTION = I (READ)
0122 >xANYTFIINQELSE IS CONSIDERED A COHTROL REQUEST
0123 LDA FUNC GET CONTROL WORD
0124 SZA
0125 JMP REJCT FOR NOW ONLY CONTROL REQUEST "0" i'SVALID
O;t2G CLRI CLC DAT,C





0132 REJCT LDA-02 SET A:2o FOR ILLEGAL CONTROL REQUEST J





8137 *_* SETIO ROUTINE FOR INITIATION SECTION FOLLOWS
0138 SETIO NOP
B139 STAB SAVE SELECT CODE FROM A (STATUS CARD SC)
B14B IOR CLC OR IN "CLC" INSTRUCTION
8141 STA CLR2
0142 STA RORWI
B143 INA INCREMENT TO HIGHER SELECT _ODE (DATA CARD SC)
. B144 STA CLRI
B145 STA RORW
Bl4G LDA LIA i'LIAINSTRUCTION" TO A
0147 !OR B OR IN SELECT CODE
BI4B STA RORQ2
BI4B LDA STC "STC INSTRUCTION" TO A
0150 IOR B





B15G INB INCREMENT SELECT CODE IN B
B157 IOR B
B158 STA IOILI
B159 JMP SETIOol RETURN
0160 _'_:_:___:_:_IoloK:__'Wololok_X_S_,S<
BIG1 _*-_,** READ OR WRITE REQUEST _x__._.w:**
GIGS • CHECK FOR COMTAL IN REMOTE
BIG4
BIG5 RORWI STB RFLAG
BIGG RORW CLC DAToC CLEAR CONTROL AND FLAG
BIG7 RORWI CLC CST,C
0168 RORW2 LIA CST GET STATUS
_i_9 AND HBSY FIX FOR COMTAL V0/20 R.W.B.
-.Bi70 CPA HBSY FIX FOR COMTAL VO/2B R.W.B.
B171 RSS SKIP IF YES
B172 JMP RORW2 FIX FOR COMTAL VO 2B R.W.B.
B174 #_#:_**_I_ DETERMINE WHICH SUBFUHCTION _:_*_:>_-_,_.-_
BIZG x<_ NOTE THAT THE DISPLAY COIqMAN_AHD TRACK BALL REQUESTS ARE
8177 • PERFORMED USING DEVICE INTERUPTS.
8178 • HOWEVER IMAGE LINE. FUNCTION. AND PSEUDO-COLOR TRANSFERS ARE
817B • PERFORMED USING DEVICE INTERUPTS TO TRAQSM!T THE COMMAND AND
8188 • ENDING SEQUENCE, BUT WITH A DMA TRANSFER IN BETWEEN.
B181
8182 LDA FUNC GET CONTROL WORD
203
01B3 •
0184 CPA DSPLV DISPLAY COMMAND REOUEST?
0185 JMP DSPLY
8i86 *
0187 CPA iLTRV IMAGE LINE TRANSFER?
0i88 JMP CHDCP +,,,_
0189 _,,'
0i£0 CPA FMTRV FUNCTION MEMORY TRANSFER?
0!9i JMP CHDCP
0192 s<
0193 CPA PCM'I'V PSEUDO-COLOR _ANSFER
8i94 JMP CHDCP
0195
8i96 CPA TBALV TRACK BALL REOUEST
0i97 JMP TBALL
0i98
0199 CPA SUPTV CHECK FOR TYPE 3 DM_ SUPPORT CONTROL
8200 JMP CHDCP
0201 *
0202 CPA LINKV CHECK FOR LiNK SUBFUNCTION
020S JMP LINK
0204
0205 _????????????? ILLEGAL SUBFUNCTION HERE ????????????
0206
0207 •
0288 _*'* PROCESS DISPLAY CO.AND REOUEST :_m_mm_.__
020.9 •
02i0 DSPLY LDA =Di SET STATE CONTROLVARIABLE
0211 STA EOTI2,I WHAT TO DO
02i2 LDB EOTg,i GET OPTION
0213 CLA CLEAR OUT A
02!4 JMP 101 GO TO START 10 ROUTINE
8215




0228 TBALL LOB RFLAG
G2:I C:F'BITI5 READ FLAG ...,_c='r_,:( =,,,IF'_'+"IF L,JRITE)
8222 JMP RTBAL JUMP iF SET FOR READ
6223 x:
8224 _** TRANSMIT WRITE COMMAND AND X-POSITION. m
0225 _.
0226 UTBAL LDA -D2 SET STA_ CONTROL VARIABLE,
8227 STA EOT12, I _"
0228 LDB EOT7, I
204
B229 LDA B,I CONTENTS OF BUFFER TO A
8238 AND -B8777 ttqSKFOR BITS B-B
B231 STAB
8232 LDA =B3 TRANSFER CODE OF 3 TO A
B233 JMP 101 _0 START I/O
B234
B235 )_x-,_o_,_o_ READ TRACK BALL _***__o_ok__
. B23G _ ALSO READS LITTLE RED SWITCHES ON TRACK BALL APPARATUS.
B237
0238 RTBAL LDA =D5 SET FLAG TO TELL CONT. SECTION WHAT TO DO
8239 STA EOTI2ol
B24B LDA =B3 TRANSFER CODE-3
8241 JMP 101 GO TO START I/O
.B242
B243
8244 _Wome,K Wok,_CHECK FOR DCPC CHANNEL ASSIGNED _.__
0245
024G CHDCPOLD INTBAoI ACCESSDCPC'ASSIGNMENTWORDSFROMTHE
0247 m THE INTERUPT TABLE WHOSEADDRESSIS IN THE BASE PAGE
B248 • COMMUNICATIONS AREA.
8249 CPA EQTI IS CHANNEL I ASSIGNED TO THIS DRIVER
B258 JMP CHI IF YES
8251 CPB EQTI IS CHANNEL 2 ASSIGNED TO THIS DRIVER
B252 JMP CH2 IF YES -.
8253' LDA "B5 SET RETURN CODE TO 5
B254 JMP 1.41,I RETURNTO IOC REQUESTINGA DCPC CHANNEL
8255 CH1 LOB -B2 LOWSELECT CODEOF CHANNELI TO B
e25G RSS SKIP ..
0257 CH2 LOB =B3 LOWSELECT CODEOF CHANNEL2 TO B
8258 STB EOTI]ol STORE IN EOUIPMENT TABLE FOR USE BY COMPLETION SECTION
0259
..B2GB _wcwcwo_MHICH OF THE DMS SUBFUNCTIONS _woK.w_wok_
82G1
"" B262 CHFTN LDA FUNC CONTROLWORDTO A
02G3 CPA FMTRV
0264 JMP FMTR FUNCTION MEMORY TRANSFER
8265 CPA PCMTV
_,r JMP PCMTR PSEUDO COLOR TRANSFER
02_7 CPA SLIPTV
_2_8 JMP SUF'F'T SUPPORT TRANSFER
8269 *
0270 _lokw_k_,Wc,,kIMAGE LINE TRANSFER ROUTINE _**__*_**_wm_
8271
B272 ILTR LDA =DO SET STATE CONTROL VARIABLE
B273 STA EOTI2,1
B274 LDA EATS, 1 GET INSTRUCTIONS FOR LINE TRANSFER
205
8275 fOR RFLAG SET READ OR WRITE AS PER READ FLAG
8276 IL'rR2 STAB
8277 LDA =BI SET TRANSFERCODETO 1
8278 STA TRAN SAVE TRANSFERCODE
0279 JMP I01 GO START I,,'0
8288 _o_*,"Xok_o_o_-__--,_loW-,_oK_o_--,_o_,_,_o_,__
8281 • FUNCTION MEMORY OR PSUEDO COLOR TRANSFER
0282 _K_KWoR_WoR_x__Wok'_K_KWoK_oK_K_WoKgK__
0283 PCMTR CLA CLEAR A FOR PSUEDO COLOR TRANSFER
0284 JMP PCMT2 CONTINUE TRANSFER
0285
0286 FMTR LDA BITI4 SET FUNCTION MEMORY BIT
8287
8288 PCMT2 LOB =D8 SET STATE VARIABLE
8289 STB EOTI2,1 SAVE STATE FOR COI4TINLIATION
0290 fOR EOT9,1 MERGE IN IOPTNI WORD
8291 IOR BITI3 IdERGEIN 88003 COMPATIBILITY BIT
0292 _OR RFLAG MERGE IN READ OR WRITE BIT
0.293 FMTR2 STAB PLACE CONTROLWORDIN B
8294 LDA =B2 SET TRANSFERCODE
8295 STA TRAN SAVE TRANSFER CODE FOR LATER
8296 JMP 101
0297 _4,-_v_,,_,_o_,-,,_ ,w. -._,. -._om_ov**_o_**
8298 _v.,_ SUPPORTFUNCTIONBLOCK TRANSFER( TR CODE = 3 )
8299 ___*__Wo_oK**_._,_oK_o__o_K
0300 SUPPT LDA =D8 SET DMA TRANSFER RETURN STATUS FOR CONTINUATION SECTION
0301 STA EOTI2,1 AND SAVE IT
0302 LDA EOTg, I GET OPTIONS
8303 IOR RFLAG SET READ OR WRITE BIT
03@4 STAB SAVE IN B
0305 LDA =03 SET TRANSFERCODE
030_ STA TRAH SAVE TRANSFER CODE
0387 JMP 101 AND GO DO IT
0388
03_9 _m_#_ SPECIAL PROCESSING FOR TR I MODE _ CALL
0310
0311 LINK LDA =DI SET NO BLOCK TRAHSFER
0312 STA EOTI_,I SAVE THIS
GSiS LD8 EOTS, I GET COMMAND OPT_,.....
0314 LDA =BI SET TRANSFER CODE




0319 _ THIS ROUTINE STARTS THE DATA TRANSFER OF A COMMAND _ *





0324 I01LI OTB OAT PUT TRANSFER COMMAND ON DATA LINES
8325 IOR GOBIT
" 832G I01L20TA CST PUT TRANSFER CODE ON COMMAND LINES
@327 I01L3 STC CST,C SEND THE GO PULSE , START TRANSFER
0328 CLA NOW RETURN TO IOC WITH
0329 JMP 1.41,1 OPERATION INITIATED (A=B=OK)
8338 _ WHEN THE COMMAND IS RECEIVED BY THE COMTAL, AN
0331 • INTERUPT FROM THE COMTAL WILL CALL CIC AND THIS










0342 LDA EQTI,I CHECK FOR SPURIOUS INTERUPT
8343 AND =BF7777 GET I/O REQUEST LIST POINTER
8344 SZA IS A REQUEST IN PROGRESS
0345 JMP COMP2 IF YES GO PROCESS REQUEST
6346 STA EOT15oI NO, ITS SPURIOUS SO ZERO TIME-OUT CLOCK TO PREVENT TIME-OUT
0347 SPUR2 ISZ C.41 ADJUST RETURN TO P+2 (CONT.)




8352 LDA CTABA STATE CONTROL TABLE BASE ADDRESS TO A
8353 ADA EOT12ol ADD THE STATE CONTROL VARIABLE
. 0354 JMP Aol JUMP TO ADDRESS JUMP TABLE
8355
8356 _ DISPLAY COMMAND COMPLETION.
8357
0358 SCAt LDA IDSC INTERUPTING DEVICE SELECT CODE TO A
035_ CPA SSC IS INTERUPTIHG SELECT CODE THE STATUS CARD?
8368 RSS SKIP IF YES?
83_1 JMP SPUR2 JUMP TO SPURIOUS INTERUPT IF NOT
8362 LOB -BI SET B FOR TRANS. LOg
8363 JMP CENDI
8364
0365 _ TRACK BALL I
8366
207
0367 SCA2 LDA IDSC INTERUPTING DEVICE SELECT CODE TO A
:..8368 CPA SSC IS INTERUPTINGSELECT CODETHE STATUS CARD?
@369 RSS SKIP IF YES?
8378 JMP SPUR2 JUMP TO SPURIOUS INTERUPT RETURN IF NOTe8371 LDA "D3
@372 STA EOTI2,1 SET STATE CONTROL VAR.
8373 LDB EOT?,I ADDRESSOF BUFFERTO B
8374 ]NB INCREMENTB (BUFFER ADDRESS)
0375 LDA B,I CONTENTSOF BUFFER+I TO A
0376 AND "BB777
8377 IOR BITI4 SIGNIFYS Y-POSITION
0378 STAB




0383 _>}_TRACK BALL 2
0384 *
8385 SCA3 LDA IDSC INTERUPTINGDEVICE SELECT CODETO A
838S CPA SSC IS INTERUPTING SELECT CODETHE STATUS CARD?
8387 RSS SKIP IF YES?
8388 JMP SPUR2 JUMP TO SPURIOUS INTERUPT IF NOT SET8389 LDA =D4
8398 STA EQTI2ol SET STATE CONTROL VARIABLE
8391 JMP TBDUN
8392
8393 _ TRACK BALL 3
8324
@395 SCA5 LDA IDSC INTERUPTINGDEVICE SELECT CODETO A
0396 CPA SSC IS INTERUPTING SELECT CODETHE STATUS CARD?
8397 RSS SKIP IF YES?
0398 JldPSPUR2 JUMP TO SPURIOUS INTERUPT IF NOT
6399 LDA =DG
""8438 STA EOT12, I SET STATE CONTROLVARIABLE
8481 JidPCI02 JUMP TO START A READ
0402 _
8483 _ TRACK BALL 4
0484
0405 SCAG LDA IDSC INTERUPTINGDEVICE SELECT CODETO A
848G CF'ADSC IS INTERUPTING SELECT CODE THE DSCA CARD?
8487 RSS SKIP IF YES?
8488 JMP SPUR2 JUMP TO SPURIOUS INTERUPT IF NOT
8409 LDA -D7
8418 STA EOTI2,1 SET STATE CONTROL VARIABLE
8411 GETI LIA OAT DATA FROM DATA LINES TO A (X-POSITION &SWITCH I) "
0412 . STA EOTI3, I SAVE FOR SWITCH 1
208
0413 * AND =BBF?7
8414 LDB EQT'/ol ADDRESS OF BUFFER TO B





0420 SCAT LDA IDSC INTERUPTING DEVICE SELECT CODE TO A
8421 CPA DSC IS INTERUPTING SELECT CODE THE DSCA CARD?
8422 RSS SKIP IF YES?
8423 JMP SPUR2 JUMP TO SPURIOUS INTERUPT IF NOT
0424 LDA =D4
0425 STA EAT12,1 SET STATE CONTROL VARIABLE
842G GET2 LIA OAT DATA FROM DATA LINES TO A
0427 LOB EAT7,1 GET BUFFER ADDRESS
0428 INB POINT TO QORD TWO
8429 STA B,I STORE Y-POSITION IN BUFFER+I
0430 JMP TBDON
0431
0432 TBDUN LDA =B3




0437 _ TRACK BALL TRANSMIT END
0438
0439 SCQ4 LDA IDSC INTERUPTING DEVICE SELECT CODE TO A
044B CPA SSC IS INTERUPTING SELECT CODE THE STATUS CARD?
0441 RSS SKIP IF YES?
0442 JMP SPUR2 JUMP TO SPURIOUS INTERUPT IF NOT
6443 LOB -02 SET TRANS. LOG FOR WRITE
.8444 LDA EOT6,1 GET CONTROL WORD
0445 AND =B3 ISOLATE FUNCTIOH CODE
-°"8446 CPA =81 IS IT A READ?






















8467 _ DMA TRANSFERI
8458
8469 SCAB LOg IDSC INTERUPTING DEVICE SELECT CODETO Q
8478 CPQ SSC IS INTERUPTING SELECT CODETHE STATUS CARD?
8471 RSS SKIP IF YES?
0472 JMP SPUR2 JUMP TO SPURIOUS INTERUPT IF NOT
8473 LDA =D9




B47B _,-x_ THIS ROUTINE MODIFIES THE DCPC INITIALIZATION INSTRUCTIONS
8479 • TO SPECIFY THE SELECT CODESOF THE ASSIGNEDDCPC8480
8481 STOMALOB EOTll,I GET LOWSELECT CODEFROMEAT
8482 LDA OTA "OTA INSTRUCTION" TO A
.. 8483 fOR B OR IN THE LOQERSELECT CODE
B484 STA D3 STORE AT LABEL D3
B485 STA D5 STOREAT LABEL D5
848G ADA =B4 ADD 4 TO INSTR. _TO CHANGE TO HIGHER SELECT CODE8487 STA DI
8488
848£ LDQ CLC "CLC INSTR." TO A





















8518 _K_e_oK_ THIS ROUTINE INITIATES THE DCPC DATA TRANSFERS w_
8511 _,XoK THE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW WITH D LABELS ARE MODIFIED BY THE
8512 * THE ROUTINE USETIO" TO SPECIFY THE CORRECT SELECT CODES
8513 * FOR THE DCPC CHANNEL ASSIGNED BYTHE SYSTEM
8514
0515 GOIO LOg EOT4ol
051G AND =B77 I'tqSKFOR COMMAND SELECT CODE
0517 INA INCREMENT FOR DATA SELECT CODE
B518 fOR BITI5 TLIRNON HANDSHAKE BIT (STC)
0519 D1 OTA GB PUT CONTROL WORD I TO DCPC CHANNEL (SELECT 6 OR 7)
B520 D2 CLC 2B PREPARE MEM. ADDR. REGISTER FOR CW2 (SELECT CODE 2 OR 3)
0521 Log EOTGol GET CONTROL WORD
0522 AND -B3 MASK FOR FUNCTION
8523 STAB STORE FUNCTION IN B
0524 LDA EOT7ol ADDRESS OF BUFFER TO A
0525 CPB =BI IS FUNCTION A READ?
052G IOR BITI5 TURN ON "IN" BIT FOR A READ, IF YES
6527 D3 OTA 20 CONTROL WORD 2 TO DCPC CHANNEL (SC 2 OR 3)
0528 D4 STC 2B PREPARE DIEM.ADDR. REGISTER FOR CW3 (SC 2 DR 3) .
0529 LDA EOTB,I GET LENGTH OF TRANSFER
0530 CMA,INA MAKE TWO'S COMPLEMENT
0531 D5 OTA 20 CONTROL WORD 3 TO DCPC CHANNEL (SELECT CODE 2 OR 3)
0532 CPB =BI IS IT A READ? •
8533 JMP D7 JUMP IF YESD
0534 DG STC GB ACTIVATE DCPC CHANNEL (SELECT CODE G OR 7)
B535 CLC OAT CLEAR DEVICE
:0536 STF OAT ACTIVATE DEVICE?
55_7 JMP GOEND
" 0538 D7 STC GB ACTIVATE DCPC CHANNEL (SELECT CODE G OR 7)
0539 STC DAT,C ACTIVATE DEVICE
8548 GOEND ISZ 0.41 HOW RETURN TO CIC WITH
B541 JMP C.41oi CONTINUATION
85_2
0543 _ DMA TRAHSFER 2
8544
8545 SCA9 LDA EQTII,I GET LOW SELECT CODE OF DCPC CHANNEL
054G ADA.=B4 ADD 4 TO CONVERT LOW DCPC SELECT CODE TO HIGH S.C.
8547 CHKDF CPA IDSC IS INTERUPTING SELECT CODE THAT OF THE
8548 • ASSIGHED DCPC CHANNEL?
8549 RSS SKIP IF YES
8550 JMP SPUR2 JUMP TO SPURIOUS INTERUPT IF NOT
211





0557 LDA TRAN J
0558 IOR CLBIT • SET CLEAR BIT
0559 IOR ENBIT • ADD END BIT
85G0 JMP CI03 • GO TO IT
0561
8562 _K DMA TRANSFER 3
8563
0564 )K_WoK_.W_XeIe_X)_W__****_*_
0565 SCAle LDA IDSC INTERUPTING DEVICE SELECT CODE TO Q
0566 CPA SSC IS INTERUPTING SELECT CODE THE STATUS CARD?
8567 RSS SKIP IF YES?
0568 JMP SPUR2 IF NOT GO TO SPURIOUS INTERUPT
8569 LOB EOTIi,I RETRIEVE LOWER SELECT CODE OF ASSIGNED DCPC CHANNEL
0570 LDA CLC "CLC INSTRUCTION" TO A
8571 IOR B OR IN THE CHANNELS LOWER SELECT CODE
0572 STA COl STORE INSTRUCTION AT LABEL COl
0573 ADA -B4 ADD 4 TO INSTRUCTION IN A TO ADJUST TO HIGHER SELECT CODE
0574 STA CD2 STORE INSTRUCTION AT LABEL CD2
0575
8576 COl CLC 2B,C CLEAR LOW DCPC SELECT CODE
8577 CO2 CLC GB,C CLEAR HIGH DCPC SELECT CODE
8578 LOB EOT8,1 LENGTH OF BUFFER TO B (TRANSMISSION LOG)
8579 CENDI LIA CST GET STATUS WORDFROM COMTAL
0580 AND -837 STRIP OFF UNUSED BITS
0581 STA SAVEI SAVE IN SAVE1 TEMPORARILY
:8582 LDA EOT5,1 REMOVE PREVIOUS STATUS
8583 AND =B177408 BITS IN EOT WORD 5
"" 8584 IOR SAVEI OR IN NEW BITS
0=_ STA EQT5,1 AND-RESET INTO EOT WORD 5
8586 _{_
0587 CEND2 CLC DAT,C CLEAR DEVICE DATA SELECT CODE
0588 CLC CST,C CLEAR DEVICE COMMAND SELECT CODE
05S0 _x
05£I CLA SET A = 0 = OK RETURNCODE
8592 fOR -B100000 SET BIT TO RETURNDCPCCHANNEL
0593 JM# C.41,I MAKE COMPLETION RETURN TO CIC
0594
8595 *




8599 STA IDSC SAVE SELECT CODE OF INTERRUPTING DEVICE
0688 LDA EAT4,1
0601 AND "B77 MASK FOR STATUS SELECT CODE
0682 STA SSC SAVE STATUS SELECT CODE AT SSC
8603 INA ADD I TO A FOR DATA SELECT CODE
8684 STA DSC SAVE DSCA SELECT CODE AT DSC
0605 LDA OTA "OTA INSTRUCTION" TO A
OGOS fOR SSC OR IN STATUS SELECT CODE




0611 INA ADD I TO INSTRUCTION IN A TO CHANGE
























0636 _ CONSTANTSAND STORAGE AREA *_>k"_,-_:.wo_..,_
8637
8_38 RFLAG BSS -I
8639 FUNC BSS I
8648 TRAN BSS I
8641 SAVEI BSS I
8642 SAVE2 BSS I
213
8643 CWI BSS I
O644 CI_ BSS i
8645 CIZ3 BSS I
8646 TMASK BSS I
8647 IDSC BSS 1
8648 SSC BSS I
8649 DSC BSS I
8658 BITI3 OCT 28888
8651 BIT14 OCT 48888
8652 BITI5 OCT 188888
8653 RMOTE OCT 2
8654 GOBIT OCT 4
8655 ENBIT OCT 18
8656 NBSY OCT 18
8657 CLBIT OCT 28
8658 TOUT DEC -38888
8659 ERHUMDEC 3
8668 _*
8661 #_*:THE FOLLOWINGVALUES (SUFFIX V) DETERMINEWHICH DRIVER
8662 *_* SUBFUNCTIONSARE INVOKED, PARAMETERIFUNC IN SAMPLE CALL ABOVE,
8663 _*
8664 DSPLV OCT 8
8665 ILTRV OCT 188
8666 FMTRV OCT 288
8667 PCMTVOCT 388
8668 TBALV OCT 488
8669 SUPTV OCT 588.
8678 LIHKV OCT 688
8671 _o_
8672 CST EOU 24 USED ONLY FOR DOCUMENTATION. ACTUAL INSTRUCTION IS
8673 OAT EOU 25 SET UP BY Q SETIO ROUTINE.
.0674 A EOU 8
0675 _ EOU i
"" OGTG OTA OTA 8
8677 CLC CLC 8,C
0678 STC STC 8,C
8679 LIA LIA 8
8688 OT8 OTB 8
0681 SFS SFS 8
0682 STF STF 8
0683 *_x_x_:_*BASE PAGE COMMUNICATIONS AREA DEFINITIONS
0684 . EOU 1658B
8685 • _
8686 _*
0687 ,_,€THE FOLLOQIN6 CONSTANTS ARE USED TO READ THE EQUIPMENT TABLE
8688 _K ASSOCIATED QITH THIS DRIVER. SEE THE HP-1880 QUICK REFERENCE
214
OG8B _o_MANUAL FOR DIAGRAMS AND TABLES ON UHICN THESE CONSTANTS ARE BASED.
8690 _o_
8GSI INTBA EOU ,+4
8692 EOT1 EOU .+8
0693 EQT2 EQU .+9
0694 EAT3 EQU .+10
0695 EOT4 EOU .+11
8696 EO'U5 EOU .+12
8697 EOT6 EQU .+13
8698 EQT7 EOU .+14
8699 EOT8 EOU .+15
8700 EOT9 EOU .+16
070_ EOT18 EOU .+17
0702 EOTIIEOU.+18
0703 EOT12 EOU ,+81
0704 EOTI3 EOU .+82
8705 EOT14 EOU ,+83




0710 ._ STATE CONTROL ADDRESS TABLE _4_k'_"A'_X_X_S_X<_
0711 CTAGA DEF CTAB
0712 CTAB HOP
8713 JMP SCAI DISPLAY COMMAND COMPLETION
0714 JMP SCA2 TRACK BALL I
0715 JMP SCA3 TRACK BALL 2
0716 JMP SCA4 TRACK BALL TRAHSMIT END
0717 JMP SCA5 TRACK BALL 3
8718 JMP SCA6 TRACK BALL 4
0719 JMP SCAT TRACKBALL 5
'072_ JMP SCA8 DMA TRANSFER I
0721 _ JMP SCA9 DMA TRANSFER 2
_722 JMP SCAIO DMA TRANSFER 3
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